-AND DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND,
THF

iftlLY PRESS

PORTLAND

TO LEI.

\YANTS, LOST, FOUND.

published evjry day (Sunday» excepted) by the

Partially Furnished House for

POSTLAM) PUBLISHIJiG CO.,

Kent.

At ico Exchange St, Portland.
Terms: Klj/'it Dollars a Year in advance.

GENTEEL 2J story brick rcfcidence on Congres»
street, 12 rooms, modern improvements, with
stable on tlie premises, for $500 per annum.
GEORGE R. DAVIS & CO.,
decl2eod2w
lieal Estate Mortgage Brokers.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
is published every Thursday Morxing at
$2 50
jear; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

a

Rates of Advertising: Oue inch of
in
length of column, constitutes a "square." space,
$150 per square daily first week; 75 cents
per
week after ; i hree
insertions, or less, $1 OU ; continuing: every other day after tirst week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or
less, T5 cents; one
week. $1 00 ; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, oue third additional.
Under head of
"Amusmements," $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the ''Maine State
Press" (which lias a large circulation in
every part
of the State) for §1 00
per square for first insertion,
and 50 tents per square lor each
subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

M. D

To Let.

Γίο,ΛΟ EMhwf» «t;, Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and

Attorney in all the courts in the District of olumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of daims before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
Washington.

oetll-tl

of

on

L.

near

179 Commercial St·, Portland.

TO

corner

En-

Attorneys
American

and

Examinations made by our agent in "Washington
when desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry

cheerfully

One

ed

by

mail.

THOMPSON
TO

If

and St

103 State
movM

of

MLR8. II. 12.

BROKER,

PHIl.tADELPHIA.

janSI

H. L. GREGG &

COAT

SKIP

Co.,

low

the

THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,

St

New

FOX, 88 Middle st.

ΤΕΠ3Ι8

SI.OO

Two or three evening pupils

Apply

WEEK.

PER
can

J.

B. Hamel, ,Jk.

liina-ly

W.

be attended to.

11 E1.M STKEET.

No. 305

FRESCO

PAINTER,

PORTLAND,

WINTER division of the 32dyear of its

11HE

cessful prosperity will open on ^EDNESPAY,
January 1st, 1873. All the comforts of Home com-

bined with the school in which

Fight-Page Weekly

No. 50 School

ai

A

—The Best
Given to every

PHOTOGRAPHER,

PORTLAND

MACHINE WORKS

de7

Portland, Me.

.FAIRBANKS

Out,

Stand,

offered

subscriber

by but Paper,—

paying

a

year's sub-

MIDLAND

Ο ill ce 32, !Î4 &

New

Sewer Assessments.
that there

.Room,

an

City Building,

on

lCtW day of December, 1*72, at 7$ o'clock P.
M., for the purpose ot hearing all i>er»ons interested
in the matter of assessments made by said Board on
Noaccount of sewers constructed in the year 1871.
tice of the same having been heretofore given acPer
law.
to
order,
cording

HOWE

SewingMachines
GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 ipools for 3c.

Ships,
Cars, Bridges, Factories,
other building purposes, furnished by the cargo
FOR
at short notice.
Railroad

elgn.

Groceries, Ladies Dresses and Cloak

large stock of

Couutry

experience of thirteen
°f "'β
a

FITZ,

(lateoi the firm of B11 jton & Fitz.)

Patent Weather

Strip

may be found at

LIBBY'S FURNITURE STORE
Corner of Federal and Market Sts.,
good

iiYAN & KELSEY,
Commercial Street,
Portland, Me.

161

ehare
°1** t0 "lurit
p^Hc patrônat'e.'
"" ki"d' ®f Con»
HiBlYrV
pioduch'VT
try Product·.
Balte,, Keg,, An.

a

man

to

BOXES,

apply them.
lm·

and Basted, fitting graceful and easy. New
Patterns constantly received, Samples shown
and goods sent for from any of the leading Houses in
Boston and New York. Suits and Cloaks mad* to
L. R. MARTIN,
order.
No. 2 Modistes Building. Elm street,

CUT

Portland.

nov4d2m

FISHERMEN.

System

Standard Piano

Dressing Cases,

np

substituted an infantile feline for the confectionery in her lover's overcoat, The young
man's hand is about well, but his lacerated

feelings

GO

awarded to

These Pianos
conceded to be

are

COMPETITORS.

regarded

still

pronouueed by all

are so

the

Society is commonly too cheap. We meet
at very «hort intervals, not
having"had timj
to acquire any new value for each other. We

great artists.

Dr. Franz Liszt says: "I consider the Chickerto any made in Euro;* or Amering Piano
ica, and ara iully c oovinced that they were Justly
entitled to the First Prize.

meet at meals three time* a
day, and give
each other a new taste of that old
musty
cheese that we are.
We have had to agree

Chickering & Sons' Mammoth Mauufac'y

on a

superior

TO

NELSON & CO.'S,

&

is more than one-thir^iarger than any other Pianoin every reForte Manufactory in the world, and
spect, the meat complété as regards machinery and
tor
best
the facilities
class of work.
doing the very
Messrs. C. & Sons have, since the establishment oi
their business in 1823, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,
and these Standard instruments are now offered at
Reduced Kates upon the 'Osk-Prick System," Ire»·
from all discounts and commissions: and they are,
beyond all refutation, the veby best and veby
Cheapest First-Class Pianos now offered.

in

—Ν

MANUFACTUREE

BY

Wl?i. E. HOOPElt & SOXS,
Baltimore, Md.
Send for price-list.
jucl5-Gm
For Sale·
C1TOEE No. 90 Market Square, with Stable in the
to Centre
Γ /ear· W ilege in the passage way
•treot
THOMAS SHAW.
Inquire of
uec7d3w
U3 Commercial Street.

great variety of styles, qualities aud prices.

BOOTS

are

Goat, French, Kid and
thing you want in the

Calf,

—

you

JEWELRY,

11 Market

happy to inform my friends and the general
public of inv return from >Λ\ν York with a very
elegant and large assortment ol goods adapted to the
holidays, consisting o!
am

Indies' and

Work

We oiler

our

goods

at

just received from New York

ORE AT

Portfolios,

Cigar Stands,
ALABASTER GOODS,
tlantle Ornaments, Wall Pockets, Slipor without Embroidery,

per Bags, with
JET GOODS.
all very

—

LOWEST CASH PRICES.

a

VARIETY

OF

we

—

A. M. PEABODY'S

GOODS,

PORTLAND.

itloore's Eiicfclopcdia ofiTlnsic [$G.00] conns "all that is worth
knowing" about, music and
musical people.

Ladies'
345

have

a

Dec.

tf

AisD

—

(xERRISil & PEARSON,
received

a

fine assortment of

4«>9

Legislature of Mai»#, at its next session i* J aim* y
1S73, for an inevcas· of capital sfcssk.
mo#6d4w

Per order of ths Di rectors.
F. R. B1U1TT, Clerk

and gents' dining saloon and
Restaurant for sale on Washington St., with nice
tenement over saloon well established with a splendid
run of growing business,
everything In good order.
This is a chance seldom offered and will bear the
closest investigation.
TAYLOR & CO.,
dec!3d3t
3 State Street, Boston, Mass.

smith

with

a

great variety

to

eodtf

Clothing:

who

a

ner.

dim

RECEIVED THIS DAT

130 Tubs choice Vermont

Ladies*

Made in

Second-hand Clothing

All orders will receive

;

tion1

prompt and faithful

man

atten

WILLIAM BROWN
Federal st.,
Near the Park

Butter,

September and October.

E>. B. BICKER & CO.,
Whelesalc Grocers, 185 Fere Street.
tdeel4

Cleansed.

First

class photograph business, for

m

before the fire.

promptly

sale. Leading thoroughfare, thoroughly established, always done successful paying business. Nice
ly fitted up,with ail appurtenances in good eondition,

experience not necessary, owner lias other business
demanding his immediate attention.
del3
Ί AYLOR & CO., 3 State St., Boston.

nov28dtf

Sanford's Improved Refrigerators.
The three points of excellence which I claim, are :
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air;
2nd ; dryness, no dampness mould nor taint ; 3rd ; no
intermingling of odors ; purity and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL. between-Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnliam
& Co.'s Ice House, Portland, Me.
j«4dtf

Drug Store and

Fixtures Tor Sale.

STOKE for «ale in the o»untry. Gooil
rea*«u for sellingApply V) Box
navlMlm
IS, ûorway,

toeaMou ami
ADKUG
Maine.
X·.

PRINTING
office.

JOB

At

particulars call

on or

13

Temple

phant,

1

I

Co.,

neatly executed

\

No· 'il

at

thU

Coriihill,

jy-Usual discount
nov

to

C^.,

Piib'i 1

Boulon.

the trade.

20dlw

Now ready !

w4w50

Notice.
W. TIERCE of Portland, retires froin on
firm, and hie Interest anil responsibility ceM« l

C11ÎAS.

trom tills date.

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Mwufiwture».
..?,',umU'r
and Island Pond. VI.
Island P«ud. Sept. 5,1872.
d*7tf
Norton Mills

Piano for Sale.
first-class, 7 oetavePiano
terms.
NEW,

sep28tf

for sale

""

«»»>

PALMER

M. O.

and upholstery
Furniture
sale, location of great value, good
of
and

store, foi
of regular

run

reJ®irJ",Çi

D"

transient business; with plenty
a
better paying place in the State for a nian««
χ ne
moderate capital. Sold on account akkness.is not
above 1» worthy of investigation, experience

η"οΓΐ"ίύ

TAYLOR & CO., 3 State St., Bos

».

masterly genius

of George

Breed.

«*uu

t.uiriui

SAClCilVS

uy

151IIlHg8 γ

Will have a great interest, not only at the present time, but in the
future when Boston shall be itself again, and
buildings stronger and more stately thau be-

RUINS

W, H. CHANDLER &

Mrs. Oliwith all other writersj can-

by Iloyt, Fogg &

vy sjimifu

unci is

IN BOSTON !
llluMmlrd
Or, 0»E Pol

admiration which

common

The Story of the Great Fibe. By
"Carleton" illustrated by Billings.
This memorial of the Boston lire, from the
ready, graphic pen of the well-know journalist
"Carleton" who was an eyewitness of the
fearful scenes that he describes, is illustrated

oclOeoell'M

J3P~Scnd 25 cents for this fully
Book, jual out ! Willi .Tlnp*.
LAIi FOK FIVE COl'IES, BY HAIL, tO

me!

No rail, the daughter of the artist, is,
perhaps, the heroine of-the story, and is an
exquisite «ketch, tender, true and bright, "a
rose set round with little wilful thorns." We
will not attempt any description of tiie plot,
lest wc should diminish the pleasure in store
for the readers of this beautiful novel, and
will only say that the end is a happy one.
The book is well printed iu clear, large type
on good paper, with several illustrations, some
of which are exceedingly tasteful.
Published by Scribner, Armstrong A- Co.
For sale

Place.

THE

oil

Eliot.

THE GREAT FIRE
AND

111

not but feel for the

address

BOSTON.

gaze

sea ;

This novel, which has been published as a
serial, and new appears iu book form, is, it
seems to us, the best work of Mi's. Oliphant,
whose books are so deservedly popular. The
plot is original, effective and emotional ; without exaggeration or sensationalism ; ami the
cliaracteis, carefully and skilfully drawn witlimany minute but telling touchcs, are natural
and forcible: Helen, the artist's wife—struggling against the conviction to which her
great love, instead of blinding her, makes
her more sensitive; that her husband's j»ic! tures ean never be all she has hoped, for the
I want of the spark of genius that should ani] mate the conscientious, elaborate work—is a
! remarkable, thoughtful and beautiful delineation, in which i: clearly to be traced the in-

from

Every

heaven,

Gates; by Mrs. Oliphant: author
Carlingford, Miss Marjor-

his

fluence of the

in

are

of Chronicles of
ibanks, <&c.

OF

inio the Country.

earth

Recent Publications.

Twenty to Thirty Dollar· per IVIoatb,
more than enough to pay their instalment on machine.

subscriber would

B. €. JORDAN.

Cleansed and Repaired at short notice,
and all kinds ot' goods dyed in
CLOTHES
thorough
Also
for sale.

are

invited to call and examine,
de»

Proprietors.

respectfully announce that
is
THEheto fill
organized in another Mill and
already
all orders for Bar Mills Oak
ready

Κ IN 1.>S

are

darkness, sky and
the shadowy even,

the moment's charm,
Thou dearest! Wc aro at life's best,
Folded in God's encircling arm,
Ware-cradled thus, ami wind-caressed!

MS WING
MACHIN* sold on rtranll
monthly Cum!) Inula I men tu, or work furnished
alter the first payment of TEN DOLLARS which wc
require in cash, the balance to be paid (or In work,
which we furnish at good prices. This is an extra
•hance to get a good Sewing Machine on easy payment. We wdl pay cash for all work done over ten
dollars per month. Ladies on our work can easily

FULL ACCOUNT OF

chemist and dyei s ; fully confident of turning out
work that cannot fail ofgiving satisfaction.
Ladies' dree«e* colored and fiuished in a suiierior
style. Gent's garments cleansed and colored without
being ripi>ed,and warranted not to smut,aud pressed
ir. a superior style. Piano ami table covers, Marseilles covers bleached and framed; blankets scoured
nd the wool raided. JOHN S. MILLER & CO.,

ae

ΙΛΊΟ > 1VIIABF

ocMil

GLASSES!
please purcliassers,

SMALI, BOXES FINEST OOLONG ex "Chins;
Too.', fbr Bale at a very low price to close

COBB,

SOUTll «HAY.

ALL

dicam

Ο realize

Works, OHiWDLEK & CO.'S

Wo have bought out the above establishment, with
all the machinery and good will of the same, with all
the admirable facilities, conducted by a practical

sep26

&

Λ. 11. WHITE &

OUT OF THE FIRE.

TEAS.

EMERY Λ FURBISH,

WARE.—FRENCH CLOCKS.
tFebl

desired·

onsignuieiit.

FINE STOCK OF SILVER PLiTED

OPERA

—

Individuals

CHOICE

Also a new style of Silver Ware, after tlie Japanese
Pattern, very popular.
Nankin Rings, Silver anil Plated.

8 EXCHANGE ST.

TIIE

··

Silver Ware.

A

OF

T. Welch alias Walsh late Private Co. E, 13
Inf.
Joseph N. Walsh, late Private Co. B, 4th, Mass. Cav.
41
44
44
44
Vet.
Thon*as Givens,
G,
44
44
»4
Thomas Fox,
29th,44 4'Inf.44Vola
H,
4<
44
4'
44
Chas. H. Merrill.
,32th,
Charles Nichols, 44 Seaman U. S. Navy,
Robert D. Bond,
novgdtf
C. P. MATTOCKS, 88 Middle Street.

Gold stud Silver Hatches, Chains
of ail kinds, Jcwelcry stud

I

Notice·

.Oct. 3tl871

Stunt*

at
This sleigh was awarded the SILVER MEDA
the New England Fail·, held in Lowell, Mass. also
hold
η
iu
um
at
the
State
Fair
the highest Prem
Bangor. It has been extensively use 1 before a critiand
is
the
last fo'ir years,
apidly
cising public for
gaining favor for the following reasons:
1st—It is vastly more durable, being con rue ted
without tenon or mortise, secured by bolts oi y.
2d—The post with a brace is of best quality malleable iron.
3d—Its elegant and light appearance,
4th—The ease with which it can be repaired.
Parties intending to purchase are respectfully invited to call and examine our varied assortment ol
both single and double slcielis.

NO. 17 PLIJÛI STREET.

Me.

—

nov25

(Patented by llugh

jyCountry orders solicited.
The largest stock of RUBBERS in the city
no26eod'4ni
at the lowest cash prices.

Sebago Dye

Henry

80 MIDDLE STREET,
baye

Rubber Boots & Shoes,

SLEIQH,

Good Agents Wanted
Town.

Lagrange Street,

JeclM2w

9, 1872.

following

BARBOUR,

CHILDRENS'

STUDDED

Machines Ment

(Next street South of Boylston.)

CO.,

POST OFFICE ADDRESS

Christmas Presents!

31 ENS', W0MENS', BOYS' I

No. 60

a

Thy face, pale in
Thy quiet «yes that

(The Best Thing Yet.)

earn

RUBBERS,

call and examine them.

J. M. DYER &

Congress Street,
PORTLAND.

dec7

large assortment of

—

customsrs to

No. 6 Free Street Rlock.

•LIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
dec7d&w2w
w50
tc

R.

our

like

Star beam and

Sleighs! Sleighs! Sleighs!

For

fu

GEJTIS OF GERniN SOlVft. 212 pages
The very best German Songs with German and English Words. $2.50 in Boards ; $3.00 in Cloth ; $4.00

E.

invite

Mow

2md&w

BOSTON.

I

THE mHK AIi TREASURE, 225 pages
of the most popular Vo.^a* and Instrumental Music.
$2.50 in B'ds; $3.00 in CI.; $4.00 Finely Gilt binding.

&

and

Fnrnishing Store,

WHITE,

Wholesale Dealer and Jobber in

!

ta

deoiMf

BOOTS, SHOES and

—

I

! 334 Washington St., Boston.
BAILEY & NOYES, Agent*.
PORTLAND, ΜΕ.

Sewing Machines !

shall have

ON

soil breeze freshens; leaps the spray
To kiss cur checks with sudden cheer.
UpoB the dark edge of the bay
Lighthouses kindle for and near,
And through the warm deeps of the sky
Steal faiut star-clusters, while we rest
In deep refreshment, th.iu and 1,
Wave-cradled thus, and wind caressed!
The

11 E. 14th St., New York,

oc22

Deering Block, Congress Street,

4

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 11th,

I

very great

T. LOBENSTEIN,

—

READY FOR EXHIBITION

charming

a

RESPECTFULLY,

WALTER

ONE PRICE ONLY.

ceding.

CII01CE

HOLIDAY
which

handsome in style and finish, and

variety of articles suitable for gifts of utility and
beauty fyr i^adies and Gentlemen. In addition to the
abo7<»
offer a large an i choice stock of Ladies'
Furnishing Goods adapted to the season^
Laces and Linen Goods a Specialty.

the
I

splendors die,
Wave-cradled thus, aud wind-caresBed !

<

TT&S3wis

We have

Boxes,

Writing Desks,

1872. CHRISTMAS 1872.

Ladies' Furnishing Goods.

Hi.w sweet to watch Its

Smith's Patent Metallic-

Handkerchief Boxes,

open

We sail toward evening's louely star,
That tremble» In the tender bNe;
One single cloud, a dusky bar
Burnt with dnll carmine through and through,
Slow smouldering in the summer sky,
Lies low along the failing west ;

Sons,

&

("bickering

Qentlemen's Necessaries,

Jewelïv Caskets.

Square.

I

our

nov7
I

Rnbbers

usual assortment of

our

attention to

to

war.—H. D. Thoreaii.

only

Wednesday, Dec. 4, 1872.

find at reasonable prices at

declO

&c., &c., &e.

Co.,

or

especial

finest instruments
which are, iu every
of their class manufactured, and second
to the
Grand Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
warranted
for
Ave
Piano
Every
years.

—

HOLIDAY GOODS,

GOLDTHWAITE'S.

FANS,

together witli

can

OF

Serge, in fact anyshape of

Boots, Shoes, Slippers

RIBBONS,

LETTERS of Mendelssohn [$1.7 1; of Mozart,
[$1.75]; of Beethoven [$2.00]; l'olko'8 lleminiscenccs
of Mendelssohn [$1.75].
These records of the inner life of the great masters
are intensely interesting.
Finely bound, like the pre-

J.

BOOTS

erable and that we need not come

PIANOS,
OPENING UPRIGHT
particular, the

GREAT

Olore and

LIFE OF 1IA7VDEL [«2.00] ; of Chopin,
$1.50] ; of Beethoven, [$2.00] ; ol Mendelssohn
[$1,751 ; of Rossini [$1.75] ; of Mozart [$1.75]; of Schuof Gottschalk [$1.50] ; of Weber\$ 1.75].

1

anywhere.

for all hands, from Father down to the littlest shaver

MUSIC BOOKS FOR THE HOLIDAYS J

biographies.

Slippers.

or

We call

tf

certain set of rules called etiquette and
to make the frequent meeting tol-

politeness,

CARD.

Just above Preble House.
dectl

SLIPPERS

CALF

(COLLAR AND CUFFS)

MIDDLE ST.

elegantly bound and

MORTON BLOCK,

at

broken into in time

where ?"

universally

and

was

ing assured that it had, he innocently inquired, "did it run over and spoil the earpet any-'

Firm

oar

blowing out gas aeain

to save his life. In the morning he came
down and remarked, "that gas must have
! leaked considerably last night?"
Upon be-

made and sold since 1823. and

of

Ladies, Misses & Children's Winter Boots

TT&S

! wia«/i"[$1.75];
These books are

good pair

yet troublesome.

A fellow has been
Auburn. His room

Fortes

Eighty-one Firçt Premium*

and

a full and splendid assortment of goods, I
well prepared for the Holiday trade, and am
cannot
offering such inducements to the public
fail to meet their a· proval in the way of pur hasing.
No better assortaient of

Filling!

for

a

are

Senator Schurz slid of Henry Ward Beecher's address at Mr. Greeley's funeral;
'*If
this is art, then it is that perfect art in which
; every trace of art is concealed and
every
I thought couceniing the speaker banished
by
I his powe to engage all hearts with the
, thought by which his own heart is filled."

The Standard Instruments of the World,

Scotch and White-Wood Goods,
àcc„ Arc.,

useful, appropriate or acceptablo.

TOILET

Embroidered Linen Setts,

is hereby given that the Atlantic & St.
TWINES AND NETTING, NOTICE
Lawrtmte Railroad Company will apply to the

«

e-3? rice

Have been

Having

VJBSHEfiS WANTJK».—Coastwise and For-

oct9t'

Produce

and

and

Worsteds

AGENTS FOE TIIE CO.,
auCdSmeod

preseut of

a

KÏP

Oliver Street,

Fliillips

46 & 48

more

Co., Ag'ts,

finely gilt binding.

R. Warburton, 165 Middle Street.

stock of
keep in addition to a choice

η

offered at Reduced Rales at

now

41, Ο Ο Ο

WRITING DESKS,

am

iu

es S MS Ο F .STRAUS*. 250
large paaes,
of the best Strauss Music. B'ds $2.50 ; CI. $3.00.

The subscriber having taken the Tea Store

Improved

W. F.

somebody

make

1829.]

I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

and all other First Class

Decminj,

IN

With

American.
|3Γ*ίη order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an
eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Ijead. None genuine without it.

pass book designed for the use of all classes of
dealers in every department of trade, and is an invaluable medium for encouraging cash payments for
goods,
As an economical measure it lias no equal in tlie
interest of both buyer aud seller. Its adoption will

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER !

oc23dtf

WORK

CHRISTMAS

to be foun l

Oar Tare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant to be strictly pure, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

α

—

Corner of India and Congress Streets,

According to the Greenville Sentinel and
Reporter, the gill's cunning little brother

i

OF THESE

Ladies and Gents'

Happy ]Vew Year

Patterns

Slipper

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
Λ FITTINGS, PUMPS. *LC., &C.

BY M. V. B. STIMSON.

NOTICE.

ΊΟΗΜ S.

M I 'Γ Τ Ε Ν S,)

,

Dry and Around in Oil«

York.

sept0'72

Ytavil.'g 5a(1 a>*

Are

MC»l7FFEE,Cor. Middle

MERRY

Nothing

Pure White Lead !

MUTUAL BENE HT ACCOUNT BOOK,

decl0d6t

BROADWAY NEW YORK.
<16W

■

A cruel fellow in New Haven showered an

Jewelry,

Ο

IF YOU WANT

A

profession personal appecuniary value.

I

AND

OVER ALL

Stair Builder.
L1BBÏ, 17 1-3 Ini.u Street,

Boots, Shoes

BOSTON

THE

IMPROVED

meats and

8,

PORTHOIVIES,

Watehes, Jewelry, &c.

M A1TTJFACTUUEIWI OF

25 PIKE ST.

Η.

Fairbanks & Co.,

Provisions,

and Jet

that in her

pearance has a direct

AMERICA,
ËMLAN»,

—

SCHOOL·, 430

stairs·

GLOVES

BOSTON.

BONDS.

jvlSdtf

BOSTON.

a

(KII)

LEÀÏ) CO.,

J. H. Chadwick &

SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAN,

DAY, the

118 MILK STREET,

ground

Sons

I entrapped rat with turpeutine and fired it.
Have Taken the First Premium I Poetic justice was, however, done. The rat
! being released, made a dive for a heap of oakOver all Competition
um, containing about five bales. That oakus
tun is now no more, and it lias been
paid for.

Have been

Schools.

SCARFS,

An English jury has awarded £1,500 dam; ages to an actress whose forehead received a
^
trifling scar in a railway collision, on the

lw*

PIANOS

GLOVES AND HANDKERCHIEF BOXES,

ABNER IjOWELL·, 3Q1 Congre»» Street.

MITTENS.

tf

llXCOEPORATED

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co

Ι»

AGENTS.

These Standard Instruments

G. L. HOOPER & CO., Successors to
Littlefieid & Wilsou, Cor. lfork & Maple Streets.

HOSIERY!

BOSTON

A 7 per cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
of the great roads running from New York City—on
the third largest road in New York State. The most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues. a<iording the
largest income and promising the greatest profit.
Price, 85 and interest
We believe them one of the safest and most profit·
ble investments ottered in this market for years.

is

Fairbanks, Brown & CO.,

and

Frank-

gress Street.

GXKLISH nutl FRENCH
Congress Street.

BRIGGS & CO.,

2w

will be
adhereby given
NOTICE
journed session of the Board of Mayor and Alin
dermen at their
MON-

llraily Co Supply Order*.

ftTjnorlf occiipicil fcy

and

•

FRANCE.
Whitby, Rubber

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
PEARSON, No. 33 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

—AND—

decD

20 per cent in the cost of living.
Price S 1.20 per dozen. Sent post-paid in packages
οί any number, to any part of the United States or
British Provinces on receipt of order with price inclosed. Full particulars on application. Sample
copies bv mail post-pai-l for 10 cents.
II. A. jlcKi'iNMEV A CO., Publisher*,
129 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
sep23-d&wtf

SCALES,

J.

1ΈΕΝΪ, Cor. Cumberland

AND

M I Τ Τ Ε 1ST

Real Estate Agents.

Thankful for past favors so liberally bestowed upon
us, we hope to see you at our new stand, and shall
spare no efforts in the future, as in the past, to merit
your continued conftdcnce and patronage.

save

STANDARD

AND

NUBIAS,

offered iu this State, which will be sold at the

305 CONGRESS STREET

BANKEBS,

STEAM ENGINES.
Si earn Boilers, Bleach Boilers & Rag Dusters, Shafting, Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings
of every description made to order.
Repaiiing
promptly attended to.
JTH^Xew and Second-hand Engines fcr sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
Î215 Commercial Street,

—

cTer
new

SON,)

Burned

GLOVES
—

C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.
CEO. R. DAVIS & Co.. No. 301 1-2 Con-

CLASS

AGENTS WANTED.

JVXarine, Stationary and Portable

At the Old

FIRST

CONVERTIBLE

All
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouchcd
which new process wo get rid of freckles
notes, wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
^"iYlotto—Good work at moderate
Price*. Aim to Plcaee.
may 20

M3 6m

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

Mass.

Street·

gp.nl, by

Not

St., Boston,

scription in advance.

HIE.

Copying and enlarging done to order.
the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,

se

Ladies & Gents Handker'fs,

KID

Franco-German war lias received another
a story by Maurice
Sand, entitled
"Augusta."

addition in

Sterens,

&

Chickering &

FOR

Plumbers.
ΜΙΜ,ΚΒ,Νο. <11 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtnres arranged and set up in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

for the season, consisting of

M. Edmund About's new
work, "Alsace,"
has just appeared in Paris. The literature of

be bonght elsewhere.

CO., No. SO middle Street.
I1KQ-V, 1M Middle St., cw. Cros«.

J. W. & H. H.
& Uuion Sts.

50 Cents Discount

$6.00 CHROMO,

J. II. LAUISON,

W. H. FESSENDEN.

suitable

strictly adliered to, and its thorough trial has
proved it to be for the best interest of the buyer.

Lîïw Σ

STREET.

STAPLES &

can

decll

JAMES

Choice Selection of Goods

THE ONE FIÎICE SYSTEM

paid in Advance,

when

SOT"Particular attention paid to collecting.
jan24-lv

C.

Paper,

OFFICE:

EDGAK S. BROWN,

PORTLAND,

J. 1». 1.A

H. V.

VERY LOWEST RATES-

WEBSTER,

!$3.O0 per Year.

CtOUBMAW,

Mo. 152 middle

than

A. S. DAVIS A.

by purchasing a

PUBLISHED BY

AMOS

148 EXCHANGE ST.
jan22tf

BANGOK.

Turner, Presby

Silver and Plated Ware.

Co

Detroit boys area nice set. A
I
party of
I tbem got ilruuk the other day and not ouly
rubbed one of their number of sixteen dollars
but blackened his
eyes, cut his scalp and
danced on liim ·ο that he could
hajilly move.

the

and Fine Watches.

Photographers.

will be

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

No. 80 MIDDLE

All who may want torritory East of Augusta are
requested to make application at FRANKLIN

and will

we can

spite
rights.

our

hands at

—AN D—

ν

(EOBMEBLY

CHRISTIAN ERA,

MAINE.

Counsellor and Attorney

our

Sell them Lower

liOTHBOP,DEVK!VS & CO,, Ol Uxh>··ae
Sreet and 48 Market St.

HOLIDAYS

Longer,

PRICKS,!

JOBBERS1
and

in

Masons and Builders.

prepared ourselves for the

We have

A LARGE

§3jfAU orders promptly attended to.

G.

ever

Week

HOISE,

N. E. RKDIiON, 23't 1-3 Coiiiftcim Si.

LADIES' FURNISHING GOODS

ablest

placed

Carpet-Bags.

1873.

Happy is the man who lives on a level
I street in the days that are coming when the
cry of the coaster will resound in
of the

in,

THE

Order Slate at Ο. M. & E. P. Brooks, 333
Congress Street.
my28tf

found tlie

are

teachers.

were

n. DIKAS Λ CO., }71 Middle and
11ϋ Federal Streets.

—

YEAR'S

One

M.

where they will be pleased to wait tpon all their old
patrons, and will be prepared to accommodate a
host of new ones, for we have opened one of
the finest stocks of

suc-

goods

3.

Congress Street,

Formerly occupied by Croseman &
Druggist»,)

FOR BOTS,

ALDEN J.BLETHEN, A.M.,
dec6dlm
'Principal.

KMLER,

L.

\EW

FOR—

blue-coated guardian of

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

1872

A Rochester saloon has a cistern beneath
It answered excellently well to drown a
small child who walked into it one
day when
it was left open.

we

INVITE YOUR SPECIAL ATTENTION, j

JOHN

to inform their friends and the public generally that they have removed from 323 Cougress
"street to the spacious and elegant store

ETTA A. FILES,
nov28eodSw

Jewelry

West.

I Simonidee.

the

lu

next,

it.

lin Sis.

Begleave

to

which

mortal man;

a

beauty; thirdly, well-gotten wealth; fourthly, the pleasure of youth among friends.—

—

i

t Jan 2173

M. A. BRIGGS & CO.,

Begins December 2d and continues thirteen weeks

To

best possible manner by S.
lOIJNG & CO., No. lOO Fore St.

P.

New Goods.

TERM

FOR

THE

Horse and Ox Shoeing

Store,
AND

shall remain at

we

HOLIDAYS,

Hair ttoods and Toilet Articles·
JJ. F. MIIGRRY) No. » Clapp's Block
t'onjiress Street, opposite Old City Hall·

HOUSE,

wants to go

that

39 TEMPLE 8TREET

These

done to order.

Done

Achille Paganini, the son of the reuowned
violinist, is about to publish some posthumous works of his father.
Health is best (or

—

Furniture and Upholsteriug.

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

—

At "Little Blue," Farm in g ton, ITIe.

Philadelphia.

owner

jau31

He who falls twice upon the same
spot is
weak in his head as well as his heel».
In order to fully meet the wants of all parties desiring territory in this vicinity, we wish to announce

USEFUL AMD ORHAIflEiVr 4L,

a woman.

Mosby is to marry a Philadelphia belle,
with lots of money, the papers
say.

;

»

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetiùgs.

CHRISTMAS

EDUCATIONAL.

MERCHANTS !

108 Walnut Si.,
if. L. Giikoo,

ηονϋβ

W. E., Press Office.

COMPANY !

—

«loue to order·

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of IJpbols e'ing nnd Repairing

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP !

To Let*

STORE
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.
MATTOCKS
je3-jf

tiolMtcriug

SPEINGVALE.

Address

evening.
sep2G

J8EIIVJ. ADAme, cor. Exrhange and Federal Streets.
UOOP£K Λ 15 Α Τ'ΟIV, Old Po»t Office,
Exchange Street.
L. F. IIOVT, No. 11 Preble Street. Up-

Street,

TEBBETS

GAS

Hay'*.

FOR SALE!

REMOVAL

ASD

Tea

d3m

both

—

H. If.

over

A5SNER LOWELL, SOI Congress Street·
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

As the

No. 92 Middle street, recently occupied by

FAMILY SCHOOL

BROKERS,

COMMISSION

& JOB.
South St., New York

Wanted·
A Ν experienced bookkeeper and accountant,
Ά. wants an opportunity to keep a small set of
books or accounts, or to do Dopying, or other work, in

ABBOTT

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

will

27

and Pant makers and Machine Girl, at
»p26tf
CHESLEY'S. 167 Middle st.

SHEP AUD & COMPANY, same block,
J. C. PROCTER,
je5dtf
93 Exchange st.

WINTER

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
MOUTH DELAWABI! AVENUE,

II016

BIRD, PERKINS

PORTLAND ACADEMY.

& Gregg.)

Warren

SHIP

3111

St., Boston.

variety

—

Choice and Beautiful Goods

tor Sale.
STORY" Brick house on New State street, next
to
Congress street, has ten rooms and furnished
with Gas, Sebago water hot and cold, bath room, two
water closets, furnaee, dumb waiter, wash room, two
cellars &c.
Is a very healthy location, every room having the
sun shinning in some part of the dsy.
Terms easy.
For further information apply to G. G. LARK IN,
311 Congress Street or HENRY A. JONES, Gait
oct9-tf
Block, Commercial Street.

Wauled.

LET.
be let

N.B.

jv2 Τ Τ & S tf

(Formerly

J.

John,

AND

wages.—Judy.

The smartest bankerin
Munich is

of

—

3

load fjumbcrat Portland, Bangor,
Macliias. Calais, Montreal, and Southern Ports, for the Rirer Platte.
Also, To loan Coal, at Pictou, Lingan, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston, theSouond ports,

BLOCK,

applied for immediately will

Or,

promptly answered. All business in
application for Patent can be transact-

an

Vessels Wanted.

unusual

Furiitttre and House Furnishing Good*.

winery ai., oaeau οι

House on State

To

those large and commodious stores

ot

THE

IN

CHAS. A. WARREN,

1

more

and

respect to

octl2-tf

MARK WIGGIN,
on the premises.

1872.

man

13

of

X®. 47-40 Middle St.

Foreign Patents,

200 CongreM St., Portland, Mr.

a

Store and Basement.

Inquire

and. Solicitors

to do by young
wlio is willing
SOMETHING
to work. Address A. W. L., Pfess Office.

Let.

tcTlet.

53P~A11 kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
boxed and matted.
oct5-'6i)T T&Stf

8CRIBNER A JORDAN,

Wanted

sentlldtf

To

Hysh-money—Nurse's

YORK

Furniture--Wholesale and lletail.

M

dtf

an

WALTER COREY & CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
UliORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 5β Kicliuufie St. Cphol.tering of all kind,
done to order.

Said house is one of the best locations on
on the street ; tine neighborhood.
Consists of
two story framed House and ell, containing ten
finished
walls
highly
rooms; painted
throughout;
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city; close to
Spring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms ea3y. Enquire on the premises.
♦June 19.
dtl

also

can

χ·*

NEW

Hobson's choice—Μγβ. H.

Self-Lighting Lamp
—

Bye-House.

€u§hnian Street.

Boarders Wanted.

Portland, Sept. 4th,

UlcDonougb Patent Bed Loitugee,
ameled Chair·, Arc.

jBiousse no.

ηονβ

'<IKE£D,No.91 Middle

P. SY.TIONDS, India St. Velvet Cloak,
dyed and finished.
FOSTER'S Dye House, !S4 Union Street.'

FOR SALE !

let

We have juit received from

Bentists.

34 Plum St.

No.

Pearl Ml.

DR. W. R. JOHNSON,

on

sep!3-tf

with board in a prirooms with board for single
minutes walk'oi the City
gentlemen.
Building. Address E. O., Box 1903, Portland P. O.

LET.

_SALE.

For Sale or To Let,
Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. H. GILLESPIE,

Boarders Wanted.

brick

procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment!, any point desired.
tfapr27

40

(iossip and («leanings.

Carpenters and Builders.

St. Lawrence House.

37 South Street, Ν. Y
novl5dlm

SATURDAY MOKSIXJ, DEC. 14, 1872.

WHITNEY & 3I12ANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

ME.,

State Street, occupied by the unJL dersigned. This, house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
scplD-tf

JOB.,

store in tlie Racklefi Block,
FEW BOARDERS
be accommodated,
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement, and
A large
A
table boarders at No. 11 Myrtle Street,
first floor, eleganth finished aud
adapte! to jobbing
oct18

sels

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

&

THE PRESS.

A fil G

51

Hook Binders.

For Sale.

FOR CUBA.

1872. Holiday Goods. 1872.

WM. A. QUINCr, Room 11, Printer'.
Kxf-haiijfr, No. Ill Exchange St.
small & SIIACKFOBO,N..S} Plnm
Street.

S. CHANDLER, Prop'r.

F.

ΓΙΠ HE houee

103 State Street, Boston.

on

Enquire

ociedtf

&

Street.

It has 50 large well ventilated rooms in
good repair, with stable and ice house. Will be sold
with or without the Furniture on the most favorable
terms if applied for at once, as the subscriber is going West. Apply to

—

BIRD, FFRKIftS

near

house No. 80 Clark sreet, containing
BRICK
rooms, witli modern improvements.

MANUFACTURER OF

COAL

W1TU

KOVTj I OCG

tlie Park.

Lay days guaranteed in loading and discharging.

To Let,

Wilkcebarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Ves-

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

—

140 Oxford Staeet,
PLEASANT Parlor tc
Elm, with all the
HOUSE
modern improvements; Gas and Sebago WaA vate family;
also
ter. Enquire
the premises.
oct30tt
Within five

dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

LSTERER,

dec3tf

es.

IF

Sole agents in Maine for the Rale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamn^ett îseill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market price,

j.hThoopeb,

paying char

Piéton, Sydney, Lingaa and Port
Caledonia, €. B.,

TAYLOR.

A Few Good Rents
applied for at onee.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
novSdtt
88 Middle street.

SIUKE

FOR

All

Booksellers and Stationers.

ΠΠΗΙ3 House will accommodate 75 guests. Always
JL filled with summer tourists during the season,
witli a good iUow of business travel during the year.
The best location in Bethel, situated at the head of

Vessels Wanted

For Hem.
FIRST
residence, centrally located, conA tainingCLASS
13 rooms, bath room, &c., stable on
premises. Particularly suited for a physician.
novl3tf
Apply to GEO: R. DAVIS & CO^

STUllDIYANT,

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

Parlor

and

on

IIENRl F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAW,

U PHΟ

Found·
P. R. R. a SILVER WATCH,
have the same by calling on the
the P. S. & P., proving property

can

miscellaneou s.

Bakers.

HOUSE,

BETnEL'inLL,

TO LOAD AT

nol6tf

(Opposite the Paik.)

Box 923 Portland, Me.

To Let.
Wilmot
rooms,
A Congress Street.rentFor7particulars
call

Office Hours from 8 to 10 A. M., and2 to 4 and 7 to
9 P. M.
de!3tf

CHA\ DLEMt

"BOOKKEEPER,'

the P.

3w

PLEASANT

some
as a

S. &
ATThe owner
Ticket Master of

Good Location for a Pliysciau.
LEASE, the centrally located brick house, on

no28

207 Congress Street,

clerk in a Hotel or in
Salary not so much of an object,
position. Address
as

de 10*1 w

ROM ONE TO FOUR ROOMS, AT
NO. 2 COTTON STREET.
deOtf^

,

has removed to

liOSS &

permanent

Congress Street, corner Chestnut, contains ten
good rooms, Gas &c., Stable attached.
Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
No.

A

lw

SITUATION
office.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Jlachinc» for sale auil lo lei.

V·'. c. COBB, No. 1

fioui

SITUATION îor a Lady to do copying or any
other writing. Address Box 633 Portland P.
declldlw*

1872.

Repairing.

arc prepared to loaia m our y ia euois
9100 to any auiouni dexired, oa liriit
clans mortage» ia Portlaad Cape Elizabeth, Wcutbrook, or Deeriag. Parties deNÎroux of boildiagean al*o be accommoda
ted with loauH.
GEO. K. "DAVIS & CO,,
Iteal Eaiate aad Tlortsasf Brokers·
tf
se]'24

v

Wanted·

FOR

BUSINESS CARDS.
_

CTW. STOCKMAN,

A
O.

kind* of

We

have bv calling at
decl2d3t

14,

Agency for Sewing Machine*.
W. 8. DYER, No. it 1 -i Hi.Id It «t.

to Lonn ! ! !

^,ϋΟ,ΟΟΟ

Wanted·

House to Let.
ROOMS in house 38 Myrtle Street Gas and
water.
Inquire at
Sebago
59 MIDDLE STREET, Cor. Market Street,

F

can

DECEMBER

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

ESTATE.

BULLETIN.

Found.

Λ

de 12

general

KEY, which the owner
the PRESS Office.

MORN TNG

Crco. R. Davis & Co.'s

to do
house-work in a small family. No
small children. Good references required. Call at
19 Deering street.
delO*lw

For Bern.
TWO-STORY HOUSE, fi rooms, in good order,
situated in the vicinity of City
water,
Sebago
Hall. Will be let to a small family for $200.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Apply to
dt c3eod2w
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers,

7

REAL

Girl Wanted.
Deering Street, a competent and reliable girl

ON

A

SATURDAY

I

a

book which

fore cover the space that is now a mass of
blackened ruins.
Published by Shepard and GUI. For «ale
by Loring, Short & Harmou.
Left on Labrador; or thk Cruise of
the Schooner, Yacht Curlew, as recorded by "Wash". Edited by C. A.

Stephens.

This is the second volume of the Voung
Yachters' Series, and all the boys who follow
the three young adventurers in their tour
through the forests of Maine, as de-cribed in
the first volume, will be «ager to hear about
their yacht, their voyage to Labrador and
what they saw and did there. These books
are especially to be commended lor their
good, manly toue and if, as it appears, they
give a true account of the adventures of real
youths we must congratulate them on the
pleasant way they have taken to learn about
strange countries and people.
Published by James R. Osgood & Co.
sale by Hall L. Davis.

For

THE PRESS.
14, 1872.

SATURDAY MORNING, DEC

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and liotel
managers will confer a f.ivor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have information that several "bum-

seeking courtesies in the name of the
PRESS, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such fraud.

mers"

We do uot real anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication

guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
m juieations that are not use>l.
as a

preserve *eom-

or

A New York paper says that although
gentlemen who would be

there are several

delighted to
of Speaker,

the House in the
contest

c.ipacity
against Mr.

happy thought it

in the

serve

that any

Blaine will be hopeless.
WnAT

a

was

to set Nast at work on the illustrafor their Household Edition of Pickwick ! We should think «uch congenial em-

Harpers
tio

s

ployment might drive away that gentleman's
melancholy arising from the loss of bis opportunity for political cartoons.
A Washington special says that the small
in the national capital. It
pox is increasing
may be added that such men as are led to
ransack the city ijoking for an opportunity to
serve their country endanger themselves a
hundred fold to this terrible disease—a fact
that should deter many from going thither
about the first of March.
Τπεκκ was much dissatisfaction in some
the failure of the last

quarters with
ture to place

proper restrictions on the in-

vestments of

savings banks, and

Legislarenewed

a

effort will be made at the next sessiou

gentlemen

Portland

by

to have the evil remedi-

It seems that the

ed.

deposits

in

savings

banks have increased two million dollars within tbt. last year, notwithstanding the fact
that only six per cent, dividend can now be

legally paid.
And

now

respecting

Mr. McComb

gives

a

new

story

He states

the Credit Mobilier.

that the names written on the back of one ot
Oaks Ames' letters so

widely published in
the late campaign,

stunuing type, during

not those of men who received stock

were

but those whose influence it was desirable to
secure

but with whom

no

arrangement had

been made ! Thus the mountain sized slander of August dwindles to a mere mole hill of
uninteresting gossip in December.
English correspondents of New York papers continue to predict that the Gladstone
government will bring in a bill tor enfran-

chising agricultural

laborers at the next ses-

sion of Parliament.

measure succeeds

If that

it will indeed be a

fitting climax to a scries of
brilliant achievements by the present minisThe disestablishment of the Irish
try.
church, the Irish land bill, the educative
bill, the establishment of voting by ballot,
the abolition of the purchase system in the
army and universal suffrage, if they ara all
successful under Mr. Gladstone's rule, will
make him the most famous of English premiers.
We have received from

Augustus

Robinson

Goldy Books" a set of three books for
by a young lady of this city
who but slightly disguises her identity from
her friends by lier nom de plume of
"Marj·
"The

children written

We know that the books must be

Dense]."

bright, lively

entertaining as nothing

and

could come from that source.

brief notice immediately

•

We make this

the

on

else

receipt of the

volumes, before having time to read them
but we promise ourself the pleasure of a full
perusal and a more extended notice soon.
The books are neatly bjund ana tastefully illustrated. They will be a most desirable holiday gift for the juveniles who will be delighted with them.
Τακ great bore of Massachusetts—not its
long sitting General Court—but the Hoosac

promises to be a success. Thursday
afternoon a persuasion in the form of sixtythree pounds of nitro glycerine made an
opening between the "east heading" and
"central shaft" which by a little additional
work was sufficiently enlarged for a man to
The floor of
ρ is s up and down through.
tunnel

me centrai suait is aoout

lour

ieet

over

tue

roof of the eastern heading which entered
the mouatain at grade. The work on the

greatly impeded by
the water which required the use of ponderous pumas.
This opening does away with
the water so that work m η y be begun on the
west heading of the central shaft. It is expected that an opining through the Hoosac
central shaft has

been

Mountaiu from east to west will be effected
by Oct. 18th, 1873.
The Repobt of

pointed by

the Commissioners apthe President to examine into the

construction and facilities of the Northern
Pacific Railroad so far as it is

completed

in

provision of its charter»
They report that
they have examined that portion of the road
lying between Thompson and the Red River
ot the North, a extent of nearly 229 miles
which they believe to be judiciously located,
WJll constructed and adequately equipped,
and believing that it substantially meets the
requirements of the law recimmend its
The grades
acceptance by the Government
are reported to be light; the curves moderate,
accordance with

a

has been transmitted.

the embankments and excavations in accord-

with the specifications of the Government; the ballasting well done with gravel,
ance

and the ties well bedded ; the ties of substantial timber, 2260 to the mile; the rails of

American manufacture weighing 56 lbs. to

yard; the rolling stock consisting of 68
engines and 550 cars of various kinds is ample for the business, the engine houses,and repair shops satisfactory and the trains are
run with
regularity and at the usual
of rapidity.
rates
The
culverts, abutments and piers are constructed of wood
the

on

account of the entire absence of stone in

that «ection.

The company lias on its line
stations (or the accommodation of emigrants

and others seeking homes

on

the line of the

which are furnished with

road,

ture and

cooking

plain furni-

utensils.

Dominion Matters.
The Government management of the railroads in the lower

provinces

does not work

general acceptance. St. John and
bitterly complain of the neglect
o" the officials to provide sufficient rolling
stock to do the lumber freighting.
to

the

other cities

Some of tlieolder"bluenoses"in New Brunswick who

really bel ing to the seventeenth
century are violeutly opposed to the present
school law which taxes polls and estates to
maintain free schools.
cenuy aueiupieu

ot'Lords, has rejected the dual representation bill by a vote of 18 to 5.
This bill
would rob many of this body of half of their
House

powers and honors.

ιυ

mane

there is

a

tawa for the purpose of conciliating the coninterests respecting the Caradian

flicting
Pacific
a

Railway
plan has

formation of
ernment

a

harbor last sommer. The next day the man
was sick with the
small-pox. So far as known,
there is but one ease of small-pox in the town.
Ou account of the very cold weather the last
three
work has beeu suspended on the

day3,
iloating dock.

On leaving the yard Thursday afteruoon fonr
of the workmen treated themselves to a cold
bath, their boat capsiziug with them is they
launched her from the floats. One of the four
came near losing his life.
L.

News and Other Items.
The prohibitionists of New Hampshire hold
State Convention next Wednesday at Conto nominate a candidate for Governor.
The school for idiots aÇ Barre, Mass., now
has seventy-live inmates, ranging in age from
five to forty years, and from a humble begin-

a

cord,

ning,

22 years since, now lia3 100 acres of
laud, aad property valued at $50,000. Those
affected by disease are improved, hut it oiiljt

furnishes a home for those born idiotic.
Λ Rhode Island factory boasts a bell 009
years old. It was made as the inscription declare by Peter Least of Amsterdam, in 1203,
and was brought to this country from the
West Indies among a lot of refuse metal.
Miuuie Myrtle Miller, wife of Joaquin Miller, has left San Francisco to fill lecture euifuwmnnh in fl-,η

I,'..

A citizen of Bedford
vented a machine, the

County, Va., has
object of which is

into

melt the snow and ice on a railroad track as
the cars run, by means of a flame of sufficient
intensity to produce the result instantaneously
The invention is just iu tiuie, if effective.
The full bench of the New Hampshire Supreme Court has sustained the decision of one
of its judges that if a person buys liquors
where the sale is prohibited, but at the time of
the purchase does not intend to pay for them,
because of the law, but conceals that intention,
it is a fraud, aud the vendor can reclaim his
liquors or the value thereof.
It is the opinion of Mr. Eeinisch of the New
York Fire Marshal's office, that the Fifth
Avenue Hotel fire was caused by the superheated steam, as the pipesrun up alongside of
the spiral stairway where the fire originated
It lias been an unsettled question, whether
over-lieated steam pipes will ignite wood, and
it is a good opportunity to obtain testimony
upon the matter.
Bismarck's son is reported engaged to an
American lady at present
parents iu Borlin:

residing

with her

Terre Haute, Ind., glories iu the possession
of

a

thirteen year old

girl

who is now six feet

and one inch high.
The town clerk of

editor of the local

Southbridge requests the
paper to "nudge" those who

have neglected to have any births recorded.
This is a new duty for an editor.
Colorado is again knocking at the door of
Congress for admission to the galaxy of States.

The Lexington (Mo.) Caucasian,

a

Coalition

organ, insists that service in the Confederate
army shall be a condition precedent to the
choice of any man as United States Senator
from Missouri.

Gladstone will introduce a bill at the next
session of the English Parliament to
modify
the education act. The measure will probably
be a simple repeal of the clause which has
caused so much dissatisfaction among the nonconformists.

Somebody says that October of this year was
remarkable for the establishment of eightytwo newspapers, and the death of forty-one.
A little

than the average probably
Starting newspapers is a peculiar American
weakness.
more

Religious Intelligence.
The receipts into the treasury of the Maine
the month of November were §224.95.
Mr. M. L. Stevens of Portland, has very acceptably supplied the pulpit of the Baptist
church in Augusta for the past nine months.
He preached his closing sermon on the last
Sabbath.
The iText session of the Ellsworth Free Baptist Quarterly Meeting will be held at Morgan's
Bav, Surry, Dee. 20-23.
The Advent society at Kennebunk depot, have
their Chapel ready for boarding, and expect to
have it completed for occupancy by the middle
of February.
At the Unitarian church in Watcrville such
arrangements have been made with Ilev. Dr.
Sheldon as will now secure continued religious
services without the inte®uption lately suffered
by that congregation.
Rev. .1. M. Paine, formerly nastnrnf tlieTTniversalist churches in Gardiner and Hallowell,
but more
recently of Norwich, Conn., has recenjly resigned his charge in the latter place
and removed to Hallowell.
The immediate
cause of his resignation was a sprained
ankle,
which disabled him from pastoral labors.
liev. Arthur Given, a graduate in the first
class of Bates College, and in the last class of
the Theological department, was ordained to
the Gospel ministry, and installed as pastor of
the Essex street Free Baptist church,
Bangor,

Missionary Society during

Sunday.

at

During the past week the Methodist society
Kennebunk

village have

had

cast steel bell
Each
that place have now a bell
to call their members to church, and if
they do
not attend it will not be the fault of the hells
Rev. Mr. Boothby has tendered his
resignation of the position of City Missionary, at Lewiston, to take effect Jau. 1st. Mr. Boothby lias
performed the difficult duties of this position
the past two years with success. He now resigns to return to his former position as a Bible
a

put iu the bell-tower of their church.

religious society

at

Agent.

A pleasant religious interest is In progess at
Bar Mills. Some have experienced religion,
others are interested. The meetings are well
atteuded, and liev. P. Smith is assisting the
pastor, Rev. Mr. Witham, in the work.
The Cumberland County Conference meets
with State street church, Portland, in January.
In Washington county the cause of Sabbath
Schools is being revived. State Superintendent
J. P. Higgins, accompanied by the liev. Ο. M.
Cousins, has been visiting the larger towns and
holding conventions of several schools in Union
Conventions.
A committee of State Street church, Portland, reported, at the Devotional meeting Tuesday night, in favor of organizing a church at
Williston Chapel. Those contemplating joining this enterprise are requested to hand their
uames to the pastor or officers of the church.
Rev. S. S. Fletcher terminates his labors
with the Universalist society at South Windham at the close of this year.
There is a revival iu the Baptist church at
Columbia, one of the oldest Baptist organizations in Waslrugton county.
Bev. J. R. Bowler, a Baptist Missionary, has
been laboring with good success in Hancock

county.

In the Methodist church at Boothbay, of
which Bev. P. E. Brown is pastor, there have
been thirty conversions. At South Dresden
teu heads of families have been converted.
The First Congregational Parish iu Bridgton
have voted to ratify the action of the church
in extending a call to Kev. E. P. Eastman to
become their minister, provided that satisfactory arrangements can be made—to be determined at the next meeting.
The Baptists of Parkman are about to settle
Rev. Henry Libby as pastor. He will preach
iu Cambridge half of tne time.
llev. H. Whitcher of Saccarappa, has received a call to become a Missionary in the city of
Binghamton, Ν. Y., to raise up a new Free
Baptist ciiurcli in that very growing city.
Bev. Francis F. Ford, late of Lewiston, was
installed pastor of the First Church and Parish at Charlestown, Mass., Wednesday even-

ing.

The Congregational church at Mechanic Fall*
open for worship last. Sabbali, after having been closed since May last. Arrangements
have been made to sustain preaching by tho
Congregationalists, Baptists and Free Baptists.
was

STATE

NEWS.

uunseir a

paper called the Freeman
that applauds the aet and exclaims :
"It was such a spirit that actuated Hampden, and while such a spirit lives in any country it is worthy of freedom."
Sir Hugh Allan and other capitalists and
merchants have been in consultation at Otworse

K ittery Matters.—Last week two of the

police force, brought up from your city to the
eoeiviug ship Sabiue, a deserter from the
steamship Powhattan while she was in your

One of this class re-

martyr
by spending forty-one days in jail in preferWhat is
ence to paying a small school tax.

that

a bonded ware house without first paying the duties.
THe Quebec Legislative Council, a sort of a

from

are

cations.
bat

suspended from office until thev shall make
good a deficiency of 527,000 which was lost
lu the revenue of the Dominion by allowing
a sugar importing firm to withdraw goods

and it has been announced
been

agreed upon for the
eompany to accept the Gov-

proposition. A Dominion paper
the capital necessary to build the

«ays that
road must be obtained outside of the Provinces as there is scarcely enough there for
business purposes.
The St. John Board of Trade has given the
of the life boat crew who bo gallantly
saved several lives in the recent storm at
great personal risk, $00 each.
A company( has been formed in Quebec
with a capital of $300,000 for the manufacture of beet root sugar. It is in the hands of
skillful men who believe that the soil of Quebec is admirably adapted to this industry
which is so exteusively carried on in seme
parts oi Europe. The company is asking the
local government to guarantee it five per
cent, on its investment for five years until the
enterprise is inaugurated. Sir Hugh Allan is
men

interested in the compauy.
Tuesday,the collector and oilier officers connectedwith the St, John Custom House were

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Tlie Lewiaton Journal saya that the amouut
of hay stiit from Sabattus railroad station,since
November 1st, is 12IÎ tons; freight on same

$723.!».

The first number of the "liâtes Student" will
appear middle of January.
Lorenzo Thurston, Poland, from four cows,
calved last march and April, has sold the past
season (SOU pounds of butter, besides what the
It sold for
family have used.
thirty cents per

pound.

The Journal says that the total shipments
from Auburn of boots and shoes for the past
week have been 788 cases to 910 for the previous week. The receipts of leather have been
29,080 lbs. to 58,420 lbs. for the week previous.
The manufacturers meditate a general increase
of buslneis next season.
The Journal says that the Lewiston Steam
Mill Company, James Wood, Esq., Agent, the
season has cut 4,084,110 feet of long lumer; 2,402,900 laths; 1,880,000 shingles and 195,000 clapboards.
Hon. William Cary, who bas just been appointed U. S. District Attorney for Utah. is a
native of Turner. James H. Carey, Representative elect to the Legislature from Turner, is a
brother.

East

FKANKLIN COl/NTY.

The City Martini of lloekland has been inBtrueted to enforce the liquor lav/ to the fullest
extent.
The Rockland Gazette says the Temperance
Héform club of that city ara taking measures
to establish a public reading room. An excel-

lent

J

Sld fm Newcastle Sept 20, ship TJnHed Stales, Lunt,
Sun Ifruucteco; Oct
barque Oolumbi», Mayhcw, do.
C1<1 at Newcastle 26th ult, barque Frank, Wallace,
Cardenas.
Ar at Liverpool 10th inst, sliip Washington,
Chase,
New York.
Ar at Honolulu 10th
Portland, O, tor Kong

ult, barque Garibaldi, Noyes,
Kong, (and sailed 14tli.)
Sid 6th ult, barque victor, Gove, Nanaimo.
At Messina 10th ult, barques Almouer, Averill, and
•loliu Ε Holbrook, Leavitt, for United States; brig
Maria W Norwood, Washburn, une.
At Malaga 17th ult, barque Syra. Corning, for Nev
York, ldg; brig Ossipee, Sprague, une.
At Cadiz I8th ult, barque Anna Walsh, Lawreucc,
for Boston; brigs Atlas, Powers, for Portland; Josie,
Pettigrew. lor New York.
Ar at Havana 3d inst, schs M D Marston, Marston,
Baltimore; Hat tie Ross, Ulrick, Portland.
Sid 4th, barque Investigator, Ford, New Orleans.
Old 3d, brig Gipsey Queen, York, Savannah.
Ar at Matanzas 3d inst, brigs Harry, Sedgley, Baltimore; 4th. Selma, Richardson. Fernandina.
Ar at Cardenas 3d inst. brig Acelia Thurlow, Galli-

move.

OX^OIiD COUNTY.

Mr. Chase of Bryant's Pond, raised 400 bushels of cranberries the present season
The Register^ announces the recovery of Hon.
Yircil D. Parris, who has been seriously ill.
Henry Upton of Norway, and Jauies li. Hosbey and Jesse Jeffrey of Dixfield, were admitted to the bar by Judge Kent, holding court at
Paris.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

(PressCorrespondent "Somerset.")
James W. Gould, of Smitbiield, while unloading lumber at a mill, had his leg broken
near the ankle by a rolling stick.
Hiram Burrill, of Canaan, has contracted to
haul the granite from Dodlin to Skowhegan for

a

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of improved Ileal Estate in the west, bearing 10 per
cent, interest, payable in the east, for sale by
CHAULES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.
sep28snT f
To Let
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate itostssion given.
ELIAS THOMAS & Ου
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
Or ot
W. W. THOMAS. Canal National Bank.

THE

Aug 22, lat 7 N, Ion 24 10,
New Vork for San Francisco.
Dec 6, off Hog Island, sch
New York for Charleston.

TO
Ttoe Front Office

ship Gen Butler, from
Florence Rogers, from

single township.

effect, are indirectly beneficial in some respects.
They teach the community to rate at its just value
the preparation that has been similated and pirated·
The reputation and sale of Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, for example, have been greatly exchanged by the
attempts that have been made to supplant it. The
dupes of imposture who irom time to time have been
induced by plausible falsehood to try some worthless
succedaneuiu for the standard tonic of America have
invariably returned to it in an enthusiastic frame of
mind, ready to champion its merits to the uttermost.
The warmest panégyriste of its preventive and
curative properties are those who have have weighed
the nostrums oi envious adventurers in the balance
and found them wanting
In a pecuniary point of
view, ali attempts to undermine the popularity of
this medicine have proved advantageous to the proprietors, and except for the sake of protecting tlio
public the game of exposure would not be worth the
candle·

The Somerset liailroad is so far completed as
to allow an eïgine to run to Norridgewock.—
The sleeperi are laid in many places upon the
snow, and two nights have been employed in
gett ng the engine upon the rail, which was too
uneven to run upon without difficulty
at
even
a very slow rate.
WALDO COUNTY.

The Belfast Advertiser is to become a weekly.
The Belfast Aye says that Jaco'o L. Havener,
of that city, over 70 years of age, last week
sharpened and set the shoes on 53 horses.
Stephen Pottle, of Montville, returned home
the other day after an absence of 45 years.
Potatoes :<re selling at Belfast for 80 cents a
bushel.
Belfast is to have a new ship-yard.

on

The Burnliam heirs of Biddeford and

Saco

G. W. Gallison a former resident at Saco,
drowned at Northwood, Ν. H., last Tues-

AN ODE TO THE

was

In Augusta, Dec. 7, Charles P. Dutton of Augusta
and Mrs. Maria H. Swift of Sidney.
lu Lovell, Nov. 17, Franklin W. Brooks and Abbie

Whitney.
In Skowhegan,

Nov. 28, Geo. T. Green ot S., and
Vonie Smith of Cornville.
In Ellsworth, Dec. 7, Alraou Harden of Ellsworth
and Adelia Emery of Eden.

on

novllsntf

For

Eastportfor Boston.
Brig Ernestine, (of Yarmouth) Knight, Troon Oct
Cutler, where she put in on account of the
crew being frost bitten and worn ont.
Cargo iron to
order. Vessel to Chas II Chase & Co.
Sell Susan, Bickmore, Friendship.
Sch Oregon, Small, Millbridge.
Sch Waterloo, Dority, Bangor for Boston.
CLEARED.

a

an

inspection

sortment

ol

ot

,

to the

offered In this eity, and

Goods

offered

ever

Slipper

Cashmere

Cld 6th,
Ellis, Porto Rico.
WILMINGTON—Ar 9th, brtes Adelaide, Wilson,
Havana; Altavela, Fields, New York.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar 9th, sch Mabel Hall,
Bartlett. New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 9th, schs Kate MeClintock, Dunham, New York; H Prescott, Merriman, Portland.
BALTIMORE-Cld 10th, brigWmH Parks, Dix,
Charleston.
Sid 10th, brigs Hiram A biff, and Sarah Gilmore.
Cld 11th, sch Charlotte Jameson, Jameson, for St
Thomas: Ocean Belle. Coffin, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 10th. sch Grace Β West,
Lord, Havana; Hattie Perry, Chase, Fairhaven.
Below 10th, barque Ε A Kennedy, from Leghorn.
Ar 11th, ship Coronet, Bryan, Liverpool; sch Onward, Bunker, Portland.
C»d 11th, barque Mary C Dyer, Hopkins, Sagua ;
sch Sophia Wilson, Walls, Cicnfuegos.
NEW YORK—Ar 11th, brig Zavilla Williams,
Veazie, New Raven ; schs S C Hart, Hart, Wilmington; Ε G Willard, Wallace, Philadelphia for Portland; Adriana. Bailey, Gardiner; Garland, Norton,
Machias tor Port Morris; Annie Tibbets, Curtis, New

VERMONT

BUTTER !

109 Tubs Choice Vermont Butter.

SILK

*

SELL AT COST.
OF

—

Furnishing
AND

FOR

CHILDREN'S

always

VELVETEBNS

Silk Wristers with Far trimmings,
Velvet Wristers with Fur trimming*.

OTHER ARTICLES TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION.

WORSTED WRISTERS,

—

Cor.

&

Company,

decU

to be fonnd at

Gloves and

and Brown Sts.

Congress

BANK

Haven.
Also ar lltli, brig Milwaukee, S trout,
sclie Ellen Pressey, (new) Pressey, Gardiner ; Adriana. Bailey, do.
Below, ship Sonora, from Iloilo.
Ar 13th, brig Marv M Williams, Fickett, Malaga.
Cld 12th, ship Nightingale, Cutler, for Hong

Providence;

F.

A.

OF

&

DAVIS

of

AT

CO.,

WHITTIER'S,

SILK HANDKERCHIEFS,

Kong;

barque Mary Edson, Sparrow, Marseilles.
Cld 11th, schs Annie Lewis, Dayton, St Croix; J W
Maitland, Colcord, Jacksonville.
Sid 10th, barque Norton Stover, for Cardenas: brig
A G Jewett, for Cardenas.
Sid 11th, brigs David Owen, for Matan^as; Rensliaw, and*Prairie Rose, do.
Passed tnrough Hell Gate 10th, schs Balloon, Nickersou, New Ycrk for Providence; Benj Strong, Gullifer, and John Slusman, Willis, do for Portland;

cor.

Four per cent, interest allowed on deposit
accounts, subject to check, drawn as any city bank.
Out-of-town depositors will have their remitances and
collections promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission business, Negotiate Bonds, Stock, Notes and other Securities, make collections through the United Stales and

Ospray, Crowley, do for Fall River.
Passed through Hell Gate 11th,
brig Isola, Snowman, New York for Boston; sch Chilion, Window,

Europe.

Λ L Λ » ΐ £ 11

Have removed their Dffice to Rooms over
Whittier's Druj Store, Congress Square. George W.
Dr. Macalaster is now
ready at bis new office to
wait on those requiring his prolessional
services.
Entrance to Dental Booms,
39:2 Co η grew* Ntreet and 95 Free Ν
tree t,
nov7
PORTLAND, ME.
gntf

Charlie & Willie, Thomas, New York for Salem.
Sid 11 îli, sclis Boaz, Helen Thompson, Virginia,
Sammy Ford, Nautilus, Palos, Allie Oakes, Har.iet
Newell, Carrie Walker. Empire, 11 Curtis, Carrie L
Hix, Grand Island, Wm Freeman, Charter Oak, and

BATCHELOB S IIAIEt DYE.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the
world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless
Reliable
and Instantaneous; no
disappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill
effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a
superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the
hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. 15ATOHELOR. Prop., Ν. Y.
octl
Ivr
β ν
d&w

Roudout for Boston ;

fordo; Benj Strong.

Gulliter, EUzabothport for do; Leader, Barter, and
Sedona, Alley, do for Salem; Ranger, Oakes, Port
Johnson for Portsmouth; Rising Sun, Jones, and
J M Fitzpatrick, Smith, Philadelphia for Portland ;
Sunbeam. Gilley, Calais for Washington, (lost deck
load laths); Pyrola, Ginn, Rockland for New London,
(cargo on fire).
Sid, schs Fannie Barney, Saxon, Olive, Delmont

PARLOR

and S Ρ Hall.

BOSTON—Ar 12th, echs Otranto, Hammond, Ellsworth; Josephine. McDonald, Calais.
Cld 12th, brig Abbie C Titcomb, Hall, Portland, to
lood for Cuba.
Ar 13tb, barque Montana, Mudgett, Antwerp; sclis
Sassanoa. Weeks. Bath ; Lady of the Ocean, Pitcher,
Waldoboro; Jas Bliss Hatch, Portland
Cld 13tn, schs Lngano, Dow, Bucksville,SC, to load
for West Indies; Northern Light, Pluinmer, Machins.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 6th, schs llamnden, Fletcher.
Machias; Puritan, Bicktord. Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 12th, sell Effic Τ Kemp, Kemp,
Tangier for Portland.
NÊWBURYPORT-Sld lltli, sclis James Nellson,
Bradsliaw, and Albus, Rich, Bath; Minetta, Crocker,
Stockton; M L Newton, Hammond, Rockland
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 12th, sclis Helen McLeod,
Coggswell, Calîûs for Boston; Adaline, Knowlton,
Dennysville for do; Grace, Alley, Ellsworth for do.

The

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

BUCKNAM &

and

We do not pretend that LORING'S VEGETABLE
cure every disease under the
Sun,

SPECIFIC will

do say, and the testimony of every person
lias taken the remedy confirms our statement,
that for the treatment and cure of the
distressing
we

who

maladies CONSTIPATION and DYSPEPSIA there
is nothing like it in medicine.
LOR1XG, Proprietor.

RANK OF PORTLAND.

I

which

we

shall

53 worth 75
"

"

75

7-8 60

"

80

85

all wool,white 8-4 55

"

"

"

«

"

"

4-4 65

"

"

8-4 35

"

45

««

4-4 40

"

50

"

cotton & wool

NELSON &

On, and after this date, the un 'ersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at the
Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of ^he "BANK
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits
«lid make Discounts, in the regular course of the
Bulking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24th, 1S72.
j un23newlt then sn tf

In

CO.,

A

have

lw

a

Presents !

large stock ot Finely Illustrated books
departments of Literature in plain and
including

FRENCH CLOCKS!
opened

—

ALSO

—

as

Dec.

13th,

1872.

them, will be holden

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
del4d2tawtd

Stcckholders'of th»9bank

Bank
notified

hereby
that their Annual Meeting for the election of Di
11HE
and the transaction of
rectors for the
aro

ensuing year
any other business that may then eome before them,
will be held at their banking room on
the 14th day of January, 1873, at 3 o'clock p. m.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
decl4dtd
Portland, Dee. 13th, 1872.

Books.

HOYT, FOGG & BREED,

CASES,
CASES,

large lot of

the

Morton

Block*
cod2w

HEAD

QUARTERS
OF

—

CLAUS!

del4

eoUfit

Vaccination in tlic Public Schools.
are being perfected by the

School Committee to have all children attend
PREPARATIONS
the

ηg

JAPANESE
BO

owner can

have

del4d3t

tile same by calling at
THIS OFFICE.

large stock of

FOR THE COXING HOLIDAYS!
One

of the largest stocks to be found in the city,

coi

slating of
Ladies' Work Baskets,
Writing Desks.
Ilaudk'i ami <*love boxes,
Nice Porte-HI ouies,
Work Stands,
Children's Chairs
(both Itocks and Hi;<h),

GOODS

Dolls of all Kinds,

Toys

popular at

of every

description,
Variety.

in large

J. A. DAY,
103
(Iel2

ELEGANT

FRENCH SACHETS,

MIDDLE ST.

(Oppo.

Ornamented in Water Colore (by hand.)

A.

A.

bond

Plana St.)

d2w

WAtKEB,

dSlor Painting, Drawing,
ealcoraaine, &c.

The above Holiday Goo<1r are all new, of recent imand comprise the choicest «election in the

portation,

citv.
A cordial invitation is extended to those looking for
gilts to call and look over the beautiful goods.

WHITTIER'S,
No. 400 Congress
decll

(Advertiser and Star copy.

Street.
at 4

IMPORTER,

127 Treinont Street, Boston.
Materials of the be»t quality for Oil an<l Water
Wax ttUWe,· niaih.K

1)4.

HOLIDAY PRESENTS.
iiec!3

4w

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

months after «late the copartnership of SOMES
& RAMSDELL,
Tanners, at Casco, Me., will
be dissolved. Mr. Ranisdell. who retire» from the
business, will attend to the settling of the firm ai4aiT· up to that date.
Caaco, Oct. 24, 1872,
nov3Cdlaw6wAw49

SIX

lw

Key Found.

a

ABTISTS' MATEBIALS.

public Schools, vaccinated at an early day, by the
city Physician, unless they otherwise procure the
saiue;|but parents and guardians may if they prefer
employ their own family physician.
Failure to comply with the above will, under the
law, exclude children from the public schools.
del4

Just received from importers,

BockinK Horse·,
Sleds,

91 MIDDLE STREET.

THE

Congress Street,

SANTA

PLEASE CALL KAELV.

TUESDAY,

PRICES.

deol2

Whittier's Last Year.

at 10 o'clock

The Cumberland National
of Portland.

COLOGNES,

offer at

we

CHARLES CUSTIS k CO.,
393

Russia Leather Wallets,

A

Lettres,

Toy

large assortment of FRENCH and YANKEE
CLOCKS.
declld3w
a

14th, 1873,

wnicix

line of

(Very Ifiee and Convenient.)

LOWELL'S,
301 Congress Street, Juvenile and

may legally be brought before
at the Bank on Tuesday, Jan.
A. M.

new

PHOTOGRAPH

Books.

ed that their annual meeting for the choice of
THE
Directors and the transaction of such business

found in any other store.

FANCY GOODS and TOYi

Family and Pocket
Bibles, Prayer

at

Merchants National Bank of Portland, Me.
Stockholders of this Dank, are hereby notifi-

to be

Undershirts and Drawers,

complete stock of

CARD

Belles

For sale by
eod3t9

—

We have also received another large invoice of

FOREIGN SOAPS,

Theology,

Author,

ROBINSON.

fresh and

A

History,

VOLUMES, «2 00,

Portland

are

STOCK·

AND

—

in the various
nice bindings,

THE GOLD Y BOOKS
a

a

Qualities of Goods

LOW

BLOCK,

»

Holiday
We

d3w

By

than

and

Oxydized Silver.

IMPORTED

LOWELL, Poetry,
Τ ravels,
301 Congress Street

Children will be delighted with them.

Better

Parian

Class, Crystal,

ABNER

3

cheap.

(Just above Preble House.)

decl4

dec 14

keep

so

Gilbert's best Opera all colors

MORTCN

see

we

—

ALL· TUB FARINA MANUFACTURES

and other Foreign manufacturers, which with my
usual stock of Homo made, will furnish excellent opportunity for selection. Terms satisfactory. Call

be surprised that such

told

Scotch Wood Articles

TOILET SETTS,

Variety

Nardln,

goods and

PRICES,

LARGER

sell at the following

Jnrgensen,

and

Remember that

PERFUMES,

—FROM—

the

soc

be

can

and in Setts,

Odor Cases,

Watches Suited to the Season

Just

BAILEY,

w

Single

—

FLANNEL8

OF

for

OCtlO-Blltf

decSsnti

op

the

ELEGAN Γ GOODS

GloTe and Handkerchief Cases,

WATCHES !

dccl4

No. 199 Fore St., between Exchange and
Plain Streets.

but

—

"

STOVES!

Very Bent in the market,
«ale at Low Prices by

and you will

LARGE INVOICE

offer at

we

THE

Toilet Cases,

lead-

Perregasx, Bord 4c Courvoissier,

DENTISTS,

AoruauuJ

WE HAVJS A

Patefc, Pbillipc Ac Co.,

BROS.,

LEARN

Low Prices!

Portland.

DENTAL NOTICE!

Come and

Dressing Cases,

PRESENTS,

LOWEST PRICES.

Id great variety,

number of

dec4sn

we

Al Λ υ

a

CASES,

the

be relied upon.
With every Vaccine crust or point I will send the
date of its removal from the child, name of Physician, and when possible, the name and age of the
child.
G KO. W. WHITTIER, Druggist,
Junction of Free and Congress Sts.,

REMOVAL.

and beautiful designs, aiul many ether good
and useful articles suitable for

MIRRORS,

VACCINE.

A very Or eat

invite inquiries relating to investments, and
give
below the prices ot a few of the most desirable
Bonds :
B., C. R. & M., Milwaukee Extension, 7s
92£
Midland Pacific, 7s
90
Logansport, Crawfordsviile & Southwestern, 8s.. .97J
U. S. Bonds and other marketable securities allowed full price in exchange.
«ep3-3ino-tt&»

new

which

SECURE BARGAINS

ing Physicians which will enable me to supply Druggists and Physicians with Fresh Vacciue that can

As

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,

Elizabethport. for Saco.
S Γ< jNINGTON—Ar 9tli. sch Baltic, Parker, from
Frankfort.
PROVIDENCE—Below llth, brig Sarah & Emma,
Craig, from Pascagoula. Miss.
Sid ioth. sch W H Tliorndike, Cushing, Alexandria
NEWPORT—Ar llth, schs Wra Penn, Thompson,
and Herald. Hall, Providence for New York.
Sailed llth, brig W H Bickmore. Bickmore, Portant torMayaguez; Almon Rowell,Atherton, Bangor
fjr Philadelphia; sclis Chas Saw ver, Anderson, Fall
River for Jacksonville; Ν L Farwell, Farnham, Boston for Wilmington ; Katie Mitchell, Bailey, and Mary Louisa, Simpson, Gardiner for New York; Hyne,
(jlivci. do for do ; Ospray, Crowley, fm Calais for do ;
Helen M Condon, McCarthy, Bangor for Washington ;
Merrill C Hart, Delay, St George tor New York ;
Union, Dolliver, Calais for do ; Nellie Bell, Stahl,
Portland for do; Teazer. Had lock, do for do; Nevada,
Gilkey, and Ε F Willard, Thompson, Belfast for New
York; Delhi, Emerson, Portland for Philadelphia;
Georgie, Brier, Bath for do; Tennessee, Creed, Newburvport for do; F A Colcord, Babrs, Bangor.
VINEYARD HA VEN—Ar llih, schs Jos W Fish,
Seavey, Philadelphia for Boston ; Fred Walter, Long,

JEWEL

M&Stf

have made arrangements with

I

in

HOLIDAY

GOODS,

Now is the time to

MAIN E.

811

FRESII

State St., Boston.

Fine Russia Leather

FLA NNELS!

splendid qualities and colors.

Searf Rings, Stnds and Cuif Buttons

lw

land Ac Ogdensburg K. R.
SC30

BACKERS,
No. 1 Devonshire,

deo!4

First Mortgage Bonds ol tbe Port-

HAWLEY & CO.,

400 Congress Street,

NO. 10 CLAPP'S BLOCK.

Exchange Street.

Agents for the «ale of

DEPOSIT.

Mittens,

kinds and qualities.

all

tf

sn3w

For Sale by

147 Commercial St., Portland.
oct4-eod3mosn*

WRIST£RS,

WEAR.

CLOAKS AND TRIMMING, WITH MANY

Covell

are

SIL.K

ALSO A NICE ASSORTMENT

CLOAKINGS

FOR

FANCY GOODS

Leontini Chains^
Gold Jewelry in Setts.

and

A NICE ASSORTMENT WHICH WE SHALL

Perfect Assortment
OF

SUSPENDEIIS,

and other kinds with the latest improvements
most durable fabrics.

WE HAVE

DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities aifcl in Gold and Silver Coin.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at aight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and interest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing nterest as by agreement and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or 3Sew York.
STERLING Exchange purchased. Sight and sixtyday drafts on Englnnd, Ireland, Scotland, and al
the principal cities of Europe. Also, Gold and Currency Checks on Boston, New York and Montreal
sold.

WHOLESALE GROCERS,

the most beautiful colors.

and

PORTLAND,

SHAW & HASKELL·,

Mufflers,

Scarfs and Neck Ties

SHAWLS

Patterns,

Case

together with

BANKERS,

TT&S3t

MUFFLERS,

in all

J/B. BROWN & SONS,

BROTHERS,

daclO

New York.
sch Windward,

especial atten-

U.h!«'ï Γ/lsehanice' Hall.

No. 10

Ridgewood,

call

-AND-

CONGRK8S STREET,

People of Maine.

•5 Dcering Block.

we

tion to the

SILK

Wall Pockets

\

€!EO. A. HARMON,
317

CLASS

Men's Furnishing Goods
SHAWLS

"Jair Jewelry ma'le to order in large variety of

Imported Fine Art

SCHUMACHER

GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 6th, brto Mary Ε Uana,
sch S Ε Woodbury, Woodbury, do.
Cld 2d, sch J Wentworth. Lewis, Bucksport; 5th,
Eri, Stewart, Guadaloupe; Samuel Fish, Teel, and

The Chronicle publishes a call for the formaFOREIO PORTS.
tion of the Franklin County Farmers' Associa- I
Sid fm Calcutta 4th ult, Edith Warren, Clark, for
tion, at Farmington, Thursday Dec. 19th, at 10 1 New York.
o'clock A. M.
At Calcutta 1st ult, ships Mt Washington. Titcomb,
forB mton; Cora. Coombs, and William McGilvery,
KNOX CUNTY.
for Dundee.
Nichols,
The December term of the S. J. Court for
At Newcastle, NSW, Oct 25, barque Envoy, Berry,
Knox Co. commenced Tuesday, Judge Dickerfor Bosfon 15 days.
The grand jury fouud no inson presiding.
At Sourabaya Oct 12, barque Diri^o, Staple», for
dictments. The number ot new entries is 101.
Boston 6 day*.
in
lectures
Ar at Havre lltli iust, ship John Watt, Morse,
Itev. Dr. Chapin
Rockiaud TuesSavannah,
day evening on Modern Chivalry.
Sid
fm Troon 22d ult, brig Win field, Miller, for
The next quarterly session of the Knox Co.
Havana, (put iuto Lamlash 23d.)"
Lodge of Good Templars will be held at CamAr at Havre 24th ult, ship L L Sturges,.Linniken,
den on Wednesday, Dec. 19tli.
New Orleans.

have just received the largest etoek of

PRESENT.

Ottomans,

Ladies'

STOCK

Chaius,
Gold, Opera

decT

and Holiday

O'Neil, Boston;

Partridge,

NICE DRESS IS AL-

A

ACCEPTABLE

Slippers,

styles.

the Largest As-

Weymouth.

Locke. G M

AN

in

JACKSONVILLE—Clti 4th, sch Harry White, Hopkins, New York.
Cld 6th, sen Jas A Crooker, Currier, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Ar 10th, ship Eliza McNeil, Mills,
Liverpool tor New York; sch Lamoine, King, Boston.
Cld 7th, sch Amos Walker, Dunn, Boston.
Old 10th, sch Irene Ε Meservey, Wall, Providence.
Cld 11th, sch Ε G Sawyer, Hall, Port au Prince.
CHARLESTON—Ar 8tli inst, sch Mary, Gilchrist,

John Went worth.
Ar 12tli, Relis Eveliue, Bagley,
SandalpLon, Aylward, Hoboken

WAYS

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.

ever

Î

Bums, sieeve minons, «eai Kings,
SOLID RINGS, NECK CH4IN§, Ac.

We cordially invite (lie Public to

nu

JEWELRY

Largo stock

M-O Ill's.

ιιιι,νια]ΐιιι;ι

DHESS GOODS WE HAVE

LARGE STOCK.

Sleeves,

—

GENTS' GOLD WATCHES,
BOYS' WATCHES,
Vest

Gold

Pascagoula.

uuiu,

IN

Jewelry,

LADIES' GOLD WATCH I S,

decllsndtd

GALVESTON—A 1*41h inst, sch Addie G Bryant»
Stubbs, New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 6tb, barque Halcyon, Hardy, Antwerp; brig Caroline buck, Blolim, Havana.
Ar 7th, ahn» Pocahontas, OIiver, Naples.
Cld 7th, ship Expounder, Crocker, Liverpool.
MOBILE—Ar 7lh, barque C S Rogers, Dickinson,

»aiu,

Lace

—

Sell Georgia. Brier, from Bangor for New York,
put into Newport 8th with sails damaged, and cn
the lot,li while at anchor, was run into by schr Nevada
and had rail stove in, and sustained other damage.
She was taken into the dock for repairs. The Nevada
sustained no damage.
Brig Adelaide, Wilson, trom Havana, arrived at
Wilmington 9th inst, with loss of some of her spars,
haviug encountered heavy weather.

»»

CHILDREN.

Lace Collars,

JUST RECEIVED FROM NEW YORK.

Per order.
HENRY C. HOUSTON,
Post Adjt. and Clerk of Corporation.

HOLIDAYS !

FELTSKIRTS FOR LADIES AND

NUBIAS IN LARGE VARIETY.

ceeded.

mai)

SHAWLS,

mar25-dly

3ΝΓ ΊΏ "W

—ΓΟΒ THE—

EMBROIDERED

Pocket

discrétions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
only one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only §1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bultineh Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
\V. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. Ν. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as'well as all
diseases requiring skill and expkiilence.

AND

GOODS

FIRST

48 EXCHANGE STREET.

WATCHES

BEAUTIFUL

EMBOSSED AND PRINTED TABLE COV-

A

usual.

sn

NE WAND ELEGANT

KINS TO MATCH IN PINK, BUFF,

MERINO UNDERGARMENTS,

A Book lor Every Man.
The "SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION," a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure ot
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Nervous and Physical
Debility,Hypochondria, Impotency,
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the in-

FRIDAY.
27th, 1872, at. 7Α Γ. M.
Business—The election of officers for the ensuing
year and the transaction of such other business as
may legally come before the meeting.

St John, NB,for New York,
Br.sclir Florence,
got ashore at House Island Friday morning, but was
oft"
without
got
damage by tug Uncle Sam and pro-

aiiu

GAUNTLET GLOVES

G. L. BAILEY,

call,

LARGE AS-

PIECE.

YARD AND

Handkerchiefs, Boxes,

as

A
three.
del4*3t

ELS, DOYLIES, TABLE CLOTHS.BY

SKATES.

dec9sn3w

Public notice is hereby given that the Annual
meeting of th° Corporation known as Bosworth Post
No. 2, Depart ment of Maine, G. A. R., will be held
at Grand Army Hall (Mechanics'
Building), Portland
on
Dec.

from

A

Wputed.

do general house-work in a fami'y of
Good references required. Inquire at
179 CONGREh S ST.

GIRL to

SORTMENT OF NAPKINS, TOW-

CLOUDS,

Guns and Sporting Goods

Girl

BEAUTIFULLY

FRENCH TABLECLOTHS AND NAP-

single pairs.

CO.,

COn.HKBClAI; ST.

THE

ALSO

ASSORT-

NEW AND ELEGANT

GLOVE BOXES.

•

5 Cahoon Block, opposite City Hall,
AT REDUCED PRICES eomly
my 17

Scissors in sets an«l

Bos worth Post No. 2, Department
of Maine, G. A. R.

MEMORANDA.

SOME

KID GLOVES,

Knives, Razors,

An adjourned session of the Executive Council will
be held at the Council Chamber, in
Augusta, on Monday the 16tli day ol Nov. inst at 10 o'clock A. M.
GEORGE G. STACY,
del3sn2t
Secretary of State.

launching at East

BEST

STYLES.

—

MITTENS,

Skates,

GAGE &

»'J

Casco Natioual Bank.

MENT OF NECKTIES IN

BREAKFAST

Beans,

Annual meeting of the stockholders of 111·
Casco National Bank of Portland for the ch< ice
of Directors and the transaction of such other business as may legally come before
them, will be held a;
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the fourteenth
day of January. 1873, at 10 o'clock a. m.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 13, 1872.
decHdtd

MADE HANDKERCHIEF AND

PIANOS. "WEBER" and other eminent makers,
PIANOS. Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,

Execuiive Department, )
Augusta, Dec, 10th, 1872. J

Launched—At Thomaston, from the shipyard of
Walker, Dunn «δ Co, a three-masted sclir of 605 tons,

LINEN SETTS.

ERS.

Acme Club and Common

deliecw lw

EMBROIDERED

THE

SHADES !

ALSO

—

Vermont

LARGE ASSORTMENT

all tlie

DESIRABLE

S !

A_N

SIHITH,

λ

PORTLAND, COMPRISING

GrTL. A-SS^KS,

codst

FOR SALE BY

PENSIVE PRES-

iiivoico of

new

la

PIANOS.

very much rel-

Choice

.

FICHUS,

J. B. LL'CAS.

embroidered, hem-stifcclied

Β Ε

FOR AN I » EX-

OF

sn3w

Sept 18-sntf

STATE OF MAINE.

Sch Armada, (Br) Clark, Digby, NS.
Sch Spring Bird. (Br> McLean, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch W H Page, Pike. Calais—Nathl Blake.
SAILED— Barque Daring; brigs J Polledo, Mary C
Mariner. Eudorus, CnstilUan ; schs Τ S McLellan,
Β J Willard, and a large fleet of coasters.

WCPlVAl^riU

A

BUÏ THEM AT 51 EXCHANGE ST.,

Phinney &

ery.

ARE

Λωυ

ATJTHOH,

ROBINSON.

decl4

VERY

the

βΛί.

CAPS.

Whose store is just opposite the New City Hall.
decl3
sntf

Brig Ca&tillfon, Crouchen, St Pierre— Phinney &
Jackson.
Sch Fannie H Bucklin,Bucklin, Martinique—Phinney & Jackson.
Sch Β J Willard, Woodbury, Havana—Isaac Em-

be

JEWELRY ί

GUNS,
POWDER,
SHOT,

These goods are all perfect and are really no higher
Than if they'd been damaged in the great Boston fire
And this little fact will you please bear in mind,
What excellent bargains you surely will find
At J. 11.
FITZGERALD'S, if you'll give him

10th via

Deering.

LOWEST

UNDER MECHANICS' HALL.

dec7

6

Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, St John, NB, via

otliers, will

all

as

PORTLAND

Children will be delighted with them. For sale by

HOLLYWOOD

R. B. SWIFF,

of all shades, also Aprons and Tiers—
such things there should be a great many buyers.

NS—passengers

well

as

Fancy Cutlery, &cc,9 &c.

Perfumery, Jewelry, Brushes and Soaps,
Pins, Needles, Spool Cotton and Buttons for coats.

Steamer Carlotta, Mulligan, Halifax, NS,—passen-

3 τ·Ιηηι Ç'J.OO,
BY A.

CASES

GREEN AND DRAB.

are

THEGOLDY BOOKS

WE

HANDSOME

Ladies and Genls' Porlmonivs,

ished,
13.

NEEDLE

AND

these goods,

HOLIDAYS !

THE

dcwIw

«

—

PRICES

CLOCKS IN GREAT VARIETY.

Silk Ties

ARRIVED.

named. Hattie G McFarland.
See general news columns for

OUR

!

15e.il Jet and Imitation Bracelets,

5.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

—

FOR

OPERA

and embelished
With pictures which by children

SMITH, GAGE & 00.
delO

ALSO MOTTO HAND-

Manufacturers !

and

FANCY GOODS 1

and

and

FOK SALE BY

IN SCOTCH AND

.H.VBGBETE JEIVELRV,
WHITBY JEHKLBY,
BIIBBEB JEWELRY,

Gloves and cloth, of different devices,
Will be readily sold at most reasonable price·.
Hoop Skirts and Corsets, Elastics and Bustles,
The latter deslraWe, though not made of muscles.
Clou.îs, Jackets and Gaiters in motley array
Are laid quickly before you with but little delay,

NEWS.

Barque Daring, McDonald, Sagua

Importers

on

nice

a

BOXES.

KERCHIEFS.

OP THE

—

A LOT CHOICE FACTORY AND
FARM DAIRY CHEESE,

CHIEFS AT ALL PRICES.

PURCHASED

WORK.

ELEGANT

dec I ld3w

Vermont Cheese,

GENTLEMAN'S HANDKER-

i!>i C«|reu Street.

JEWELRY

Kid

7.10 AM
11.U0 AM

Jackson.

PUBLIC.

the

Handkerchiefs, plain

gers aud mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer Chase, Mulligan, Halifax,
and mdse to John Porteous.

Α Ο Κ

Call early for first choice.

TIAL HANDKERCHIEFS PUT

VARIETY,

Congress Street,

301

presentsTTnla DIES' HAND-

UP IN
GREAT

In

LOWELL'S,

VERY PRETTY THING IN INI-

IN

GOODS!

USEFUL GOODS FOR HOLI-

DOZEN EACH AT ALL PRICKS. A

HOLIDAYS,

decllodJt

great variety, selected from the BEST BT< χ K8
New York, Juwopended at

—

the

4.

Dccciulicr 84.

Dec.

at

ο

.11

41)0 &

PRESENTS

lot of Glsves to suit every age,
From the hand of an infant to that of a sage.

lu North Yarmouth, Dec. 13, Mrs. Sarah E., wife
of Dr. Win. Osgood, aged 3G years 5 months.
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon, (Dec. 17th,)
at I o'clock, at her late residence.
In Calais, Dec. 10. Mr. Richard Trimble, aged 73.
In Anson, Nov. 20, Mrs. Sarali Α., wife of Thomas
B. Fulton, aged 46 years.
In North Anson, Oct. 16, Mrs. Phebe Jones, aged
77 years.

Friilaj;

Enquire

HOLIDAY

OUR EXTENSIVE STOCK A LARGE VA-

DAY

fij.OO.

Ια

WE HAVE ALSO ADDED TO

KERCHIEFS WE HAVE BOXES OF *
TH«

TO

—

3 volumes in box,
For sale by ROHINMOX.

BARGAINS TO PURCHASERS IN EVERY DE-

PARTICULARLY ADAPTED

4

The Best Books tor Children.

ALL OUR PRICES, AND WE OFFKB GREAT

RIETY OF

CHRISTMAS GOODS

3.

Such

Ornamental

and

ARTICLES

ORI!ï IIAWKES & CO.,

Ribbed,Cotton and Woolen, Striped, Fancy and Plain;
Fit tor all seasons, sunshine or rain,
An extensive variety for children and
men,
As well as for misses and ladies, and then

DIJKJ3.

ileclieoJ3t

Lady of Portland,

a

THE GOLD Y BOOKS

DECIDED REDUCTION HAS BEEN MADE IN

HAVE SPOOL AND

list are undergarments for ladies' ;
for boys too and also for babies,
But it won't do for one to stop and dilate
On the excellent qualities, finish and make
Of each and every particular thing,
So I to the Hosiery your attention will bring.

MARRIED.

MARINE

ο

READY

ON

2.

men

A

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
By

1873

PARTMENT.

MAKERS WANTED

the Public in general : I would call your attention
a fact which I think is well worthy of
mention,
Tb' that J. II. FITZGERALD whose height
of ambition
Is, by very low prices to defy competition,
A splendid assortment of goods now offers
Whose merits will conquer the whole tribe of scoffers·

First

$3,00.

by ROBIXRO.X.

Useful

COAT, PANTS AND VEST

To

For

7.23 I Moon sets
4.28 I High water

3 volumes in box,
For sale

dccTsntf

To

upon which are inscribed the names of all who
lost their lives as soldiers from that town.
The store-house, sorting and drying room for
wool of the North Berwick Manufacturing
Company was totally destroyed by lire, about
two o'clock Thursday morning.
It is supposed
the fire took from steam pipes. The building
was insured in the Connecticut Co. for $1000,
and the stock for $10,000 in the Home Co.

1872

The Best Books for Children.

second floor in the Canal

the Third story.

in

rooms

-ι

1.

Kennebunk preserve· the memory of her
fallen dead in theJate civil war, by a marble
tablet placed in tne vestibule of the town hall,

holiday Presents,

LET.

Bauk.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

dav.

Miniature Almanac

THE GOLD Y BOOKS

A choice lot of

moving.

Smi rises
Sun sets

the

Lady of Portland,

a

Bank Building, recently occupied by Mattocks & Fox.

YORK COUNTY.
are

BE

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

National

Also

Uiiproductivc Frauds.
Imitation and counterfeits of an established, i>opular restorative, although mischievous in their direct

By

8ei>tl2sntf

8POKE1V.

the basement of the Court House.
The roads in some parts ©f Somerset have not
been so badly drifted for a long time as by the
late blow. In one district twelve men and
eight horses were an entire day breaking a mile
and a half.
It is said forty teams are hauling lumber in

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

KIl ^IlIP VL & REAL, ESTATE
SECURITIES !

Quebec.

soii,

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

To Water ConuNUicrs.
rules of the Water Co., will be rigidly enforced in all cases where tne water is uunevM*

THEwasted.
arily

del3dlw

HENRY G. BEATLY, Supt,

i

PKTÎBS.

C ETE

&TURDAT MORNING, DEC. 14, 1.71.

CITY AND VICINITY.
'5'£5 Ε l'IÏKSS
obtained at the Periodical Depots of FesΚ ;·»*., .M:i:vpiis. Robinson, Brinell & Co.4
Andrew*, Went worth, Glendenning, Moses, llenderjon, ami C lis '.j >lui Bros., on all train» that run out of
the city.
At Bi'U./f >r 1, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodg lou.
*
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Goth a φ, of News Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Le wist ou, of \Y. F. Stan wood,

May be

ieudeii

ft"rw A.lrcrlinriucnte

Co.
Co.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Stevens' Plains.
Sweicnborgian Society.
P. J. Assembly.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Russia Leather Goods, &c—Wliittier.
Covell & Co.'a announcement.
Watches—Abner Lowell.
Cumberland National Bank—Anuual Meeting.
Casco Natioual Bank—Anuual Meetiug.
Entertainment at

Goldy Books—Robinson—I.
Holiday Goods—Lowell.
The

French Clocks—Lowell.
Flannels—Nelson & Co.
Holiday Goods—Davis & Co.
Vaccination in the Public Schools.
Girl Wanted.
Key Found.
Merchant's National Bauk—Annual Meeting.
Holiday Presents—Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Steamer Chesapeake lor New York.
Best German Kids—Latner's,

m.

West Cong. Chapel—Services by Rev. George J.
S.S. at 11 a. m; Sermon at 3. and Evening
service at 7} P. M.
Willistos Chapel—S. S. 10J a. m. Preaching
service at 3 p. m. Social meeting at 7 p. M.
St. Luke's Cathedral—Sundays,10.30 a. m.3 and
7.30 p. m. Daily, 8.30 a. m. and 5 p. m. Free to all.
CAsco St. Church.—Rev. A. A. Smith, Pastor.
Preaching at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m. Prayer meeting
at 7 p. m.
Congress Square Universalis! Societx.—Services by the pastor at 10} a. m. At 7 P. M., the pastor will deliver the thirdof a series of lectures.
St. Paul's Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o'clock a.m.
and 3 p. m.
S PI RIT UAL FR AT Ε RNIT V, A RM Y AND Ν A V Y U ΝΙΟΝ
Hall—Children's
Lyceum at 10} A. M.
Miss .Jennie Leys, of Mass. will lecture at 3 and 7$.

Progressive

Portland Benevolent Society.—An address
by Wm. H. Clifford, Esq., in the First Parish Church
Sunday at 7 P. M. A contribution will be taken.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
will preach a Discourse to-morrow morning. Evening lecture in the Vestry at7$ o'lock.
Portland Spiritual Association, Temperanoe
Hall, 331} Congress St. ; at 3 P. M., John M. Todd
and others will reply to Albert Colby in defense of
Prof. Denton. Mr. Colby will be present to defeud
the Bible aud the Christian Religion, 3 p. m., at 351}
Congress «trect.

NEWBURY^St.,

Church.—Mre. M. D. Welcome, of
m.

and 7 p.

Prayer

m.

Pine St. M. E. CnuRcn.—Peayer meeting 9 a. m.
and 7 p. m. Preaching at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday School at 1} p. m. Young people's meeting at C.
Plymouth Church.—Rev. Mr. Frink will
morning and afternoon at the usual hours.
India St.

preach

Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Services at 10} a. m.., and 7 p. m.
Church.—Preaching at 10} a.
Small. Sunday School Praise"

Bicknell, pastor.

Free St. Baptist
m. by Rev. A. K. P.
Concert at 7 p. m.

Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabbath
School Prayer Meeting at 2.15, Ρ Μ. Sabbath
School at 3. Sabbath School Concert in the evening.
Allen Mission

U. 8. Circuit Court.
before

jcdge fox.

Friday.—Charles McVaiu. Smuggling; sentenced to three months in the County Jail.
Bird.

Webb.

John McVain.
Smuggling; sentenced to four
months ic the County Jail.
Clifford.
Webb.
Hugh Muldoon. Selling liquor without a license.
Hale.
Webb.

Superior
DECEMBER TERM,

Court.

BEFORE

JUDGE SYMONDS.

Friday.—Cumberland and Oxford Canal Corporation vs. John B. Brown & Sons. Action to recover
damages for gravel alleged to have been taken by the
defendants, which was granted to plaintiff corporate* under their charter and by deed from Alden
Pierce. Non-suit ordered. Plaintiff excepts.
F. O. J. Smith and Mattocks for plff.
J. & Ε. M. Rand for (left*.
Alvin Morrison vs. Châties Β. Kneeland. Replevin for a horse. Plaintiff alleges that he swapped
horses with the defendant at defendant's suggestion,
and through the false representation and fraud of tlie
defendant he was grossly cheated and defrauded ;
that subsequently he returned the horse received of
defendant and demanded back the horse he let Kneeland have, but which he refused to deliver up. lie
then replevied the horse, claiming that the trade was
void by reason of the fraud of the defendant. Verdict for the plaintifi.
N. S. Littlefield. S. C. Strout—Harmon for deft.
The ease of Thornton vs. Kalor was then opened
to the jury, which is an action on an account annexed to recover rent for the property known as the
•
'Kirkwocd House," and which involves the title to
that property.
A. A. Strout

On trial.

for plff.

Howard & Cleaves for deft.

Brief Jotting;*.
The Portland Cadets are to give a grand military ball at City Hall on New Year's eve.
The ball will be preceded by a fancy drill, and
will undoubtedly be a very select and recherche
affair.
A lady who resides in Decring was suddenly
seized by cramp as she w+e coming out of the
concert hall Thursday evening, aud the aid of
a

required.
The.two miles of grading on

physician

was

the

Ogdensburg

railroad, from the Lawrence place to the Crawford House has beeu sub-let to Mr. C. Courtenay of this city.
The damage claimed on the schooner Thames
whicn was run into by the schooner Midnight,
She was cut to
near Squirrel Island, is $700.
the water's edge.
A snow slide on Middle street yesterday afForternoon, struck a lady who was passing.
tunately no serious results followed.
The brig Ernestine, Knight, from Troon,
which arrived at here yesterday with a cargo of
500 tons of pig iron, liad two of the crew badly
frostbitten during the passage.
The Rev. Mr. Bicknell, of the India street
church, will repeat to-morrow evening, by request, his discourse on lessons from the life of
Horace Greeley, delivered last Sunday.
The number of vessels built in the Portland
district during the present year is nine, and the
total tonnage 2096 21-100.
The Advertiser has a correspondent who comthe fast driving on Congress street,
west of High street, and says it is dangerous

plains of
fr\i·

—

the law in such
is the shortest time allowed by
cases.

J. E. Dutton of the steamship
Prussian, will speak at the temperance meeting at Preble Chapel to-morrow evening.
The Montgomery Guards marched from Putin the old City
nam Hall to their now armory

Captain

Hall last exeniug, presenting a fine appearance
streets.
as they marched along the
Λ young man steppe 1 into au up-town drug
himself of the
stoie yesterday and delivered
mister?
following: "Have you any vaccination,
with

right

sleeping
My brother, that I've
with the small pox
along, broke out all over
to the pestthis morning and had to be carried
as tho' I orter be vachouse, and 1 kinder feel
behind
vinated." Instantly the clerks jumped
the counters, and the druggist, hastily opening
been

was

supposed to be suffering from a light attack of varioloid ; but at that time the disease
developed into a malignant type of emall-pox.
Mr. Root is a graceful and finished writer,
and articles from his pen published in llarptv's
Magazine aud other periodicals have attracted
He is the author of "The
no little attention.
Contraband's Chrisma*," "Fancy Craft," "The
was

and other works which evince
Travelling has ever been

him, he having visited Europe
great delight
For six mouths durno less than eight times.
ing one of his visits lie was chaplain of the

Pierce.

Yarmouth wiil preach at 3 p.
meeting at 10} a. m.

ehurch

Last year he reprewas promoted to Rector.
sented the diocese in the General Convention
He has been a member of the
at Baltimore.
School Board of this city for several years.
Some six months since ho was appointed to a
professorship in Bowdoin College. His disease
was contracted while on a visit to Boston about
Until Monday of this week lie
two weeks ago.

to

a

Congress St. M. E. Church.—Be*. C. β. Pitblvio. Pastor. Preaching at 10.30. a. m. and 3 p. m.
by the pastor.
V. M. C. Association, Mechanics' Building, ConThis (Saturday) evening, service of
gress stroet.
of Song ar 7$ o'clock. Social religious meeting at 7J.
Ρrayer meeting Weduesday evening at 7J. Young
pe jple especially invited.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
p't jets. Sunday School at 2 ρ m; preaching at 3; a
Temperance meeting at 7. All are cordially invited.
Bethel Church.—Sabbath 10}a. m., 3 and 7$ p.
Prayer meetings ou Monday and Thursday evenings
at 7} p. m. All from sea audland are invited.
Mountfort Street Α. M. K. Church.—Rev.
J. H. Madison, pastor.—Services at 10} a. m., 2} and
at 1 p.

In the May following the

much literary talent.

l&cligious Notice·.

Sunday School

charge

Morgan Boys,"

First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilmot.Kev. Wm. H. Shatter, Pastor.—Preaching at
3; Sabbath School at 1.45. S. S. Concert at 7 P. M.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—Elder T. L. Churchill, of Brookileld. Ν. Η., will
preach Sunday the usual hours. Prayer Meeting at 9

m.

first pastorate was at Lonsdale, R. I. During
the war he was Chaplain of a Rhode Island
three mouths'regiment. He then settled over
From that
a church in Newtown, Long Island.
place he came to Portland in March, 1868, and
took
of St. Paul's church, then a mis-

organized and iie was appointed Rector. The
for its prosρ Irish is greatly indebted to him
perity. He was at first appointed Bishop's
Chaplain, and on the opening of the Cathedral

AUCTION COLUMN.

7 p.

f the r everend gentleiljan,b.'ity of t!io demise
fore this issue of the paper readier the publi ·,
a short sketch of his career may not be amiss.
Nathaniel William Taylor Root is a native
of New Haven, Conn., and is about 42 years of
age. He is a graduate of Yale College and of
the Berkley Divinity School at Middletown. His

sion.

Te-Ony.

Furniture, Carpets, &c—F. O. Bailey &
Special Auction Notice—F. O. Bailey &

Mr. Ιϊοβι.
wax
sinking fast,
At midnight K< v. Mr. Ρ >ot
airl was not expcci -d to live until daylight.
view of the circumstances anil of the probabilΒ«·τ.

the door, ordered him to leave.
The streets were throDged yesterday by ba»kens in the
sunlight.
A girl employed in one of our clothing establishments made a pair of pantaloons yesterday afternoon in 2:40 time. She was employed
just two hours and forty minutes in the making of them.
< ireat complaint is made of the
poor quality
of the gas that is furnished for illuminating
purposes, and the prices
for it

charged

Tho Vaughan street school has been closed
by the teacher because of the varioloid in her
family. A substitute will be furnished and the
school will go on.
The Allan mail steamship Scaudanavian
Capt. Aird, is expected to sail from this port

today.
The Samaritan l»veo last evening was a very
successful affair. The hall was filled by an assemblage who seemed to highly enjoy the antiquarian supper and the dance which followed.

American Chapel at Paris. His devotion to
drawing is well known to oui citizens, and to
the people of Vie State generally through the
various courses of lectures he has deliveredThis brief sketch may be of interest to our readers.
His eulogy and obituary have yet to be
written—the
time hence.

children, two

latter, we sincerely hope, a long
Mr. Root has a wife and three
sons and a daughter.

WRfthburnc Rcceptiou.
A large number of our citizens had the honor
an J pleasure to meet Hon. E. B. \Y ashburue at
the resideaee of Collector Washburue last
The

evening.

The

reception

was

a

most

brilliant

affair, and afforded an opportunity to testify
the respect and pride which our people in comwith all Americans feel toward a minister
who has so honored the nation, and whose high
and well-merited fame is only limited by the
confines of civilization. The tact and good
judgment which carried him safely through the
terrible Franco-German war and the bloody
and desperate days of the Commune, not only
unscathed himself, but with suoh prestiga
as enabled him to be
of incalculable service
to hit own countrymen, aud
in its plenitude and scope, to men of every nation is
fitly supplemented by a hearty and whole
souled courtesy and bonhommie which have
endeared him to everybody witli whom he has
mon

In all his rilations, political,
business, diplomatic and social, he has won
"golden opinions from all sorts of people" aud
it is not too much to say that there is no man of
the present day to whom our nation accords

come

in contact.

such entire respect, confidence and affection.
Maine feels special prido in her distinguished
sou and will omit no opportunity to do him
honor.
It is hardly necessary to say that all the arrangements and accessories of the affair were
the perfection of good taste and cordial hos-

pitality.
Vaccination in thb
Public Schools.—The
statutes of the State, ordinances of the city,
ami rules and regulations of the Superintending School Committee prohibit any child from
attending the public schools who has not been
vaccinated.
It will be

perceived

that this is not a discreeither the part of parents or
the authorities, but that for the protection
of community, all children who have not been

tionary

matter

on

vaccinated should at once be vaccinated or
cease to attend school.
But while the law places the superintendence
of this matter in the bauds of the school 00111-

mittce, thejnlo not propose any rule· that will
not leave parents or guardians at liberty to
choose between vaccination by their own or the
or to retaiu their children at
home aud omit vaccination altogether.

city physician,

is to notify the teachers of each school that
all children under their charge, who have not
been vaccinated will be required to submit to
that process at once, by tlia city physician, unless they have otherwise procured the same,
but it is distinctly understood that all parties
may select their own family physician for this
Purpose if they prefer, while if performed by
tho city
them.

physician

it will be without expense to

Launching.—To-day

the new bark Sarmiento—named in honor of the President of the Argentine Republic—will be launched from tho

yard of Master Sargeut, at East Deering. The
Sarmiento is of 606 tons measurement, and is to
This is
be commanded by Capt. W. H. Lewis
and finest
one of the most substantially built
finished vessels ever launched in this locality.
The Sarmiento is intended for E. Lewis & Co's
''White Line" of South Americau packets.—
This makes the number in this line eight, aud
two others are already building which will be
addea as soon as completed. All of the vessels
of this pioneer line are clipper built, with firstclass accommodations for passengt rs. This line
is a Portland enterprise, the vessels being all
built in this vicinity, owned here and all repairs and outfits are made at this port. It is
also the largest line in the South American
business. During the time that the White
Line has been in existence, not a dollar's damage has been suffered by the immense freights
that it has carried.
Portland Benevolent

Bocietr.

This society has probably acted wisely this
year, in securing a popular layman to deliver
the annual address. Xhe novelty may draw a
full house, and Mr, Clifford will doubtless describe the needs of those who have seen better
days, in a way to touch the hearts of the rich
and those in comfortuble circumstances, causing them to feel a pleasure iu assisting the
managers in their benevolent work.
It seems desirable that in addition to the
usual annual contributions, some generous gifts
should be made to the society. Tho late Ilezekiali Wiuslow, and William Swan gave one
thousand dollars each. Are there not some
among us ready to follow their example?
The First Parish Committee open their capacious house as usual, to-morrow evening at
seven o' clock, and furnish agreeable music for
the occasion.
«

A Stylish Afkaik.— Mr. Z. Thompson, jr
who lias recently-bought out Mr. J. M. Kimball's interest in the carriage manufacturing
business, has just built a stylish and highly
finished sleigh for a Massachusetts gentlemen.
The sleigh, which is made of the best materials,

painted

pure flake white, picked out with
:mine. The seat is stuffed with mohair
ish, aud the floor carpeted with scarlet
ilton. The golden mountings of the fender
very tasty, and the lamps are uniquely ariged. Taking it ail in all it is a splendid
a

βρβΐ/iiiieu

iwiwauu

«<u*iuausui[j.

ιιυ

! sleigh,

which iJ now on exhibition at the carriage rooms, will be shipped to Boston to-night
Vaccination of Children.—The following
η the order passed by the School Committee at
their special meeting Thursday evening:
Ordered. That the chairman of the board
and tlie executive committee are hereby directed to superintend the vaccination of children in the public schools of this city under
such limitations and regulations, not inconsistent with the laws of the State, as they may
deem ncceseary.
Children must be vaccinated, either by their

family physician

the city physician, else
they will be excluded from the schools. The
vtccine matter used by the city physician is
taken directly from the cow.
or

TYPOGRAPHICAL Union.—The Portland Typographical Union has its annual meeting and
supper at the Grand Army Hall this evening.
The entertaiuinent will be restricted to members of the Union and the ladies accompanying
them. Saunders will furnish the supper.
Ferry Villngc.
The annual levee of the North Congregational Church will be held at Seaside Hall on
Monday evening Hoc. JUth, for the benefit of
the society. Good music and a hot supper and
A sale of fancy ara good time is expected.
ticles suitable for Christmas presents &c., will
If stormy Monday evening the lebe held.

will be postponed until Tuesday evening.
The committee have made ample arrangement
for a substantial and intellectual feast.
W. W. Thomas, Jr., Esq., will deliver his
lecture in the Citizsn· Course entitled, "Ramvee

bles in

Friday-evening, Dec. 20th.
the course $1. Single tickets '-3c ts.

Norway,"

Tickets for

on

A.

'oo found at the lowest pricos, of
This fh'm is so favorably known to
it is entirely unlit cesthe Portia id public
sary to c;;'i attentiou i > it. Be sure to call aud
examine t'icir spleml l stock.

Panic muong ihf Olil Polky Hold,
ers of the JHutiltiJ ljife.
The u ;i>rsigiied, policy ho' rs of the Mlit : /
Life Ins n ance Company, call tu the atteutio
of the Trustees the fact that a difference ui
opinion exists among prominent Actuaries as
totheeftVrt upon the interests of present policyholders of the proposed new departure in the
conduct of the affairs of the company and the
disposition of its accumulated funds.
They also call to their attention the fact that,
in the opinion of three eminent Actuaries, the
redaction of premiums as proposed is "unjust
to existing policy-holder» and prejudicial to
their rights and interests, and deserving our

season eon

Orent

course.

It Can Br Dour.

The Tîîaveleks Insurance Company lias
been selling Life Insurance on the "low rate
cash plan"—the plan now adopted by tho Mutual Life of Now York, since its organization.
Its assets are now over $2,200,000. Its accumulations in the Life Department, from premi-

unqualified disapproval."

ums paid by its policy holders, are sufficient on
4 per cent, interest basis to meet every liability as fast as it matures, showing that the
rates of Life Insurance can be safely reduced in
advance if strict integrity and economy in ex-

Th y also suggest to the Trustees that any
experimental revolution by them (of doubtful
legality)in the system of the Company's business, and the use 'and hazard by them of the
funds accumulated by the present policy holders for the security of new obligations enuring
to the benefit of new members, is calculated to
shake the confidence of the community in a
direction where, by every means, confidcnco
should be strengthened and not weakened.

They protest against such

an

unjustifiable

adhered to.
To persons desiring
the Travelers offers all that is
valuable in the system to those who patronize
it.
penses

Life

ex-

ercise by the Tnntocsof ths funetious of their

office.

.1ISSCEI„I,AIVE!»IJS JVO'SiCKS.

Ne a York Herald Dec. Villi, says: Hundreds
of policy holders of the Mutual Life who are
opposed to the threatened experiment of that
company in the reduction of its rates have
signed the protest, and additional names are
received by every mail in great numbers.
The leading New York papers already have
columns filled with names of influential policy
holders who decidedly oppose a reduction of
rates.
Op'nionN of IMHtiiiguisliCfl Actuaries on
tlic Course ot the 3KutunI Life Iiieiirauce

Steameiî Chesapeake
York this afternoon.

leave

for New

ner's, 335 Congres street.
Γ Ο. Bailey & Co. sell fine sleighs, har&c., on Market street, at 10 o'clock A.
M.

nesses,

New York, Dec. 4,1S7'_\
Messrs. Elizur Wright, Sheppard Homans, an l
I). Parks Fackler, Consulting Actuaries.
Gentlemen: As the public mind is agitated
in
upon the subject of the reduction of rates
Life Insurance by the Mutual Life Insurance
Company of this city, we respectfullv request
from you your views upon thj circular issued
by that Company, and which we enclose herewith.
as

will

IÎE3T German 2 bntton kids SS cts. ; Juvin's
real French kid 1 button S1.1Ô; Josephine seamless kids 1 button, $1,80; ladies kid gauntlets,
$1.39 per pair. The entire stock at cosi at Lat-

Compauy.

and your character

are

Insurance,

Nelson & Co. have a splendid stock of
Christmas goods. Bead their advertisement,
then go and see them.
Sbe

change

of tiuie of the P. J.

assembly.

Elmwood aud all other best style collars, at
Burleigh's, 89 Middle Street.

trusted experts in tlie

business,together with the fact that asofactuaindiries you occupy positions independent
vidual compauies will give your views great
weight with the public aud with us. We are,
gentlemen, vous obedient servants.

Bru] Joke

οI

the

Season.

The Mutual Life of New York, we uuder
stand, proposes to use the $5(5,000,000 of assets
accumulated to meet outstanding liabilities for
the benevolent (?) purpose of making it possiWm. H. Beers, V. P. F. Y. Life I. Co.,
ble for the poorer classes to insure their lives.
John E. De Witt, Pree't United States Life ; j
We also learn that largo numbers who could
Lewis C. Ο rover, President of the Mutual Bennot before see their way clear to insure, are now
élit Lifo Ins. Co.; N. D. Morgan, Pres't North
ready to avail themselves of the generosity (?)
America Life Insurance Co.; Η. B. Hyde, V. ! so magnanimously offered.
Pres't Equitable Life Assurance Society; Rob.
The old policy holders arc a little surprised at
L. Case, Pres't Security Life Ins. and Annuity | this manner of distributing their accumulated
Co.; L. W. Frost, Acting Pres't Ceut'l Life funds, yet we have 110 doubt (?) but that they
Ins. Co.; Henry Stokes, Pres't Manhattan Lifo
will liua'ly appreciate this remarkable (?)
Insurance Co.; C. Stanton, Pres't Knickermovement on the part of the directors of that
bocker Life Insurance Co.; Andrew Gill, Pres't j company, and ever contribute by paying largo
Guardian Life; James A. Taber, SecrelarvMer ( premiums in order to extend the proposed benchants' Life; Fred. Schwendler, Vice President
efi ts.
Germania Life Ins. Co.; Geo. B. Satterlee, ;
We hope no old policy holder of that compaPresident Eclectic Life Ins. Co.; F. F. Morse,
ny will selfishly protest against using the surVice-President Commonwealth Life lus. Co. ;
plus gained by his payments to forward so be»7as. H. Frothingham, President World Mutual
nificent a movement, and so kindly (?) a feelLife Ins. Co. ; Chas. N. Morgan, l^resideut Exing on the part of the managers.
celsior Life Insurance Co. ; Edward A. Jones,
With how much force will "It is more blessed
President of the National Life Ins. Co. ; C. W.
to give than to receive" be realized.
It is not
Bouok. President Brooklyn Life Ins. Co.
of so much importance that the insured be seNew York, Dec. β, 1872.
cure as that all be iusured at the cost of securGentlemen: We are in receipt of y oar faΛ PHILANTHROPIST.
ity!
vor of the 4th insfc., asking our opinions in reto
be
of
charged
gard to the reduction
The cheapest and best Paint in the wo Id, is
premiums
for life insurance bv the Mutual Life Insurance
the Averill Chemical.
Company of New York, as set forth in the pubFor sale at 83, Commercial St., Portlaud. tf
lished letter of its Actuary, Prof. Bartlctt, to ;
which our attention is specially directed.
Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods for ChristWe have examined that circular with care;
its precise meaning is not clear, while some of j mas presents, cheap at Burleigh's, 80 Middle
its statements seem inaccurate.
Street.
It is gravely proposed to reduce the cost of
life insurance by reducing the rates of preDr. C. C. Bennett, Falmouth Hotel.
mium. But the Actuary of that couipauy, of
all men, ought to know that in a mutual comAll kinds Clothing for Men and Boys at
pany the cost to the insured can only be reBurleigh's, 80 Middle Street.
duced by reduein^ the working expenses. For
the premium, so far as it is found to exceed the
actual cos£, is returned to the insured, with inIl V S Β * Κ S » Λ ΟΤΙ € Ε S.
terest from year to year.
Mutual rates are designedly, and certainly
During τπε Fever epidemic of last month
ought to be, higher than the probable cost; the
the stock of Ayer's Ague Cure in the old North
excess forms the capital, the balance-wheel, the
State became exhausted, and before a supply
perennial reservoir which exalts contingency could be received
from Lowell, the suffering
into certainty. This has been mo^t abundantly
"
vindicated in the history of the
Mutual Life
from chills and fever became fearful. A few
itself.
parties were so fortunate as to have it on hand,
The language of Prof. Bartlett's letter is
quite inaccurate wbeu it speaks of reducing the and in Iredell County, the druggists eked out
margin of the premiums from forty per cent, to their slender stocks by selling doses—a spoon
ten, and may have misled many, as it has puzful each—for a dollar. Many paid ten dollars
zled us. For in only one of the present premifor a bottle, when the regular price is but one,
um columns is the margin as high as forty per
and thought themselves favored at that, so
cent., and in some it is only tw«Lty-one per
cent. ; so that only a few of the margins are~r>valuable are the curative propertied of tli's
duied to the extent he mentions. To state it
preparation, which not only expels the poison
the
to
the
net
all
various
additions
accurately,
from the system, but leaves the patient with
premium for expenses and contingencies are to
be reduced to ten per cent., and the rate per
unimpaired health and vigor.—Raleigh (N. C.)
thousand for au ordinary life policy on a person
Standard.
declO—lw
be
which
is
will
then
aged 30,
$17.82,
now$22.70,
while for a live-year endowment policy the
The Purest and Sweetest Cod-Liver Oil
charge will be from $22 to $199, the proportion- is Hazard's and Caswell's, made on the seaate reduction being thus greatest where the preshore, from fresh selected livers, by Caswell,
mium is least and the risk of the company the
heaviest—a self-evident error which needs no
Hazard & Co., New York.
It is absolutely
further exposure from us.
pure and sweet. Patients who have once taken
The next section of the Professor's letter proit prefer it tc all others.^ Physicians have devides for the retention of the surplus—-accruing
cided it superior to any of the other oils in
from these new rates—until it amounts to one
(originally stated as two) annual premium, market.
novl4-12w
which is to be retained as a margin for continChatped Hands, face, rough skin, pimples
gencies not provided against in the lower premiums; but this very course will make the avringworm, salt-rheum and other cutaneous aferage outlay of the iusured for the first ten
fections cured, and the skin made soft and
than
and
the
com
cause
now,
payears greater

j

does. At present the average surplus
hand for each policy is only about forty per
cent, of the annual premium, while on the now
plan it will in time becomo at least one hundred
per cent.
The following sections may be regarded as
necessary sequences to the one just mentioned,
They are as follows:
2. That these credits be held to ba assessable to meet auy deficit that may arise from
any circumstances whatever.
;3. That in case of death the whole of the
reversionary credit to be paid to the heirs, as at

it

by Caswell,

Hazard & Co., New York.
Be
to get tlie Juniper Tar Soap, as there are
many worthless imitations made with common
tar.
novll-12\v

now

oil

Save youu buildings by painting tliem be
fore v.'inter coines on, with the Averill Chemical Paint.
Fur sale at 83 Commercial St., Portland,
tf
When dumb Animals cry out their gladness,
—when cripples take up their beds and walk,—
when rheumatism is banished,—?tiff joints
made limber, and swellings disappear as if by

magic,

well may we enquire into the secrets of
the wonderful Centaur Liniment. There lias
never been anything like it. It has performed
more cures of flesh, bone and muscle ailments
upon man and beast in the past three months,
than all other articles have in throe hundred

decl2oodlw*wlt

years.

The health restoring properties of Smolaneer's Buchu strengthen and invigorate the entire system, and remove or counteract kidney,
bladder and glandular diseases, mental and

physical debility, diabetes, gravel, general

prostration of the nerve structure, and all maladies
of the urino-geuital organs iu either sex. Every
one should investigate the merits of this valuable vegetable preparation.
decIOeodlw
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;

MATTERS IN MAINE.

I
A

Singular iVIariu? Disaster RcpcntcilCamdex, Dec. 13.—From tlio schooner Julia
Ne'.veil of llockport yesterday reported on
fire,
part of the lime was saved, which was'at once
put on board the schooner Tiger. The Tiger
had only proceeded half a mile when she was
blown upon the rocks, and is now ou fire. Both
vessels are considerably damaged by fire. Τ lie

Tiger is

owned in

Itockport.

No insurance.

Small Pox.

Bangok,

Dec. 13.—Several cases of small
pox have made their appearance in this city,
causing considerable feeling of uneasiness but
no great alarm.
Every precaution is being
taken to prevent a spread of the disorder. The
School Committee, as a matter of precaution,
closed thirty schools to-uiglit, thus anticipating
the usual Christmas vacation by one week.

MASSACHUSETTS.
The

Defacing

its

iMiua

#

aim

lilO

an

injury.

censure.

Mr.

Hoyt replied that it was time to make a
to rebuke a Senator of their
election.
Mr. Porter said they should deal with the
man, as he was the author of the resolution
and came from this State.
Mr. Lincoln did not believe in instructing
Senators or anybody else.
Mr. Porter said the rule was only the chief
executive, and the members of his cabinet
should be above instruction.
Mr. Nutt explained that the Army Register
contained the list of battles in which Union
arms were defeated, as well as where they were
precedent in order

own

victorious.

Mr. Lincoln did not want it understood that
he approved the course of the Senator.
Mr. Hoyt thought it would make little difference to Sumner whether his name was mentioned or not, and it was an honest, mau-faahioned way to do it.
Mr. Richardson, of the Committee, said the.
language of the resolution was not strong
enough to express his personal feeling, but
when they were framing the voice of the people
of Massachusetts they should be careful and
dignified in the choice of words.
J his closed the public hearing.

NEW YORK.
Charily for (icruiaay.
Nisw York, Dec. 13.—The German Consul
General here publishes an appeal for aid for
the inhabitants of the Baltic provinces, the
terrible inundations of last month having devastated 400 miles of territory, destroyed entire villages, cattle, horses, gathered crops,
shipsr&c., and drowned hundreds of persons.
A Blnuk Cartridge.
At their meeting last night the Liberal Republican General Committee passed resolutions censuring the Administration, continuing
the Liberal Republican party and calling for
municipal reform. Voters are called upon to
elect delegates vo the next General Committee,
on

Friday evening.

JIovc.
held last evening
initiatory meeting
in Brooklyn to organize a system of cheap
restaurants for the working classes of both
Moses F. Beach presided, Speeches
sexes.
were made by Henry Ward Beecher, Dr. Duryea, and others.
A flood

An

was

Vnrioii* IVIattci'A.

Still another will of Mr. Greeley's lias been
discovered, dated September, 1857.
The Liberal Republican General Committee
last night condemed the recent appointment of
municipal officers.
The Union League have passed resolutions
condemning Ma3ror Hall's course, in forestalling the Mayor elect, by making appointments
to office, and asks Delafield Smith and others
so

appointed

to

resign.

The Times again

owing
terial.

directs attention

to

the

a

The Herald reiterates that the banditti and
lazzaroni generally of Italy, beiug pushed and
hunted down by the Italian authorities, are
shipping to America.
The German Republican General Committee
held a reunion and banquet last night, over the
late victories.
The Tammany Hall Geueral Committee has
taken initiatory steps toward expelling members who have sympathized or worked with
Apollo Hall.
Criminal.
John Harriugton, a professional thief, fatally shot his mistress, Julia Smith, aged twenty,
in a lit of jealously, whHe she was in bed this
morning in Bayard street.
Thomas Phillips was seriously wounded by a
pistol shot by John Galson, one of the keepers
of the Tombs, while quarrelling with him in a
10th avenue saloon.
Martin Martin, charged with forgery was arrested by detectives ou the arrival of the
steamer Calabria, this morning, his arrival
from Liverpool having been foreshadowed.
In the Jumel case, several* witnesses testified
that the plaintiff is the son of Betsey Bowen.
Paul Bertim was arrested to-day on board of
the steamship Calabria, on a telegram from
Rouen, chary nig him with killing a woman
and a boy at that place on the 22d of November, and was held to answer by the tTnited
States Commissioner.

:

j
|

whs

reported

THE LOUISIANA TROUBLE.
New York, Doc. 13.— Gov. Warmoth said
the Herald's New Orleans correspondent
last night, that it would be impossible fcto pass
or execute any laws in the
face of Attorney
General Williams' despatch,
Still, for selfpreservation, the people must keep his Legislature together until the facts could be laid before Congress.
The Kellogg party are jubilant, claiming that
their victory is complete.
They claim to have
positive assurance from Washington that the
Supreme Court will certainly refuse the writ of
While public sentiment grows
iourly more bitter, it now looks as if an outbreak would be averted.
Λ Times New Orleans despatch says that
nothing but the presence of United States
troops prevents an outbreak.
Judge Elmore has fined acting Gov. Pinchbeck §50 and ordered him to jail for ten days,
for contempt of court.
The order is of n >
avail.
to

fprohibition.

Attempt

to

Swindled Marine In»uranre

The Alabama Strife at

Halifax, Dec. 13.—The customs authorities
of Halifax have discovered a fraud, in which
several Halifax firms are iniplioated. Λ schooner was cleared at Halifax some time ago with
a cargo of bonded goods for Newfoundland.
The next heard of her was that she was lost.
It is now ascertained that before the loss of the
vessel the cargo was transferred to another vessel, which carried it t, ) Yarmouth, where the
customs officers found it concealed and seized
it. Both vessel and cargo are insurod in Halifax, and both the underwriters refuse to pay the
claims.
Election.
Tallahassee, Dec. 13.—The State canvassers have finished the count and give the official
majority of 1596 to Hart (Rep). The Republicans elect both members of Congress and the
Lieutenant Governor. They claim six majority
in the House and two in the Senate.

End.

Parties Aecept the President's
P2.ui of Settlement.
Washington, Dec. 13.—The President is in
possession of the following telegram from Gov-

Lewis of Alabama:
"The General Assembly accepts the AttorGeneral's
ney
plan for adjusting the difficulties. The Democrats are reticent."
The Attorney General has been addressed as
follows by It. H. Ervin:
"The proposals received through the Governor the Democrats will accept."
Bncr<*ase of President's Salary,
The House Jud.ciary Committee have reported a bill increasing the President's salary to
ernor

$50,000.

Cabinet Meeting.
The Cabinet session to-day was not of 1111
usual interest. Affairs in New Orleans were
spoken of, and latest telegrams to the President
and Attorney General were read, but not with
a view of further official action, as the full determination of the Government has heretofore
been manifested.
The Credit Mobilier
It is reported that some interesting disclosures came out in the examination of Col. McComb by the Credit Mobilier Committee to-day.
It is also reported, and not denied, that Speaker Blaine yesterday told the Committer that
he had been offered some of the stock by Oakes
Ames as a matter of purchase, but that the
offer was declined.
Various Matters.
President Grant has expressed the wish that
Congress mi^ht take proper measures to secure
communication between the East and West by
the James river and Kannawha canal.
Minister M;?rsh has been instructed to suggest to the Italian government that great suffering will follow in consequence of persons
coming from that country to the Unitjd States
at the solicitatien of interested agents.
The funeral of Auderson, the last of the
John Brown raiders, took place to-day.
The House Foreign Committee have agreed
to report an impropriation of $100,000 for the
the Geneva exposition.
The JLouisiaaia Matter.
The following is a text of the despatch sent
by the Attorney General to Col. McEvery of
Louisiana, this afternoon:
Doc. 13.—Hon. John McWashington, D.
Every, New Orleans: Your visit with 100 citizens will bo unavailing so far as the President
is concerned. His decision is made and will
not be changed, and the sooner it is acquiesced
in the sooner good order a ul peace will be restored.
George H. Williams,
(Signed,)
Attorney General.

XLIId CONGRESS.

Washington, Dec. 13.

Mr. Anthony was elected President pro tem,
Mr. Colfax being absent for a few days.
The House bill for building six war sloops
was reportod from the Coinmltteo with an
amendment increasing the number to ten.
A bill constructing a steam elevator in the
capitol was introduced.
The Boston relief bill was discussed, and the
credentials of Mr. Sargent, Senator elect from

California,

were

presented.

Mr. Morrill reported a bill for the purchase
of an additional site for the Boston postoflice,
appropriating half a million therefor, which

passed.

A resolution of enquiry was adopted whether
the valuation of a sovereign or pound sterling
of Great Britain, at our custom house in the
settlement ot accounts between the two countries under existing laws, corresponds with the
intrinsic value of the money of the United
States, the Committee on Finance to report by
a bill or otherwise.
Bills introduced and refered : For the organization of the territory of Oklahomad; to consolidate the Indian tribes; creating a bureau of
immigration and providing for the comfort and
protection of immigrants, aboard ship and after

landing.

The Boston rel:ef bill was taken up.
Mr. Ferry called for the yeas and nays upon
his amendment to except lumber from the list
of materials to be admitted free of duty. This
exception had been wade, he said, in the case
of Chicago, and be wished to test the willingness of the Senate to put the east
and west on
the same basis in this matter of relief.
Mr. Wilson said the Portland relief bill did
not except lumber, and lie thought this one

ought

not.

Mr. Sumner said the

question

of

putting

the

east and the west on the samo basis did not
enter into this casa, because the main reason
lumber in the western case
given for

excepting

the fact that the neighboring lumber district in Michigan had been devastated by Are
at the same tirnj as Chicago, which did not
exist in the case of Boston.
Mr. Thurman said he was not satisfied of the
constitutionality of legislation of this kind,and
moved to refer the bill to the Committee 011
the Judiciary.
After a long discussion it was so referred.
Yeas 35, nays 15.
Mr. Morton called up the bill to prescribe
the mauner of takiug testimony in contested
election cases.
At 3.40 p. m. the Senate went julo evecutive
session and soon after adjourned till Monday.
was

AUCTION SALES.

«

fii8ic«

Special Auction Notice.
4 LL shells in store this morning, Dec. 14th wil
\. be offered at private sale until 2$ o'clock p. m.
j an I all not sold at that time will be closed out at
an .ί·»*ι together with a lot of
Fancy Boxes, Bronze
DiuiiiT ΓνΟυηι Ornaments, Ac.
I Ο HAILKV Ac CO., Auctiourcn.
| il eel 4
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1
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Fine Slt'iïh>i,

96f®97Je.

New Orleans, Dec. 13.—The Fusion Legislature has adjourued till the lirst Monday in

January.

Ε1 Ο U Κ IGN.

ON

Books

Auetioii.

ON

ON

ON

OS

FAIIt AND

Furniture, Carpets, Beds, Bedding,
Crockery, Glass Ware, Stoves,
&c.,

ENTERTAINMENT.

The ladies connected with the INDIA ST. UNIVERS A LIST SOCIETY will liold a FAIR AND
ENTERTAINMENT in the Vestry of the Church,

ilIoiitEaf, the 16th iu*t.,

Kveuiug

K»cb

ou

BLANK HOOKS

17.

declld3t

—

Christmas Sale.

THE

Hanks,

Persons

T%venty

Killed

At the session of the Cortes yesterday Senor
Martis made an announcement of the attempted outbreak. He said that the Government attached no importance whatever to the movement, which was probably incited by the opponents of the new loan, with the idea of affecting its successful negotiation.
Many miner» Drowned.'
The freshet on the
Brussells, Dec. 13.
Itiver Danube has caused the sudden flooding
of a coal mine near Chaleroi. The accident
occurred while the miners were at work, and
many were drowned.
Vessel Probably Lost.
Montreal, Dec. 13.—Anxiety is felt here for
the safety of the steamship Commander, Capt.
F. Chambers, which cleared at Montreal, Nov.
2d, for Queenstowu or Falmouth with a full
cargo, intending to call in at Sydney, Cape Breton, at which port she has not made her appearance. It is feared she has foundered m
the Gulf.
MINOR

Thursday.

Capt. Tichborn telegraphs from Stransaer,
Scotland, that the ship City of Manchester was

abandoned and water-logged. The crew was
saved by the ship Constance.
The Lady Doughty, who was a prominent
wituess in the Ticlibornc trial, is dead. She
has been ill for some timo.
The steamer Lady of the Lake reports that a
steamer, name unknown, is ashore at Smith's
Point, Va.
Miss Ida Greeley has deeded half of the
property left her by lier father, to her sister
Gabriel le.
The Commercial Convention at St. Louis has
adjourned, to meet at Pittsburg on the first
Monday in September next.
The building of the Times at Troy, Ν. Y.,
was on tire at midnight last night, with little
hopes of saving it.
The St. Louis Commercial Convention memorialized Congress for extensive appropriations for improvements of the Western rivers.
Robert Bleakley, the uncle of Maud Miller,
whom he killed, has been sent to the Tombs.
In the Auderson poisoning casein New York,
it was proved that the wife of the deceased
bought arsenic several times before his death.
Edwin Forrest's funeral will take place in

Mills and

Ladies of the

Corporations

Plains,

of Every Kind

hold their aunual

FAIR AKD

LEVEE !

Vestry of the Church 011 WEDNESDA Y and
THURSDAY, I>ec. 18th, and 19th.
On Wednesday Evening the usual variety of useful

at the

JUVENILE CLASS.

Dancing Academy

Raymond's

Z. AîiCASTEE

on
as

hand an<l made to order at short notice at prices
an can be furnished by any house in New Eng-

low

land.

Blank Books

Please Call

o'clock, P. M.

the

course

les-

of twelve

%
EE""All the fashionable Dances will be taught.

Ho. 53
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SECOND PARISH

FAIR

&

FESTIVAL.

—AT

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS for their children and
friends.
ICE CRAEAM and a variety of other Rcfrefliments for sale. Also, Flowers, &c.
In connection with the Fair there will be on each

evening a Pleasing Entertainment.
On Friday evening, 20th inst., will bo presented tho
amusing exhibition of

Wax Works.

These works have been prepared with
and cannot fail to please.
On Saturday evening there will be a

goods
of

American and Imported

WATCHES.
Gold Vest, Opera, Leontine and Neck

CHAINS.
Lockets, Charms, Seals, &c., Gold

Bracelets. Sleeve Buttons, Studs, Ac.
see our tine selection of

sets

plated

FINGER

Call and

KINGS,

great variety, Flain, Chased, Carved and Seal.

Silver and Sllrer Plated Ware !

care

Spoons, Forks, Napkin Kings, Fruit Knives, Pockes
Knives, Cako Baskets, Castors. Butter Dishes, CardKeceivers, Vases, &c. Also optical gocds. All stylet

Drill

members of the Portland Cadets. This Drill
will comprise nearly all the movements of the Boston
Champion Zouave, and is said to surpass anything of
the kind ever exhibited in the State.
Afternoon admission free. Evening admission to
the Fair and Entertainment—Adults 25 cents, Children 15 cents.
Tickets mar be had at Koyt, Fogg & Breed's, Nelson & Co.'s, Ο. M. & E. P. Brooks and at the door.
Exhibibions commence at 8 o'clock.

OPERA GLASSES,
Magnifying Glasses, Sterioscopes, Microscopes, Spectacles, &·. All selling at lowest prices at

LAMSON'S,

.

NO. 77 MIDDLE

HOLIDAY

STREET,

(near Post Office.)

dec 13

dim

CONGRESS HALL. !
TO

GOODS!

L,T£T.

—

Parties,

THIS

and Oold

JEWELRY,

in

great

hand a fine and well selected stook of
for the HOLIDAY TKADK. All style·

now on

by four

RECEIVED

1872.

77 Middle Street,

Ladies and Gentlemen ot the 2d Parish haviug
completed their arrangements will hold a FAIR at
the City Hall on the20th and 21st hist., during the
afternoon and evening of each day. A large variety
of useful and Fancy Articles have been prepared, and
visitors will have a good opportunity to purchase

Fancy Zonave

CHRISTMAS

CHAS. H. LAMSON,
Has

The

Jarley's

4w

FOR

TF1E—

CITY HALL.

Mrs.

Uxclian^c St.

docl3

sous.

dal2

J Exaiuiue before Pur-

HALL L. DAVIS,

on

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,
DEC. 18th,

Terms, Three dollars for

au

chasing.

Mil. J. W. RAYMOND, will commence a
class for the instruction of Juveuilesin the

at 3

Specialty

a

My Bindery is used entirely lor the manufacture of
BLANK BOOKS, all of which are made under ray
own fvuperrlsion and satisfaction guaranteed in
«very
particular.

!

H ALL!

accomplishment of Dauciug

TELBOKAT».

Professor Stowe is dangerously ill.
A clue has been obtainejl to $500,000 of the
bonds stolen from the Waterford, Ν. Y, Bank.
Hon. Luther Adams, a prominent Vermont
man, is dangerously ill in Chester.
A Washington despatch says that over live
hundred letters have been addressed to the
Chief Justice concerning the plac^of Marshal
of the Supreme Court.
Steps have been taken to secure a re-count of
the vote of Ward 2 in Boston.
The North of England had a fall of snow

Railroads,

Universalis! Society, Stevens

—

Another

1

Entertainment at Stevens' Plains.

aiad

quiet.

Insurance Companies,

Vestry

Wounded.

Madrid, Doc. 13.—Considerable excitement
created in this city yesterday by the report
that au attempt at insurrection had beeu made
in the suburbs of the city during the previous
night. It was s*on anuounced that it was on a
very small scale, and was speedily suppressed
by the Government forces, not, however, before
twenty persons had been killed aud wounded.
When these facts became known the excitement subsided, and the city has since beeu

Counting Rooms,

are

will

—

Cities,

Society,

prepared to offer for sale on TUESDAY Afterof their
and Evening* Dec. 17th, at the
C'inrch on New High St., a nice assortment of useful
and fancy articles, to which will be added a table particulary for the ''Little Folks."
ÊS^Supper served from G to 8 o'clock.
decl4
3t*

FOR

Counties,

Ladies of St. Stephen's Parish will hold Ihetr
Annual Christmas Sale at the Rooms of the
Youu2 Men's Christian Association, on Tuesday, Dec,
17th, Afternoon and Evening.
They will offer to their friends a great variety of
useful and fancy articles, suitable for Christmas gifts,
including a choice selections of Evergreen Decorations. 11efershmen s as usual.
SANTA CIjAUS at 5 o'clock. Admission 10
deled I w
cents.

The

purchasers of

is invited to my stock which if» one of the largest in
the State, comprising all the different size* and styles
of binding. Having had many years of experience,
and emnloving the beet workmen in every department I feel confident of giving satisfaction iu every

HALL,

Swedenborgian

of

respect.

TUESDAY EVENING, DEC.

Stephen

6t

BLANK BOOKS

A S S Ε M Β L Y

ÊIIT-No postponement.

J. Ordway, deAdministrator.
O., Auctioneer»·.

BOOKS !

special attention

The

P. Λ.

St.

BLANK

will he

Ynrieil, Pleasiug ami Iiiterentiii^.
Tickets 25 cents or live for $1.00,tor Sale at Colesworthy's, Exchange Street, Clias. Custis' & Co., Congress Street, Isaac Knight's, Cor. of Middle ami India Sts., W. H. Sargent's, Cor. of Cumberland and
dcl2tf
Smith Sts. and at the door.

AT LINCOLN

George
BF.AKCË,

ceased.

And continued through the week. Tho adies of the :
Parish have been making special effort to make this
Fair attractive, ami will have for sale articles, both j
useful and ornamental.
There will also be a department for the sale of Vegetables, kindly furnished by friends from the county I
Performance»

to (be estate of
H. M.
F. O. BAILKY Ac C
die Π

belonging

commencing

and fancy articles tor sale. Admission free.
On Thursday Evening a Dramatic Entertainment.
Admission 25 cts. Refreshments both Evenings.
de!4
t20dec*

OUTBREAK IN MADRID.

linrut'Mrs,

1

noon

.1IETE030L0GICAL.
In the northwest and thence over the the upper lakes and southward over Missouri, Illinois
and Indiana, south-westerly winds, increasing
pressure,cold and partially cloudy weather with
occasional light snow; from the Ohio river to
the Gulf and South Atlantic coasts, southwesterly and south-easterly winds, partially
cloudy and warmer weather, and high but decreasing presures; on the lower lakes and in
Canada, southerly and south-westerly winds,
threatening weather, increased temperature
and low barometer; in the Middle and Eastern
States, low barometer, south-westerly winds,
increasing temperature and cloudy weather,
followed by occasional snow.

aioln's,

Ac.,

at Auction.
SATUltDAY next, at 11 o'el ck A.M., on
Market streetf
1 double Sle'gb (pole and shafts) trimmed with Mo27ic.
hair plush, (\ P. Kimball maker, cost $350.
quiet.
1 tl"irble Sleigh, trimmed, cby built.
Freights to Liverpool quiet and firm ; Cotton per i 1 single Sleigh, city built.
steam f @ 11-Md.
1 very light Sleigh, second hand.
Chicago Dec. 13.—Flour steady. Wheat active
ίΐ second hand Sleighs.
and higher; No 1 Spring at 1 20 a \ 204: No 2 do at !
L Pungs.
1 1JJ 011 spot; do Jan at 1 12J; No 3 do at 1 OH (a |
3 new light Harnesses, cove re 1 trimmings.
1 03}, according to location ; rejected 02 (w 93c. < or n 1
2 new Harnesses, .-silver trimmings.
in fair demand and higher; No 2 Mixed at 3l|e ou
2 very tine Buffalo Robes.
8[»ot and I)ec. and 31» " 3Uc Jan; rejected at 29J ; on
Large assortment of âne Whips, Halters, &c.
ear 35c.
Oats steady; No 2at25Jc; rejected 23 @
P. O. liAHJ'lV & CO.» Auctioneers.
23£c. live firmer, higher and scarce; No 2 at C3e.
<lecl3
2d
Barley in fair demand and advanced; No 2 Fall at
61 @ 66c, according to location. Provisions irregular.
■ty J. H. BAILEY Ac CO., Audio..ere.
Pork closed higher at 11 40 {'2 11 50 on spot and 11 50
(g) 11 55 Jan. Lard firm ;it 7 00 @ 7 10 011 Hpofc.—at
Green hams firm at 7à 'g} 7|, according to weight.
Bulk Meats quiet.
Whiskey steady at 89jc.
Dec. 17th. at 10 o'clock A. M., at
TUESDAY,
bbls
bush
wheat,
32,omce, an invoice of Books,
flour, 62.000
Receipts—10,000
consisting in part of
000 bush corn, 35,000 bu«h oats, 3000 bush rye, 16,000 !
1 complete set U. S. Coast
Survey, 17 Vols.
bush barley.
1 Pacirtc K. R. Survey, 13
Vols.,
complete, fully ilShipments—7000 bbls flour, 19,000 bush wheat, 14,- lustrated.
000 bush com, 18,000 bush oats, 2 ό both rye, I2,oo0
1 Mexican Boundary, 3 Vwls., finely illustrated.
bush barley.
1 Japan Expedition, 3 Vols., profusely illustrated.
Cincinnati, Dec. 13.—Provisions dull ami droop4 Paris Exposition^ Vols. ea?h In full sheep and
ing. Pork unchanged. Lard—steam 7Jc; kettle 7ge.
cloth.
deefrdtd
Bulk Meats quiet and weak; shoulders at 4î clear \
sides 5J @5|c. Bacon—shoulders dull at 5c; skies unFurniture, Carpets. Stoves, &c.
changed. Green Meats dull; shoulders 3J
3|c;
WEDNESDAY, Dm. 1Mb, at 10 o.cloek we
sides 43 @ 5c. Hams in good demand at 6J
ejc.
shall Si ll at salesroom parlor suit In crimson
Live Hogs quiet ; sales at 3 75 % 3 80. Whiskey firm
rept, cost $400, whatnot, hat-tree, chamber sett,
at 89c.
lounge, hair mattress, 2 line bureaus, carpels, new
1OLEDO, Dec. 13.—Flour in fair demand and firm.
cook
range, new cook stove, 4 new parlor coal stoves,
Wheat in fair demand and higher; No 1 While MichFécond hand do, together with a lot of other furni7
1
1
64
Dec
1
at
65;
igan
64} @ 1 65; No 2 Red Jan
ture, carj>ets, crockerv and glass ware, &c.
161. Corn steady; new high Mixed 37c; low do364
F. O. BAILKV A I'O.. Aartioum*·.
^ 36Jc. Oats nominal; No 1 364c; No 2 at 324c.
dec!4
Receipts—1000 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat, 10,000
t4_
bush corn. 22,000 bush oats.
By J.9.BAKL8Î «V CO., Aactl«MM
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat.
Detroit, Dec. 13.—Wheat steady; extra at 1 80; !
Desii iihli· House at Auclioii.
No 1 White 1 69£ rù 1 70; Amber Michigan 1 61. Corn !
steady; new Mixed lie. Oats quiet and unchanged.
FRIDAY, Dec. 20, at 3 o'clock, p. m.. on the
Receipts—2000 bbls flour, 6.000 bush wheat.
premises, the good substantial house on the corShipments—2000 bbls flour. 3,000 bush wheat.
ner of Oxford and Elm street.
The house is {tainted
Charleston, Dec. 12.—Cotton—Middling uplands
throughout, has It rooms, good closets, good cementul cellar, finished basement, shed, plenty good water
18}c.
and desirable for residence. Centrally situated, in a
Savannah, Dec. 13.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at 181c.
good neighborhood, and just the loca ion for a busiMobile, Dec 13.—Cotton quiet ; Middling uplands
ness man.
Unless previously di»|»oeed of at private
19c.
tale. Enquire of Geo. M. Stevens on the premises or
New Orleans, Dec. 13.—Cotton in good demand;
ul' the Auctioneers.
de«4dtd
Middling upands 19£c.
VriiiiiiiisfratoiV Sale.
FUIDAY. Dei·. lOtb, at 10 o'clock A. M., at
salesroom of F. O. Kailey Λ Co. 1 »h:dl et'll
ISN ΙΈ ΚΤΛ INMENTS.

ni 5u^r <luP
J-Jc.

The Ladies of tlie
Gone Homo.

was

au

Domestic IWarkrix.
New Vokk, Dec. 13—Evening—Cotton
lower;
stiles 1706 bales; ΜΜΊ lin g uplumls at lyj. Fiour ; uiet
ami unchanged; Rales 8.750 bbls; State 5 IK) (ά A on ;
Round ljnop Ohio 7 00 a !» 25; Western 5 90 (a s
Southern 7 10 @ 1200. Wheat firmer with modéra;*
export; hales 36,(too bush; No 1 Spring 101 a 162;
No 2 do 1 "1 @ 1 57 ; Winter Red Western 1 C;; n 1
75;
»v iiite
Michigan 1 75 g} 205. Corn a shade firmer;
s ties
53,0(H) bush ; st amer .»!>.«'d Y/estern6Λ| (ο U7c;
wad do67c.
Oat»steady; sales 46,000 bush; While
02
55c; old Western Mixed 53 (§) 55c. Beef is dull,
ork firmer: new
me?» 13 75 α H 00.
Lard is weal:
quiet; State 24 ■&'&). Wbiskcv
aJ-Δ
decidedly firmer at
Ri<*« quiet at 7} u
> Muscovado 9$ @ Kit· ;
fining :>» <j
Coffee quiet and firm ; Rio at
13± α 18ic in Gold.
Molasses in fair roquent ; New Orleans 58 a 69. Naval
Stores—Slants Turpentine ilull at 55} ; Rosin is dull.
Pelrolcuin—crude 12f ; refined at 27 it
Tallow

Company.

WASHINGTON.

KEN ATE.

Interesting Hearing on the Resolution
Concerning Senator Sumner.

HOUSE.
from the committee, to
examine and pay the claims of several insurance companies for the loss of the bark Caldera.
A resolution was adopted, calling r>η the
Postmaster General for information concern
ing the postal cards and the present contract
for postage stamps.
Several private bills from the Committee on
Patents, were reported.
The House wenf into connu it tee on the private calendar, and considered the bill to reimburse the College of William and Mary,
$65,000 for property destroyed during the rebellion.
An amendment was offered by Mr.Shanks of
Indiana, providing that no money be paid, until the college is thrown open on eqnai terms to
colored persons.
It was supported by Mr. Hoar and opposed
bv Mr. Pierce, Chairman of Committee on
Education as designed to kill the bill, and as
its adoption woulu render the College one for
colored citizens only: and bi Mr. Cretcher who
said there was already within a few miles of
William and Mary a college devoted exclusively to the education of colored children, but it
was adopted 7!> to 71.
The committee then
reported the bill to the House which adopted
the amendment Ki) to 70
The only Republicans voting against it were Butler of TenCobb
of
North
nessee,
Carolina, Perce of
Missouri aud Sargent of California. No Democrats voted for it.
The bill was then rejected
—yeas 36, nays 126.
The House took up the Senate amendments
to the House bill, abolishing the offices of Assessors and Assistant Assessors of Internal
Revenue.
All the mere verbal amendments were concurred in without question, the only important
one remaining, being that authorizing the appointment. of twenty-five Treasury Agents.
After a long uninteresting debate, in wiiich
the Senate amendments was
opposed by
Messrs. Dawes, Kerr and Beck, members of
the Committee on Ways and Means, and defended by Mr. Butler of Mass., who stated
that distillers were in Washington lobbying
against it, in order that they might have a
wider field for evasion of the revenue law.
The amendment was rejected—2»3 to 89, an 1
the Committee of Conferees on the part of the
House consisting of Messrs. Dawes, Ε. H.
Roberts and Beck was appointed.
The House at 4.10 adjourned.
The session tomorrow beiug restricted to
general debate.
A bill

The Florida

general conflagration in the city,
to the vast storage of inflammable ma-

danger of

of the Record.

Boston, Dec. Ιό.—The Committee ou Federal
Relations held a meeting to-dav to consider the
uy
jmui
KUltemuuLS,
working ex peu sea were $10,533,080.58, or 10.29 ! resolution introduced on leave in the House,
Thursday, by Mr. Hoyt, of Athol, condemning
per cent. The expenses could not well have
the course or Senator Sumner in presenting a
been much less if the premiums hud been lowj
er.
By tlie reduction proposed by Prof. Bart- bill in the United States Senate for erasure of
lett, the premiums would have been about ! the names of battles with fellow citizens from
333,000,000, which would have made the ex- the army register and regimental colors. Mr.
Hoyt appeared in behalf of his resolve and prepenses not much, if any, less than 20 per cent.,
Mr. Sumner's bill which was introduced
or double the margins now
proposed for new sented
policies. A company to be composed entirely in the United States Senate Dec. 2d. The proposition
was simply to erase from
the flags of
of such policies could not stand without à
large capital behind it. and no person of much the regular army as the regimental flags now
contain a list of battles in which they lïave encommon sense can contend that what is too
weak to stand alone can add strength to anygaged. If the principle was right, it would be
a shame to keeo names on the flags in our own
thing.
State House. The proposition in effect conWe arc unhesitatingly of the opinion that
cerned every man who took part in the war.
the reduction of premiums as proposed by the
The proposition was to reduce the Union to the
Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York
level of the Confederate soldier. No other deis unwise, deficient in security, unjust to existing policy-holders, and prejudicial to their duction could be made from the bill. Mr. Sumrights and interests, and deserving our un- ner was elected by the Legislature and this repeople had of exqualified disapproval. We are confident, how- solve was the only means the
pressing their repudiation of the atrocious propever, if the Trustees of the Mutual Life should
He offered it in no parti/an spirit, but
carefully reconsider the matter, they will see osition.
as a citizen and an old soldier, and thought the
that they are about to take a step unwarranted
Legislature would do itself credit in the passage
by their own experience or that of any other of
the resolution.
company, and will decide to refrain from it.
Mr. Nutt, a member of the House from NaEnsuit Wright,
tick, followed in advocacy of the resolution and
Sheppard Homans,
said it originated with Col. Hoyt, and was not,
1). P. Fackler,
as had been charged, by Gen. Butler.
It was
Consul ting Actuaries.—Adv.
only a beginning. Adopt this and the erasure
of tablets and the leveling of monuments would
Vaccination.—Whittier, the druggist, has follow, and such mutilated veterans as Sergt.
furnished to physicians of this and neighboring Plunkett must be put out of sight.
Mr. Porter, of Revere, concurred in the senticities, over 1500 vaccine "points." besides a ment of
the resolution, ami had been asked to
These have all
large number of "crusts."
present a similar resolution himself. It prebeen procured from the animal every day, and
sents a recurrence of the same sentiments uttered by Mr. Sumner in 1815. The relations of
Mr. Whitticr is able io give a written guaranwho served in the army were very strong
those
tee with each "point."
The human virus is
They endured privations for meagre pay, and
all carefully selected from healthy children,and
had claims on the consideration of the country
each "crust" has the name, age and parentage
which no man who was not in the army could
*
of the child; also the name of physician, and
appreciate. They volunteered and performed
their duty from a sense of right, and it was not
date of removal. It is a source of much satisfora man like Charles Sumner, who had been
faction to the medical profession that this imthat these memories
a man of words, to say
portant subject is receiving the attention of a should be thrown aside. The Legislature of
this State would be recreant to its deity if it
responsible person.
failed to censure this proposition from a man
who had only decried war.
Davis
&
the
Co
Elsewhere,
public
juforni
In reply to a question from Mr. Smith, of the
where some of the most desirable goods of the
Committee, Mr. Porte? said lie should never

suutYii

friendship were

Mr. Hoyt, in reply to Mr. Thompson, said
the rebellion was a crime, and if the men were
disgraced by the names of the battles in which
they were defeated, it was the legitimate penalty of their crime. These men should have
the blazonry of their infamy perpetuated to the
latest generation, tf the name of the battle on
the flag of the regular army would disgrace any
man, he should be disgraced, Such men were
not enlisting for any love for the Government,
but from mercenary motives.
-Mr. Lincoln, member offthe committee from
Boston, inquired whether Mr. Hoyt would not
consent to a modification of the resolutions, so
as to deal
simply with the bill, as it was an unprecedented measure to pass such a personal

sure

present.

The fourth and last we would fain believ« a
misprint, but we are assured to the contrary,as
it is the same in all the publications, viz:
4. That existing policy-holders may have
the option either to leave their policies undisturbed and pay their old rates, receiving, of
course, tbeir proportional dividends and reversionary credits, or to take out new policies,with
their existing crédits added, and pay the new
rates corresponding to their then present age,
provided they subject themselves to a new
medical examination, and are pronounced assurable.
It is difticult to properly characterize its
terms, and we are quite sure that no intelligent
present policy-holder will care to accept the
second option it affords, as he would thereby
forfeit all his share in the i>resent reserves except as to dividends.
As to tli general plan, it is a virtual abandonment of those careful principles of security
and
equity upon which the claims of tlio Mutual Life Insurance to the confidence of its policy-holders and of the community have rested.
It cannot
be^carried into effect without injustice to existing policy-holders and a decrease in
their security. If carried out at all, the reduced rates should apply not only to future members, but also to existing ^olicy-lioldcrs, sick
and well, without necessitating changes iiî exis ting contracts by imposing; new conditions,
wh'ch may be prejudicial to their interests, as
well as to their security.
The reserves of the old policies are in effect
to be used as a capital stock, to bear the expenses of getting new busiuess at stock rates,
which must consideiably exceed the margins
of the new premiums. But this expense to the
old members cannot be reimbursed to them by
profits derived from the new ones at auy future time, because they are mutual members,
and entitled to any surplus that may ever ac
crue from their own premiums.
How far it is competent for the trustees of a
strictly mutual corporation to admit persons to
membership upon terms more favorable than
have been, and contiuue to be, exacted from
existing members, is a question of law, as well
as
of mathematics and equity; but if new
members are to be admitted into the Mutual
Life at the expense of those already insured—
as will be the case if the plan is
carried into
effect, and the security of the latter be lessened thereby—then it is an injustice, of which
every policy holder in that company has a
right to complain.
Nothing can express our views batter than
the language of a Life Company only second to
the "Mutual" in size, which thus announces
its intention not to reduce its rates:
Nothing containing any element of hazard is
truly safe uuless more than apparently safe; a
purely mutual company has no resource whatever beyond the
premiums charged upon its
policies; wherefore thess premiums must be
apparently higher than any forseen contingency will exhaust, or future solvency is in peril.
The cash premiums of the Mutual Life received from 1843 t> 1871 were $04,677,770.23 as

to have the southern battle flags in the
National Capital, though he was willing they
sh'>;:M cherish the memory of the bravo men.
Mr. Sorter read an editorial from the Richmond
Enterrer opposing the proposition, and he
should consider it a sacrilige to ask tin» South
to forget the memories of their brave mon.
Mr. Th iupson, of Gloucester, a member of
the Committee, asked whether the bntve men
of the South would not enlist in the army if
their names were erased from the flag.
Mr. Porter said the men who really did the
fighting on each side w.»re good friends. It was
only when the Union soldiers came into the
hands of home guards at Andersonville and
elsewhere that they were maltreated.
Mr.
Sumner should be discreet in the favors he
would show the South as some measures of
agree
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Lecturer Ac.

recently refurnished

and fitted up with

ail modern improvements.

Apply

to

C. Β. SAIWDKHS,
In the

great variety of articles, too numerous to
tion, is a tine line of

253
men-

CONGRK8S

del3

STREET.

(UNDER HALL.)

tt

RAYMOND'S

ASTRACHAN

DANCING

ACADEMY,

LANCASTER HALL.

Philadelphia, Monday.

CONEY

S IW^CIAL AND C03IMï^U(;iAL.
Forcigu Kxpoi'ls.
HAVANA. Sch Β J AVillard—5132 box shook, 1171
shooks and heads, 368 bbls potatoes, 470 boxe» herring,
8450 hoops, 75 drums fish, 163 kits mackerel.
MARTINIQUE. Scbr F H B^cklin-5290 lihd
shnoks.
ST. PIERRE. Brig Castilian—2350 hhd shook»,

—

MUFFS
MUCH

—

Monday Evening, Dec. 9, 1872.

UNDER REGULAR PRICES.

900 shook s and heads.
ST JOHN NB. Sclir Spring Bird—900 bbls flour,
1000 gals refined oil.
SAGUA. Bark Daring—3000 shooks and heads. 313
tc shooks, 626 pre tc heads, 21,225 hoops, 49,564 feet
lumber, 50 cask· nails.

Brig

Ernestine—500 tons

pig iron

to

ι

ι > ι ε s

λ

,

[Sales at the Broker's Board, Dec. 13.1
Railroad
Railroad

I-lease call

examine our goods.

Also

No. 312

di-12

York Mtoclt ami Money Jlarkrl.
York, Dec. 13— Morning.—Gold at 112$.—
7 per cent. Sterling Exchange 108 J for long
at
Money
and lioj for short sight. Stocks firm. State stocks
and
heavy
quiet.
New ïouk. Dec. 13—Evening.—Stock speculation
was the only interesting feature of Wall street today. Dealings were marked by increased depression
New

154 MIDDLE STREET.

New

dec 13

»

C. Ci
Λ

Singing School under

tlie

C

Ill

109$

..

I12a

CIIA». Β. BUTTON,
Congress st.(2d, door from Brown St.)

1W.

Will

Tuesday

nteht at ARCANA HALL.
ons) will be for the purpose of
the rudiments of
music,under the
instruction of Mr. Fitch.
commence
course (20 less

The

H A WES & CH AGO :
~

HAVE

—

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

all klndB, Music Books, Folios, and Sheit SIu»ic
a largo
variety for Sauta Claim to ileal out in the
Holeiiavs at
77 niDDliE STHEE T,

oi
of

«lel2

,'WO (ΌΧΙίΚΕϋϋ STREKT.
G. Walter QookJ. References and
ders left ut Stockbriilge's an.l Hawes & Cragin's.

Reference,

auspices of the

CADET GLEE CLUB

ing figures.

116|

large stock of

lmo

or-

eodHni

oetlS

Ticket*, admmitting g.mtleman and lady. $5; Single tickets, gentleman
lady $2.
decl2tf

1164

a

Teacher of the Cabinet Organ and Piano

thoroughly learning

United States 5-20'e 1867
United States 5-20'e U68

and

ASXA J.ILJIEB.

BUTLER.

B.

000,001).

United States5's. new
Uuited States 10-40's., coupon
Currency 6's

large assortment of

ty AU of wlilch will be offered at low priées.

104$

ΪΊιο following were the quotations of Government
securities:
Uuited States coupon 6's, 1881
117J
United States5-20's 1862
113
United States 5-20's 1861
113
United States 5-20*8 1865, old
113$
United States 5-20's 1865. new
1156

Holidays !
a

for ChristPRICES ! Confectionery
mas

BOTTOM

Treasury disbursements §119,000. Governments quiet and firm. State bonds dull. Stock market active in several speculative shares but at declin-

"^.00

dec6d2w

for Presents.

and

105

ami a further decline in leading shares. Money in
active demand at at 7 ftô 7 1-16 per cent., closing easier at 7 per cent
Sterling Exchange strong at 109£
tor long and 110$ @ 110$ for short sight. Gold heavy,
declining from 112g to 112&, rallying to 112| and closing at 112$ @ 112§; loans at 1-64 to liât for use, then 2
@ 5 per cent, for carrying. The clearances were $38,-

the

$5.00

Book», Cutlery, Games, Dolls
Toys of all kinds suitable

HALIFAX. NS. StcamerCarlotta—6crates,6cask»
skins, 23 empty casks, to John Porteou*.
β

Eastern
Eastern

Ladies*——
for twelve lessons.
The term will close wttli n Ball.

The subscriber oilers for sale

or-

KoMfoii Stock JList.

Tickets,
Gents',
"

Goods for

Foreign Import*.
TROON.
der.

MB. J. W. RA If HON D
rosi»ectftilly anto the citizen» of Portland and
vicinity that
he will open a school iu Dancing lor new
beginners at
the above hall on
nouucos

The IV'alional Traders Bank.
UK Shareholders of The National Traders Bank
of Portland, are hereby notified that their aunual meeting will Iw held at their Banking lteom, on
next, at 3
TUESDAY, the Htli, day of January
o'clock P. M., t choose Ave Directors lor the ensuing
to act on any other business that may
and
year,
them.
Ie"ally
4' come before
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 13th, 1872.
The Canal National Bank.
of The
rilllE annual meeting of the Stockholders
χ Canal National Bank, of Portland, tor the elecor
tion of seven Directors, anil for the transaction
m'lore
may legally come
any other business th: t
Ineson
them will be held at their Bankiug House,
11 o.iloca
day t'he 14th, day of January 1*73, at

Τ

>

id*3dtdVa

H.

c. SOMERBY, Cashier.

as

POETRY
My Little Laborer.
Λ tiny man: with lingers soft an I tender,
Ah any lady's l'air ;
Sweet eyes of blue, a form both frail and slender,
And curls of sunny hail·;
A household toy, a fragile thing of beauty—
Yet with each rising sun
his round of toil—a solemn duty,
Iliat must be daily done.

Be^ius

house and tower,
With wondrous art and skill ;
Or labors with hi? h:injiner by the hour,
With strong, determined will.
Alton, with loaded little cart he's plying,
A brisk and driving trade;
Again, with thoughtful, earnest brow, Is trying
Some book's dark lore to read.

To-day he's building castle,

Now, laden like some liitle beast of burden,
lie drags himself along,
And now his lordly little voice is heard in
Bofctrous shout and song;
Another hour is spent iu busy toiling
With hoop and top an l ball,
And with a patience that is never failing,
He tries and conquers all.

But sleep at last overtakes my little rover,
And on his mother's breast,
the day's hard labor over,
JLle sinks to quiet rest ;
A'i'l as 1 fold him to my bosom, sleeping,

Joys thrown aside,
I think, 'mid

gathering tears,

Of what the distant future may be keepiûg,
As work for mauhood's years.
Mint lie, with toil his daily bread be earning,
Iu the world's busy mart,
Lifj's bitter lessons every day be learning,
With patient struggling heart?
Or ôliall my little architect be building
S me monument of fame,
On which, in letters bright with glory's
The world may read his name?

humble, lowly

gilding

cupa ion,
Bat shared vvirh sweet content ;
Perhaps a life in loftier, prowler station,
In sellish pleasure spent.
Perchance these little feet may cross the portal
Of learning's lof y fane,
His life work be to waiter truths immortal
Among t he sons of men !

Peraaps

some

o

"Well, John Wildair first «aw Janet on !
board a Kennebec steamer,—literally ou
board, if you will rightly consider the dérivation of that term. John Wildair was sitting
on the deck, at Bath, watching as the passengers came on board.
an old lady, in a

brought

And

MISCELLANEOUS.

wharf and upon the deck; and Janet came
with her, and wrapped her up warm, ami
coddled her, aud made her feel quite at home.
Then the old lady wished she had some of
the oranges which a German woman was
selling on the wharf; and Janet ran ashore to
buy them. While the German fiddled about
the change, the boat cast off, the captain's
bell struck, aud they had fairly pulled the
gangway in, when Janet came running back
with lier fruit.
Did she stop ? Not she !
Please run it on again," she said; and the
wharf hands obeyed her,—just as Dan obeyAnd the little bird,
ed her in the pasture.
as 1 called her before, ran right over the
board,—the boat moving the end along steadily as she did so,—and sprang upon the deck,
as pel fectly unconscious as if she had been
walking the floor. Years after John Wildair
tried to make her remember it; hut she did
not r< member it all ; said, indeed, there was
She said there was
nothing to remember.
no danger,
and consequently no
courage;
that the plank would remain on the boat
fully live seconds, and the slowest woman in
Christendom could have crossed in two. Still
John Wildair wondered when he saw her do
it: aud, as [ believed,admired lier then and
there, that she did not spend ten seconds fi;st
in inquiries of the wharf-men whether or no
it would be safe to cross the
gangway.
But John was destined to see her
again
far
far,
away.
Tom Trevor went to the war in the Fortyseventh Maine Rifles. Tom was the wild-cat,
black-haired brother that dared everything,
and went everywhere. And after that horm ut-u

al· x>tf ii

nage

s

ruiu,
were

tue

wueu

lists

Forty-seventh

GLASS

Dear little Janet! And you want me to
tell her story? Why, she would say there
*
was no story to tell.
I say "dear little Janet!" For all that,
she is a woman grown now; and the last
time I saw her there was a great bouncing
Donald in her lap. For a' that, and for a'
that, she will always be "little Janet" to me.

There was never a chiid who showed so
fully what the woman was to prove. The
first time I ever saw her was one day when
her father had fallen in with me on a crossroad in the Piscataquis valley : That is far
away, forty miles above Bangor in Maine.
He was on his hay-cart ; I was sitting on a
log. We nodded to each other; and he, seeing my knapsack and stick, asked it I would
not mount with him, which I did : and so before long, we came up to his cheerful, rambling, great shingle-palace of a house, where I
had already promised to pass the night with
him. We brought up in front of the barn,
from
which
we
had
heard
already
shouts of "Coop! Coop!" Who should apat
a
little
three-cornered window in the
pear
gable but little Janet, flaxen cnrls flyingwild
about her head, "Hurrah!" said her father:
"jump, birdie !" and, before poor cockney·*·
well understood the order, the child flew out
of the window, down into his arms; and they
both rolled over and over in the hay. I have
seen many a jump into
hay-carts,—nay, have
made my share ; but X never saw such a flight
as that.
And even then if. was was not the
distance which seemed most surprising. It
was the absolute promptness, so
perfectly

fearless

:—

"Hers not to make reply,
Hers not to question why.

He said

"Jump!"

and she

jumped,

not behad done
before, but because he told her to, and she
loved and trusted him. That was little Janet
al lover.
ÎJbw, steadiness like that and readiness like
that breed steadiness and readiness.
It
seems queer to me that I had never seen Jacause

it

she calculated the height,

U-f.

Τ

1

or

1

Τ

Vases, Toilet Setts,

often since,

ί had not seen her long, before
I found that I trusted her as
as she
1
di me: indeed, there was not a man who
worked on the farm who had not absolute
confidence in the child, or was not sure of her
promptness, punctuality, and affection. Nor
was it men and women alone who felt so.
The horses and the cows—nay, the pigs and
the hens—all knew her cheerful voice and
her ready atendance and her steady hand.
Jwtliam said she could collar and harness
that cross brute "Mad March" ; that she
would climb into the manger and put the
wretch's collar on, and put the bit in his
mouth, because she was such a lady. I know
she could do it ; and of course Mad March let
her do it, tor he could have eaten
her, had he
been carnivorous, and hardly know he had
tasted food. But it was not because she was'
a lady, but because her
easy coutideuce, as I
say, created the same confidence in all.
1)> you rei»ember Miss Yonge's pretty story of Miss Keble? The little wrens trusted
her so entirely that they came to pick the red
bsrriei which were printed on her muslin
dress ; and, when they f-mud they could uot
get any of them off, they llew down and crept
up under the skirt, thinking they should get
at the berries on the other side.
I have seen
the little birds do that with Janet,—not such
wrens as those, because there are none in
Maine, but some little witches not so much
bigger than an English wren, whose name I
do not know. Wren or no wren, theyknew Janet, even if she did not know their name, nor

implicitly

they hers.

The pretty

picture Mr. Billings has

made
of her just represents both sides. I mean she
trusted the birds, and the birds trusted her.
In the picture you see juit how it was.
This
little whistler has fasciuated her, add she has
fascinated him. He knows she will not hurt
him ; and it almost seems as if he were listen
ing to him, and learning from him, as in the
"Arabian Nights" and in the German fairytales, the girls of the real blue blood understand the language of caterpillar,

cricket,

grass-hopper, toad, frog, weasel, pussey-cat.
tom-tit, ostrich, camelopard and all other vertebrates or invertebrates. Dear little
Janet,
she is

as good a fairy as
After tue haymow

the best of them !
llight, when she was as

a girl is Mr. Billings has made
her, we
had many a tramp together
up-brook, through
moose-wood and over one of the
ridges of
Ktaadn, with no thought of taking a staff,
with no kind of uneasiness, though she were
just on the sheer edge of that precipice which
you remember perhaps on the southern face
of Ktaidn. I have seen it fifty miles
away.
X"es; and I have seen the child's father fell a
pine tree a hundred and fifty years old. that
wo might walk dry-shod across the stream
;
and the moment it fell little Janet was the
first to swing herself upon the irunk, to run
across as lightly as one of her own little birds
would, aud in ten seconds was beckoning
and waving her hand from the rocks on the
other shore. We could not hear a word she
said for the rush of the rapids in the
gorge
below. Her father, who
wotships her-*»
well he may—used to tell a
of
an
exstory
perience of theirs in a soit of out-lying station
he had, half shantv and half
lumber-camp,
just on the edge of the woods. Mrs. Trevor
had gone up with him and Janet aud ihe
children ; and they were to have a sort of
picnic-frolic for three or four days. But one
of the little boys was not
well; so their
mother had taken them all
home, leaving
Jauet to cook for her father, who had something in hand. Poor fellow ! In the middle
of the second morning, as he
pried up a
heavy sill from its resting place, the ground
under
his
bar slipped, and he
gave way
him,
and the log rolled down together in the hole
he had made—poor Treror
underneath, and
his leg broken just above the ankle. Jauet
was with him in two
seconds; but she could
not free him, nor could five others like
lier.
♦'She did not wait long," he said. Off she*
went like a bird, down to
McMurtrie's pasture, a mile and a halt dowu the intervale.
Over the root-fence, Into the
pasture, and
then, threading through the high ferns, she
to
call
'"Dan!
began
Dan! Dan!"
Now,
Dan was a vicious old stallion whom McMurtrie chose to keep
in
his
ranging
pasture and

big

„„„

iiiuiiiuinio
or any ot
wanted D a. winch was
four times in a sui-mer, it took a perhaps
peck of
salt, and lurings and chasings, lariats and
lassos indescribable, to woo him
aw) to win
liim. And now ttiis
child—foi; Janet wai
still not woman
grown—only called Dan two
or three times, and down
the uu-

ilia

.τ ucii

men

derbush

through

the great hulking
creature,
glowering at her; ami as she slowly walked
up to him with a handful of raspberries·, he
did not turn away ; and then and there lie
stood and she stood—she on a
rough bowlder. he nibbling at the fruit she rubbing his
head between the
ears, he whinnying with
satisfaction that he had
company. And at
last when Janet
thought the (intente cordiale
was attained she
coolly put her little greeu
scarl through his
mouth, behind his great
teeth, and, before ho knew
it, situ hail flung
herself on his hack, and was
away. They
were not long
making the six miles to the village. As she came in by the saw-mill, she
met Dr. Kittredge. She told
him her story :
and in three minutes he and four
other men
were in a lumber wagon on
their way to the
rescue.
told
Kittredge
me this himself.
They asked the girl if she would not go, with
them ; but Janet said no;
somebody must
take Dan back to the pasture,
and so she
went ahead of the party.
Poor Trexoç was
released in less than two hour* from the time
he fell.
But you w nt to know l»ow Wildair first
met her. It is John Wildair remember—not
Taylor; Taylor is in Australia. John is Taylor's brother, That is
just the way with you
young people. All you care about is the love
came

miking and the wedding.
I might entertain yon for an hour with Now,
pleasant accounts
of how the Trevors
came into th»
valley, and lioiv I came to be Piscataquis
there, and of
the origin of the
Trevor family; and
you
would snip it all to see
how the story turned
out, and who married them.
Only Helen, of
all of you, would read
about the early
of Cornwall; aud she
history
would do it, cοt because the wanted to
but from love of
know,
me.

JUU.
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New, Choice

Also

a

large assortinont
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Monday,

December 9tb.

Tuesday,

December lOtli.

need

some more room

vyiiroiiionul,
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therefore

shall sell

ws

tlw

than the goods

can

to $250 per month everywhere, male
female, to introduce the GENUINE IM

Φ and
PROVED COM MON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE. This machine will stitch, hem, fell,
tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
^ most superior manner. Price only $15. Fully
licensed and warranted for live years. We will
I pay §1,000 for any machine that will srw a stronger
more beautiful,
or more elastic seam thau
y
5Ç ours. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch." Every
second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth canbe pulled apart without tearing it. We pay
££
from §75 to $250 j ei month and expenses,
φ agents
kftor a commission 1: oui which twice thai amount can
be made. AddressSecomb Λ
Co., Boston,· Mase.;
Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, 111., or Si. Louis, Mo.
nol9
tlw
^

our

for these tiiree daye at

tows IS

PSÊICES
be bought at wholesale.

One lot Yard wide Tliibets for
75c.
"
all Wool Plaids for
40c.
"
4<
37 l-2c.
Serges for
"
"
Satinets for
55e.
"
4ôc·
Serges for
"
Klk. Alpaccas for
25c*
'·
Silk Poplins for
87 l-2c.
"
I51k. Repcliants for
00c.
"
"
Crochet Battons 20c. a doz.
"
"
"
12c. "
Re]).
"
Tassel Ties for
45c.
"
Windsor Ties for
50-·
"
i)ress Protectors 12 l-2c, a yard.
"
2-Button Kid (Jloves for
50c

Γ&)

ϋ among ail classes. Old people, the middleV aged, those who are just entering life, and
'5 youth of both sexes buy and read with the

p·^·
m

profit.
^greatest
*

MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET

P3
Φ

®
a
"S

LEWIS' last and best book.
It is meeting with the greatest success ;
Κ and there'sMONK V IN IT.
Send for our circulars,ecc., which are sent
S free. Geo. MAcLean, Boston. nol8t4w

|

Wc hâve also

Turkey

011e

wo re

WELLS' CARBOLIC

specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG,

Tablets

Coîîïh early and avoid Oie rsssïi
îsat we are sarc 4a iravc.

as a

Price 25 cents

a

"%Vc have "oîs of oils;:»· Goods at
GREAT BARGAINS.

A Great Offer !

Covell

will dispose of M «> PIANOS, MEL ΟΠΈ ONS, and
ORGANS, of six first-class makers, including Waters', at very low price for cash orpart cash and
balance in small monthly instalments. Ncw-loctave first class PIANOS. modem improvement, for
8*73 cash. Now ready a CONCERTO PARLOR
ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect tow
ever made. Illustrated
Catalogues mailed. Sheet
Music and Music Merchandise.
dec2-4wt

<&

Company,

Cor. Congress and Brown Sts.,
dec9

CJieapest Security

Now

TilE

Offered.

—

ft'ortSwcsicni
Soutiieasteiti Β/ H.

HAVING THIRTY JYEARS TO RUN.
interest at 7 per cent, in Gold Coin, "of
equal to the present standard."

Bearing

or

Coupons payable in New York, Loudon, or Frankfort, on the Main, at the option of the holder. When
desired, bonds wl'll be registered by the Trustee—the
Farmers' Loan and Trust Co. Interest payable Januaiy and July.
This road is now completed from Jacksonville to a

junction with the CHICAGO & ALTON It. It. at
Verdin, a distance ql over 30 miles. The road, so far
as completed, is thoroughly
equipped, ENTIISEÏjY PAID ΡΟΚ, and in full operation, and it is
upon the completed portion rraii/,tnatbunds amounting to $600,000 are now ο tiered at 85 and accrued in-

terest in currency. Bonds upon the remaining portion of the road will be sold at a much
higher price
and will be ottered only upon completed road. This
road traverses the garden of the State, crosses all the
most important roads, controls the enormous coal
mines at Verden, and its bonds are most highly esteemed by those whose investigation has been most
searching. We have personally examined every detail of this Company, and have gone repeatedly over
the entiie line. Wc arc consequently enabled to recommend these bonds as an ab*olut?>ly perfect se-

curity.
Pamphlets and further particulars may
applying to

dissolution of Copartnership.
"jVTOTICE is hereby given that the copartnership
ΙΛί heretofore existing under the firm name of Edward Nixon & Co., Soap Manufacturers, composed
of said Edward Nixon and George W. S.
Nixon, is
hereby dissolved by mutual consent, and said George
W. S Nixon is hereby authorized to settle the
partnership business.

Γ FREE

TO

ALL-!

PER week to Agents, Male or Female.
To all who will write for an
we
will send a copy of that " Wonder of Wonders," the
ILLUSTRATED HORN OF PLÈANTY. It contains over 11 ft y beautiful illustrations, and will be
sent FREE to all who may write. Address I. GARSIDE, Patterson, N. J.
àc2f4w

Agency

JLEÔÂ Ε, ΑΪ>νΐ€ΕΣ
Receipts, &c.

*"·

and Candles at the old stand, cor. Greenand Everett sts.
Orders lefc at 229 Congress St., or at the Factory,
will bo promptly attended to.
del2d2w
GEO. W. S. NIXON.
leaf

& SLEEPER,

HARDWARE,
WO. £05 SH9AB ST., BOSTON.
valuable stock of Hardware was consumed
in t he great lire of Nov. 8th. We have
purchatNEW STOCK, and are now able to oiler to the

OUR

the

MOST COMPLETE ASSORTAIENT OF
fil IKWUAKi: IN THIS CITY.
We have a fall line of Disston's, Saws, Butchcrss
Files, Lamnon Λ Goodnow's Cutlery, Wost-nholin"
Pocket Cutlery, and Builders' Hardware, which we
are olferingat our usual 1 >w prices.
decl0eod2w

SpecMsaS Notice.

:i

^ the undersigned. Engagements have been made
with leading professional men in the United
Γ")
w States
by which Medical and Legal Advice, lie^ ceipts, Formulas, and directions for manufaetur^ ing any article required may be promptly sup"
pli d àt tritling cost. This system has proved
highly successful in Euroi ean countries where
tesj certain classes could not afford to pay the high
prices charged for nrofessioual services. Our receipts will be the latest and best discovered,
while our medical and legal instructions will
have the indor ement oi gentlemen of wide rep-

^

offices

lished in ot'ier States.

are

All

about to be estab-

correspondence that

we receive will be regarded as strictly contitej dential. Each letter asking advice, whether
ipjjj Legal or Medical, should enclose One Dollar with
stamp; Receipts and Formulas, Fifty Cents
questions asked are comg| with stamp. Ifantheextended
plex, requiring
reply, a small addi-

bill will be sent.
Send for chvulars. Address all letters to

Hional
g?

the
AlTSGBICAN AVVIfË AfiEIVCY,
Maine.
dcc?-4w't
CALAIS,

AGENTS WANTED.—Address for the most libTHE DISCOVERER
ever offered.

DR. LIVINGSTONE IN AFRICA-His Adventures-TH Ε STAN L· Κ Y-LIVINGSTON Ε EXPEDITION t.^ Africa. Large octavo volume just issued.
Contains Incidents of the Wonderful Career of the
Great Traveller, the Country, Animals, Natives,
Hunting; &c. Full Account of this most interesting part of the Globe. Outfit sent for§1. Address UNION PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, 111.;
Philadelphia, Pa.; or Springfield, Maes.
<Yoc3-lwt

777

AGENTS

our

we

CALL AND TRY A.

eeplfl-TT

newly finished

in

Country

"ΙΠΐιΟ AGENTS want absolutely the best
-B™ Books? Send for circulars of Vent's selling
Unabridged Illustrated Family Bible. Over 1100
pages 10 by 12 in., 200 pages Bible Aids, &c.
Arabesque $6 25; Gilt Edge, 1 clasp, $8 25; Full Gilt., 2
clasps, $11 00. "Beldev; tiie White Chief." for
Winter Evenings. 3Gth 1000 ready. The American* Farmer's Horse Book: The Standard.
4Gtli
10094li ready, Epizootic Treatments, &«·. C. F.
VENT. Ν· Ϋ. & Cinc innati. Vent & Goodrich, Chicago.
dec3-4wt

am

bTOKE FOR
SALl..—Very iktiniI"jltOVlslON
bly locate!, always pain well, excellent ohanee
small

for a mail with
someone.

decisis

a

very

capital,

»

bargain

for

TAYLOR & CO., 3 State St.. Boulon.

Fare down and back 25 cents, children half price.
Special arrangements can be made by applying to
the Capt.
oclPrltr

and

furnished,

for such

a

RAILROAD.

Trains

Due at I'ortland.

arc

From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 9:45 a. in.
John, Bangor, and North and Easî; at

From St.
3:12 p. m.

From Augusta and Lewiston at G:35 p. m.
From St. John, Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked throuiih to Houlton, Calais, St. John,
Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rocklaud, &c.
L. L.

SACO,

A.it.±CAJN

juiiiit

Commencing îflomlay,

U-JdiMENT.

Dre.

2d, 187%.

Passenger trains leave Portland dai-

——

T;i:!:-'^v-.^Rly, for

Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunexcepted) at *1.30 A. M. 17.00 A.
M., U.55 A. M., Î3.20P.M., t 6.45 P.

3

Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30
M.,t3.30 A. M, f 12.30P. M., t3.15P. M.,*8.00P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.OO A. M, ?1U.
35 A. M., t3.l0 P. M., t5.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A.
M., returning at 4.35 P. M.
♦Pullman sleeping car express train. Ν. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morniug, does not run
Monday
A.

morning.

t Accommodât ion

train.
tFast Express.
ijûrThe Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
Ν. B. The 7.00 A. M., and 3.20, P. M. trains
from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F.

noSOtf

ClIAbE,

Supt. Portland Division.

PORTLAND

&

OODENSBUKG R. it.

CHANGE OTP

and after Monday, Nov. 4th, and
further notice, trains will run
w follows :
It.
A. M.
P.M.

p^^PI?^|ui3til
The 7.15

7.15
8.30
and 1 00 p.

3.15
1.C0
m. Trains will

be Freight
attached.
STAGE»
Connect daily with 3.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark. Bridgtou, Lovell,and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a. m. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine K. R's., and the 1.00 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season to connect with Steamers for Bosa. m.

with passenger

Every Saturday,

ALTERATION

WINTER

Fare, including State room,
For freight and further information
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wliarf, or
oc28tf

OF TKAEIVS.

Coasting·

in

S!T— STHE
£ûétiS3a.
FOREST

Γβχ ME following streets have been designated on
JL which boys can coast with sleds dtiring the winter, and 011 none others. 1 f detected in coasting 011
other public streets the penalty of the law will he enforced.
On Anderson, from Cumberland to Munroe.
"
Boyd street.
"
J'Vx, from Washington to Back Bay.
"
Chestnut, from Oxford et.
14
Elm, trom Oxford st.
"
Is'ew High, below Cumberland st.
'·
Mellen st.
'·
Pleasant to Center.
"
Atlantic to Fore

CIIAS. CLARK, City Marshal,
1ST 13 W

cents.

NEW ENGLAND CARPET f-O.,
;U7:5 Wa*hiMgtoii Street, Boston, Maes.
decl3

diw

OO
OO

$20,ttl5

09

Total,
Premiitine paid iu 28 years,

95,742 00

Should this Policy now become a claim, hi· heirs
would realize upon this investment nearly $2500.00
more than 7
pv.r ceut. compound interest for all
the money paid to the Company.

Result of Policy No. 14,470

the

on

life of the late

CHASE,

ALBERT
Manufacturer

First Glass

of all kinds of

Carriages

At Factory

of K.

PREBLE

STREET.

Having secured first, class workmen in all branches
and buy nothing but the best of stock, I believe I can
build work second to none in style, lightness,
strength
and durability combined. Particular attention
given
to all kinds of repairing. All those who wish Va have
their carriages stored and insured during the winter
and put in repair for spring can do so at low rates.
Λ speciality of repairing all kinds of springs. All
orders in this line by express will be promptly attended to. By strict attention to business I hope to
receive a liberal shnre of patronage.
lieffences—Charles Sager, C. J. Walker, G. & L.
P. Warren, P. G. Blanchard. J. F. Libby, Hanson
C ay, Leander Valentine, C. F. Sargent, Elias Thomas «it Co., J. M. Brown, «T. P. Libby, S Baker.
Oi-22
TT&Stf

stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Poud. connecting with night mail train for Quebec,

Montreal and the West.
Accommodation lor South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island Pond, Gorhain
and South Paris at 2,5tlP. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains between Portland and

Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one
lor every $500 additional value.
passenger
O. J. BRYDGES,
Managing Director.

BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

Portland, June

20 1872.

jun21tf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
Winter Arrusigeineii!.

Passenger trains leave Portland
■yfor Rochester and intermediate btations

at 7.1"· A. ]NL, and 1.30 P. M..
direct connection at Rochester with trains for making
Boston,
over Boston <& Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover aud
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth,
Great
Falls and Oonvay Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester fur Portland and way stations at
7.ί'·ϋΛ. M. ami 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down train on
Portsmouth, Great Fall* an I Conway Railroads, and
the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 7.30 and 8.30. A. M.. via Boston &
Maine, and at
8.3U A. xd.via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 0.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West
and No.
Gorham,

Standish,

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonn ν
Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for
Limerick, Newiield, Parsonsiield and Ossipee, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro* for
Limerick, Parsousfield,
WILLIAM II. TURNER, Superintendent.
declO-tc

April,

1855.

Anion lit of Policy,
Dividends added thereto,

98.000 OO

0,108

FALL

""h^3Warren

——————

Damariscotta,

and

Rockland.

and

r. M.

Rockland, for Camden, LincolnStages
ville, Northport. South Tbomaston and St. George,
At
Rockland
for Union, Appleton and Washdaily.
ington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tbomaston for Sr. George daily.
connect at

At Warren for

Union, daily.

Steamer New Brunswick, Capt
S. H. Pike, will leave Railroad
wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY aud
URSDAY, at 6 P. M. for Eastport aud St. John,
eturning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

PROCURE TICKETS
A.T

o'clock P. M.
sep23-t30 thsn old

491-2

(Ieel3

LlTTliE,

Ticket

Agency

°

_

LITTLE & CO.

Keliable inf irraation chcevfuliy furnished at

all times.

apCdvSrw

GO

wll

i«it

For all the Purposes of

dtf

ay, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum, Worms
Gout, Neuralgia, a* u
Dinner Pill, and Pur*.

Tying the Blood,
eongenlal purgative yet perfected. Tim
mucu they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
out the foul hum<>:-»
to
cure.
purge
powerful
They
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disor-

subscription of over

a

Leave each port every

]V«

$4

WedVy & Sat'd'y.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, PhilaΝ
delphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of
sailing vessels.

Freight for the West by thePenn. R. R., an l South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

are

$250,000,
are now

dered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to ine whole being. They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable ami
dangcrons diseases. Most eminent clergymen, mo»t
skilful physkians, and our best citizeus scud cert ill
cafes of cures performed and of great bent-tits tl.ey

prepared to take

have derived from these Pille. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well η s
are
easy to

Λ Τ CURRENT RATES.

eficctual. Being sugar coated, they
take; and being purely vegetable, they

SAttUKL GOILD, Alterner·

on each

NATII'L F. Dl^ERItfG, Agent.
no30d3w
Portland, Nov. 29th, 1872.

Clarine

Insurance !

The Ocean Insurance Co.,
(Established in 1833,)
a paid up Capital of
to issue all
auiouut not exceeding

with

closes

ues

$140.000.00,
of Marine

one

as

low

ae

directors:

Charles M. Davis,
Charles B. Merrill,
Harrison J. Libby,
Enos

Benjamin Webster,
Richard 0. Conant,
Cliarles H. Chase,
C. Soule.
CHAS. M. DAVIS, President.

GEO A. WRIGHT, Secretary.

THE GREAT REMEDY ΪΌΓ.

CONSUMPTION

noviydlm

which

REMOVAL
Sew York Lilc

Insurance Com'y.

ΓΒ1ΗΕ Eastern Branch offic of tho above Company,
JL has been removed from Fluent Block, to
84 MIDDLE STREET.
W. F. MORRILL, General Agent.
delOdlw

THE PATENT

NOVELTY

LOUNGE,,
and when opened

Novelty in

a

dom fails to effect a speedy
in the most severe
cases of Coughs, Bronchitis,

WHARF,

àST

Ε

a

receptacle

to

put all

clothe3 that are required. Those who have but

little

room

to spare,
see

this Lounge is invaluable.

it

BOSTON.

JA^lEfH ALEXANDER,
Cncncrul Agent.

jn'idly

Fine China and Glassware
fine assortment to

which

we arc

of

Wistar's

dry up a
and
leave
the
cause
Cough,
as
is
the
case
with
behind,
most preparations, but it
loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays jrritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.
not

130 EXCHANGE

ST.,

PORTLAND.
ilelS

L'STH W. FOWLE k SONS, Boston, K&33.f
And eold by Druggists and Doalers generally.
K0l3
de d&wly

Paralysis

before purchasing elsewhere

LORD,

.

ut

OF IRELAND.

Lungs, &c.

I'REPARKD BY

Ε

lauuwi auu LHIUIU Kt'll

For Cabin Passage pply at the Cabin Office, 80
State street, and for » eeragc
Passage at the Steerage Office, 91) !*tate street, Boston.

a

Age.

11IKREN€Y

THE BANK

We have

BED!

the Furniture Line.

ventions of the

EITIIGB WAY.
Iiafviigu.o

many prominent

cure

perfect

One of tlif ni':it<îst and best in-

{[g^Call and

Λ.

uuguu

Balsam does

the

PASSAGE !

proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowl-

iit the

After using it here you have

Β

preparation, as has been

Croup, "Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,
Sore Throat, Pains or Soreness in the Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding

A

WEEKLY

a

and is offered to the public,

SPRING

UNAim
ST^MSHIPS

by

sanctioned by the experience
ot' over forty years. When
resorted to in season it sel-

FARE

MED£€ED.

cured

iroduced for the relief and
cure of all Lung complaints,

noke R. It. to all points In North and South Carolina
by the Bait. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger aeeommoeaî ions.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $15.01
ime 45 hours; to Baltimore S15, time 65 hours.
For further information applv to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
53 Central ψ liarf, Boston.
june2tf

STEERAGE

timely
ard

be

can

resort to this stand-

physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever in-

ami ΚΑΙ,ΪΙΛίυΙ'.Η.

and Deformities Cared

The Oiient Springe Health Institute is locatJl near
the town of Amhe. st, Mass., for the treatment an I
cure of Paralysis !u all its
forms. Spinal Disease*.
Contracted C rtls and Limbs. Crooked Feet anl
and Hands, Enlarged Jointe, Wry Neck. Curvatures
of the Spin;.', llf|« Diseases, lJickets, St. Vitus's
Dance, and all deformities, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
and all Lameness, Nervous Diseases, Gout, Convult-ions, Diseases of the Brain, Heart and Lungs, Cancers, Hysteria, etc.
Apply to GEOKGE W. RHODES, M. D., Amherst,
or to F. E. FAXON. ESQ.. A g ηt for the Institute
No. 1 Pcmberton snuare, Boston.
<ai5-d&wl2w w42

Iw

IEGETABLEDULMONARÏDALSAM
THE
WORLD*
»IN

Self-Ac ting Fire Engine !

CUTLER BROS.& CO.
B0STON
fRQRR I Er O

Mode and gold by til ο

Nor England Fire Extinguisher Co.,

novl

<kSwl.

A Great

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
Adopted by the V. 8· Navy

C'f.Î

-■

Discovery

!

Department·

adding

Mantel and Table Ornaments.

F»-oj»c!i & Bohemian Vovcltics.
We

Ticket

hav £ a good assortment of

—SUCH

Hares dam-

CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAR,
and is making the best connections aud quickest
time of any route l'rom Bnngor,
Baggage*chocked from Bangor to Chicago, and not
subject to Custom House examinât on.
For full particulars enquire at
Railway Station
or any of the Companies
agents in New Engl nd.
I). H. BLANCHARD, oppo. Preble
House,
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
aug28-t*
Bangor, Me.

SIMPLES I2ÎEE TO ALL

PLUMMER &

KNIVES.
CHILDltEX'S SIÎTS Λ Λ 1) TOYS,

vessels arriving at this port, having sickness
of any kind on board, will report the same
without delay to the undersigned, and wait for orders
befoue hauling to the wharf.
BENJ* W. JONES, Harbor Master,
55 Commercial Street.
declldlm
Portland, Dec. 10,1S7'2.

laws of the State.
Bonds recommended tor safety as well as profitableness, bearing ten per cent, interest, and selling at
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance In
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more remunerative. Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.
CflAKLES m.

2S Exchange St., Portland.

Tea

Co.

Propose selling their stock of MANDARIN TEA AT
December 14th, preparatory to closing

COST up to
business.

AGENCY at SOI i-« Congrea» St.
dccl2-3t*

Horse and Sleigh for Sale
FINE driving, well broke and
stylish
old COLT, with Sleigh, Harness and
sale at a bargain. A poly at

A

PLUM STEEET
decW,

four year
Ilobes tor

STABLES,

No. ΙΟ Plum Street.

At nil tlir Oru^ Mtore*.

$5,000

It E1WARD !

$1,000 REWARD!
SPECIAL NOTICE.

the State of Elaine.

"BEWARE OF
COUNTERFEITS

1mTTS

AND IMITATIONS.

AMERICAN

Consolidated and

BABCOCK
Fire

Extinguisher

!

Bills in Equity have been
filed and suits commenced
against the Gardner and
National Extinguisher

ALL

Woman's

registration

for

novlO

notice"

The Ageuts for

Semi-annual Interest Coupons and Principal
for by State taxation, and xjaid by the
State Treasurer in New York. There is hp expense
for collecting and 110 tax deduction. Present indebtedness is small and therefore easily paid and must re-

Agents

DOUGLASS.
d2w

decl3

THREE WAYS ONLY.

un

Sole

all sorts at Wholesale and Retail.

&

EATON,

BATH, ME.,

FORKS, Ac.,

HAYES

by water

Will work when Steam aud Hand Eugines freeze.
Send for circular to

*

PICKLES,

Municipal

BONDS.

age

AS—

CAKE BASKETS,

and Sontkwest !

IfiAWKES,

an

LOOK AT OCR

Ï1IE GRAND TRUNK is in splendid running condition, is fully supplied with first-class rolling stock,
including tlie

under the

contin-

risks, to

S14,000.00,
any

Steamships:—
William Lawrence," Capt. W. A. Hallett.
"
William Crane " Capt. Solomon Howes.
"
George Appold" Capt. Winslow Loretand.
"BlacKstonc,"
Capt. Geo.H. Hallett.
"
William Kennedy," Capt,, Henry D. Foster.
•'McClellanS'Cavt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the lra. & Ten
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Al
bama and Georgia ; and over the Seaboard and Ro

$3©

entirely

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
jant-e3dwly-

Olflce No. 17 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME,

of this Line sa'l from
encl of Central Wharf, Boston,
Semi-Vv ceklv, 2.30 p. m. for >TOR·

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Saginaw,
St. JPanl, Salt Lake City,
Denver,
San Francisco, and all points

Registered

j

Steamships

STEERAGE

are

haï m less.

NStfolk and Baltimore aud Washington,
!). C. Steamship Line.

RO^lS·1Η^

the most

eftects abundantly show ho ν

WHITNEY Λ SAMPSON, Agent*,
?© Loiag Wharf, ISoston.
j:i23-ly

Ί

Family Phyeie,

Costivencss, Janndh <·,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery. FoulStouiach, Erysipelas, Headache, Pile», Rheum it ism, Eruptions aud Sk i η
Diseases,
Biliousness,
.Liver Complaint, Drop-

59 State Street.
THIS ASSOCIATION, having

α

CUR1XO

iSi'unzvs, Swiss Carving»,

WEST !

can save

inch22dtf

Ayer's Cathartic Pills,

NO FIRE RISKS TAKEN.

Straiasliip Line.

daily

l-« ^xflmngc Street

V

5-<16moe

Insurance Association.

FIIILA B)ELPHIA

!

MISSOURI
der the laws passed at last session of the
Legis-

i Fsrbc Kaisiiiess Opoussi^
"B.^OU a young or middle aged man of unexceptionaJL i>l character. Experienced accountant and one
thotuand dollars capital. iMvestigation is kmted.
1 Address Βοκ 2V15 Periland Me.
nuv21tf

St.

Exchange

risk, and at rates of premium
other sound Insurance Companies.

—AND—

provided

eodly

Sept

MANUFACTURERS"

on

DIIAFT8 FOR €1 4ND UPWARDS ON

Travelers for CALIFORNIA
the West, Nouih and IVorl*.f *a"4""":west, may obtain through Tickets
""by tlie beet mid uiomI reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rates, at the ol
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of

49

STUBBS, Agent.

Passengers booked from or to London, Bristol, Londonderry, Glasgow, or Derry, for §30 currency.

OLD

Passenger

A. R.

BOSTON

€Ui\ARD

THE

%

FOH COUGHS, COLDS, *c.
ON"Ι/Υ
35
CENTS.

Gen'l Agent for Haine & Sew Hampshire,

day.

Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Frederickton,
Shediac, Amherst, Charlotte to wn, P. Ε. I., and Summerside, P. Ε. I.
£:|T*Freight received on days of sailing until 4

and Fridays.
At Wa.doboro' for North
Waldoboro', Washington,
and Liberty daily.
At New Castie for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains dailv aud freight taken at low rates.
jy2Udtf
C. A. COOMBS. Suy't.

BRONCHIALC

BROWN'S

ARRAN G-KMENT.

Or. and after MONDAY, Sept.
the Steamer New Yook,
Capt. Ε. B. Winchester, aud the

At Warren for Jetferson anil Whitefield, Mondays,

lator.

au»29

junHdlyr

St.

30th,

Waluoboro,

îs'q change of cars between Portland
Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 a. m., and 1.00

so

Dr. Jonrdain'e Consulting Oitice.
61 Hancock Street, Ronton, .Ha··.

furnish.

W. D.

THE

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases <1 tbe
reproductive system, with re marls on marriaq rnd
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with 1» II
instructions for its complete restoration ; also a ell
ter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, Κ :
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject evi r
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free 10
any address for 25 cents. Address,

914,108 37

Reduction of Rates.

TWO TiSIPS PER WEEK!

and

main

37

OK

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
I
just published a new 'i i;.u of his lectni»
containing most valuable information cn the
| HAS

The trustees have decided to reduce the rates of
premium about 2© per cent, on al 1 new business, to
enable all elasses to insure on the most favorable
terms with this Great Company. Also to issue Policies for the sum *f $30,0110 on approved lines and
hereafter to discontinue the i>sue of TONTINE POLICIES, this plan haying proved unsatisfactory. Old
Policy-holders and all others desiring Life Insurance
or any information on the subject are requested to
call at ray office for documents which we choerfally

John. Digbj,
Windsor and Halifax.

Direct rail route to Wiscasset, New

te^l'jf;P?Hf|S8Castle,

R. J. JOLKDAI*,

Dr.

FIRE AND KIAB1WE RISKS

Easlport, Calai»

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

City and County Bonds registered

For Sale in Portland by 1TALLL. DAVIS, LQIltNG, SHORT & IIARMON, β. Κ. 1J UNT &CO.

PREPARED BY
DR. J.C. AYER & CO.. LOW ELL. MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world,
dec lK-d<fewevery3dwly

!

Portland,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
Ajr 7 o'clock i?. be.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50· Freight taken
low rates.
W. Tj. BILTiIN(^. Asm!
J5. IS. COYJLE J Ιδ., General Agent.mch30tf

same

use.

PROPRIETOR
issued

3IOMTKKAL,

nii.1

ATLANTIC WHARF,

"""wj Passenger train for South Paris at
7..'50 A. M.; for Island Pond, Quebec,
and the west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping at all

West, Northwest

and Sleighs
Lcinoiit,

timely

j

HORACE GREELEY

Having commodious C«biu nncl State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

Montreal,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

CARPET.

Tiie Great Wonder.—The New England Carpet
Co., established over a quarter of a century ago, having expended much time, talent and money, to produce a stylish and durable carpet at a low price, after years of experimenting with the best artizens,
have brought out a carpet which they have named
and will bo known as iwJIi' ROTAN TA 5* f£ S Τ IS Y
being exact imitation of Solid Brussels, the iirst
thousand pieces of which in order to introduce them
will be sold Tor 37* cents per yard.—Samples sent by
mail in receipt of *10 cents, or 5 different patterns 50

10,015

STEAMERS

CASTORS,

2 2
1872.

910,000

1879

to J

SUPERIOR SEA-G0I>.fl

C1TV

bybnvingvia

the Streets.

Marshal's Office,
Portland, Dec. 12tli,

$7 00

apply

FOR BOSTON.

and

Term of

decl2tf

,71.,

JOHN PURTEOUS. Agent.

after Monday, Nov. 4tb
}EMiïiHPf?ï8Trains will run as followβ :

Office,

Amount of Policy,

Coujw.

at 4 P.M.

AERANGEMENÏ.

Ou

W.

the
its

Connections made at

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

daily.

was issueo bv this Company in 1843, (not by
EQUITABLE COMPANY as advertised by
Agent) and now stands as follows, viz :

Wiv.-s midvd to Dec.

so

marvellous curee, which hare won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other mcdicne.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by meubal
skill. Indeed, the Cherry I*. roRAL has roii'.y
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, b a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity fem
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should havt it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief offts
members. Sickness, Buttering, and even life is ba'td
by this timely protection. The prudent should lot
neglect it. and the wise will not. Keep it by youfor
the protection it aftorde in sudden attacks, anu by ts

cars

HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portlaud, Oct. 2,1872..
nov4ti

il.

at 4 P.

FOR HALIFAX DIRECT.
Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, i»nd steamers i'oi Prince Edwards Island ; also at New Glasgow, N.
S., with Lindsey & Co.'s
Stages for Cape JB"ei on.
l-ΪΓ RETURNING leaves Halifax 011 TUES-

DAYS,

life of

the

CYRUS W. FIELD

AUKANGEIWENT.
favorite steamship CARLOTTA, Capt. E. D. Mulligan,
leaves Portland

haps no one ever secure

$56,000,00©
one

Composions
thecsiîi-

won

wide a reputation or Maintained it so long as Ayr's
Cherry Pbctoral. It
has been known to the pblic about forty years, a
long contiuned eerie» of

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

TIME.

On

Leave Portland,
Leave N. Conway,

Cash Assets,

Total,

The

&

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

M.

WSIVFER

which bave

dence of mankind ind
become household wrds
among not only one but
many nations, must Uve
extraordinary virtues, ler-

OF NEW YORK.

DIRECT !

dec3tf

EASTERN ANI> PORTLAND,

ιΐΛ

For Halifax, Nova Scotia.

LINCOLN, Acting Superintendent.

Augusta, Nov 30, 1872.

νν

Leave Gait's Wharf, Portland,
MONDAY and THURS*âgir^jâajaS*Vvery
DAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 3S Ε. R.. New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franeonia arc titled up with fine
accommodations for passengers,
making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from
Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their
to the Steamers afc
freight
early as 4 P. LI., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply t ο
HENRY FOX, Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38. E. It., New York.
May 9-dtf

u*
Courlis, CoiclM,Whoopiun C«|h,
Brouchitin, Anthiuu and CouNiiiii?li«.

j

Mutual Life Insurance Co

Co

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
unt^ farther notice, run a?

atuch

THE FEW

PLATED GOODS !

trade.

North Bridgton, Me.. Dee. 2, 1872.

Steamship

Dîhciikch of the Tfaroal aud Lain,

Fer

THE

Policy No. 421

■Iiffi

For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Readfiold,
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Halifax at 1:00 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta at 5.30 p. m.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25 p. m.

Ton

shall

LUKE & F. 69. BEOWIV.

A.

PACKAGE

M.

Ayer'sCkerry Pectoral

WITH THE RIUIIT COMPANY,

Jones' Landing at £.15 and 3.45 P.

~~

decStf

a. in.

WANTED.

For most Important Boole ever Published "Kfery
lKorrfC Owner's Cyclopedia." New Horse Disease and all others of which the horse is subject,
fully explained with sucsessful treatment, every
horse owner should buy it. Also New Jlapn of
U. S. and World, Κ. E. Township, and Charts,
Threads and Pictures, Laraest Assortment for
Agents in New Ens and. Apply at once for terms to
K*. JL. GUERNSEY, Publisher, Concord, N. 11.
dcc3-d4wt

Years as may be agreed upon. The stand is an excellent one, commanding a large trade, and good
transportation facilities.
Liberal inducements will be given. A flue opening
is here presented to a good party wishing to
engage

dcçl2d2w

KIDKOUT SISTERS, Sole
aicuts for Portland.
Oflice at SDli Congress Street.

and 3.15 P. M.
leave

Returning

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

]*a*s?!f??f?5ff|Houlton,

Store Business to a iinal close as rapidly as
bring
circumstances will allow, and therefore offer for sale
our txtensive stock of -Merchandise, fresh and in
good order, comprising all varieties of Goods usually
kept in Country Stores, and also to Rent the Store,

Tea !

Woman's Ten Co.

Μ

Boston.

Winter Arrangement, Commencing Dee.
18«.
Trains leave Portland for
Bangor,
Calais and St. John at 12:15
m. (sleeping and
day cars on this
train.)
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at 7:00

I

Tbe

EXPRESS,
CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
Will leave tlie end of Custom House Wharf daily for
J ouch' Landing, on and afterOct 10,1872, at 8.45 A.

MEDICAL.

Life Insurance

Hteauiboat Company.
8TEAH1EB

our

).\FIDENrκ.

Imported l:y

CN'aJi'» Inlnud

Wednesdays

future to devote exclusive atten-

INTENDING
tion to
Manufacturing Dopartment,

MAINE CENTRAL

Limington. daily.

An important enterprise, designated to supply
PuWic want long felt, has been established by

DISCOVERED

ily Soaps,

in

<ij*

1872.

I will continue to manufacture the Celebrated
French Ecleeiic Laundry, and various brands of fam-

ed a
trade

LOOK

!

AMERICAN

SOMETHING WORTH KNOWING

Superintendent,

PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent,
Commercial Street, Portland.
Dec. 2,1872.

eral terms

EDWARD NIXON,
GEORGE W. S. NIXON.

HXHxAN, CLARKE

to sell

FAMILY
KNITTING MACHINE. The simplest and best in
the World. Address American Knitting Machine
Co., 345£ Washington St., Boston, Mass.
de24wf

"utatiop. Branch

SO Exchange Place, Ν". Y.
dcclS
cJeoiKtwIw
w51

Y.',

agents.

TN,S200 per month

WA:VÏ\5-;E>
the IMPROVED

had by

be

GIBSON, CASANOVER & CO., Bankers.,

Portland, Dec. 9th,

λc; κ

aisd

iatiiseiiviilc,

Broadway Ν,

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
tor the best and cheapest Family Bible ever published
will be sent free of charge to any book agent. It contains nearly 50i) line Scripture illustrations, and
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Address, stating experience, e<c.. and we will show you
what our agents are doing. NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO. Pliila., Pa.
dec2 4wf

FSRST MORTGAGE BONDS
—OF

481

fhëeTîTbook

tf
THE

to

Piatt St,· New York,
Sole Agent for United Statos.
box
Send for circular.
dec'2-4wt
18

For Peaks' Island.

NEW ΑΒΒΛΝ»ΕΜ£ΝΤ.

J.

TABLETS.

INSURANCE.

MaSsie

Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.

Worthless imitations are on the market, but
the
only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid for
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
othei weU known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
Bia all cases of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be freely used, their
cleansing and liea in g properties are astonishing.
Be warned, never neglect a cold, it is easily
cured in its incipient state, when it becomes chronic
the cure is exceedingly difficult, use Wells' Carbolic

this city

beibre in

DIO

STEAMERS.

353

Be deceived, bat for coughs, colds, sore throat,
hoarseness and bronchial difficulties, use only

lot

offered

lit'V*

^Accommodation.
tFast Express.
\V. MERRITT,

DON'T!

Re:! Damask for 90c. per yard.

Such bargains

daily.
Passenger station iu Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station iu Boston, Causeway street.

ton.

....

Iiy
IIamjiatt Bili.ings, to which reference is made
in the above story, i.s given away to every Renewal and New Subscriber to "()li> an» New"
for 1ΆΤΧ at SI.0(1; or at S4.2.J tlia chromolitli
will be furnished handsomely mounted
ready
for framing.
It is 10x14 inches, ami prinSedin beautiful
oil colors from eighteen
fithographic stones.
Address GEO. Λ. COOLIIXîE, Business
Agent, eare of Roberts Bkothei:s, Publishers, 143 Washington St., Boston.

iffandariat

for

CHRISTMAS GOODS,

John to look at, and said it was named '•Confidence,'' Janet asked if "Confidence" was
not Latin for "Brass." But John said "No"
;
he said that it was a word which meant Faith
and Love mixed together» And wc hung the
picture above the mantel in the dining-room;
and, as we sat looking at it, the brothers and
sisters came In for prayers, and old Chloe
bropght ia the little Donald. And old grandfather Trevor opened the old Bible he brought
from Cornwall, and he read,—
"1 give you power to tread on serpents and
scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy, and nothing shall by any means hurt
you."—From Old and Nets for December.
J.IIW ueuuuitu

the United Slates.
Cheaper is Pnm:, more favorable terms given,
and more convenient to market than can be found
elsewhere.
Free IïoîucsîcîhIIs forAttnal Seltlera.
The best location for Colonies—coldiers entitled le
a Homestead of & ittO Acres.
Send for the new Descriptive Pamphlet, ^vith new
maps, published in English, German, Swedish and
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
Address,
O. F. DAVIS,
Laud Com'r U. P. R. It. Co., Omaha, Nf.k.
any

t<lec25

We

lie

painting

Mild Climate, Fertile Soil,
for Grain growing and Stock Raising unsurpassed by
in

$75

after her.
1 don't know what he said to her; but I
Uuqw, that after the Forty seventh was paid
off, I married them both, and that there, according to all rule, this story ought to end.
sent the

CO.,

For Lowell,*7.00, *9.55 A. M., and t3.20 P. M.
For Milton and Union, *7.00 A. M. and f3.20 P. M.
NOTE.—The *7,00 A. M. and t3.20 P. M. train connects at Boston with trains for New York. Passengers ticketed and baggie checked through.
(£lP*Freight trainb ueiweeu Portland and Boston

Free Homes !

nol9

come

Billings

it

On the line ol the UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
ttjres of the best
Farming au.l mineral
Lands in America.
3,000.0(ϊΟ Acres in Nebraska, in the Platte
Valley, now for sale.

W ednesday, December lltli

could be assigned to
Lynchburg. He would
have given his hand had he dared ask her to
to
him
assign
Lynchburg. Aud the only reason he did not dare was his fear that she
would find out, by his asking, how it was a
matter of lile and death for him to
go there.
Queer human nature ! He hoped she knew
she was all in all to him : and
yet that was
the one thing he did not tell lier, anil was so
afraid she would find out. Why was he
afraid ? Why ? Oh ! it is the old, old story.
W bat if she did find out, and then moved
Tom into Ward A, and let Rebecca come into Ward 1/ in lier place,—what would John
Wildair do then, poor thing? So John Wildair did not say one word ; and so he was assigned to Lewisburg, when they were assigned to Lynchburg.
Die of a broken heart, not a bit of it. He
did not die at all : he got well. He bribed a
black brother to let him out of a window;
and he stole a horse and rode him thirty
miles before daylight.
Then lie slept all
day in a barn ; then he stole another
horse, and then another : and so he turned
ui> at Harper's Ferry; and so he was
in Battery Seven in front of
Petersburg;
and so he marched under Ord to
Appomattox Court House;
and so, when Janet
brought poor Tom, still limping, down to
our lines, and hunted
up the Forty-seventh
Maine, John Wildair was in command, because he ranked every officer left in the field.
And did not John Wildair tell her then how
glad he was to see her?
Yes. And she was glad to see him ! And
John had her and Tom sent back to the field
hospital in an old carryall, and in the evening came down to see how Tom had borne
the journey. Aud after that he took Janet
out to see the sunset behind the river; and
they walked aud they walked, and John told
her how de.-olate all life had been to him
since she and Tom went to Lynchburg, and
begged her, I y the love he bore her, never to
leave him again without saying he might

When Mr.

lïie

13,000,000
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Cheap Farms !

House.

Preble

wcasisics^

sliould be frequently taken to
keep tlie
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
of
danger malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New
York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircula
decl3
4wt

Finally

Congress Street,

Opposite

more formality, insist on precedent mc.re certainly, than could the French nurse. She
never asked for anything that was not
right;
and whtn she asked for anything, she asked
as if she were certain it was to be
granted.
So the end was, that it always was
granted.
Tom Trevor was assigned to Lynchburg.
wuuu

looking for

before purchasing elsewhere.
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β/fieri ne or
Urinary Organs ? You must procure instant relief or you are liable to
suffering worse than deatli.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.

lEus'cksi PoilsQB* Store

So did John Wildair, who lay in the next
bed ; and so did all the Smiths and the
Joneses and the rest, with whom this story
has nothing to do. Never was there such a
sunshiny place as was that ward of No. 21,
till tl#y were all packed up and packed
off,
and sent back into the country.
And then ! Why, by that time, Mile. Lacrctelle had her way as periectly as any red tr.pist of them all. Not Dr. Sample nor Dr.
MacGregor could draw up requisitions with

liw»

Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without
it will
reaction,
impart youthiul vigor to the weary sufferer.
Have you weakness of tlie Intceiiiaes ?
You are in danger of Chronic Diarrhoea or
the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off
tendency to
intiain. ations.

Sliould call at tlio

woman

-ΪΤΤ.,
iiuau

Have you a Dyntpepntic Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty of the

Useful and Ornamental Presents

well.

Τ

of
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Persons

Extract of Jurnbeba

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the
plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative
agent.
ÏH there waist of action iis
your Silver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions,
scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches, producing
Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jurubeba to cleanse,
purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.

Hats, Caps, Umbrellas, Travelling Bags,
Baskets, Pictures, Fancy Boxes, Silver Ware, Jewelry, Table Cutlery, Toys, Ladies and Gents'
Underclothing·, Children's
Furs, &c., <fcc,, Ac.

of charity magnetized Tom also, so that his
"Janet!" died unspoken. But from that
moment, 1 can tell you, Tom began to get

1

Dr. Wells

EVER OFFERS» IN POBTIAND.

who brought
it Monday, but by a tiny little white woman
in the full dress of a sister of charity.
Tom
hopped a foot oil" his bed when the sister of
charity turned round on him; but the sister

Uiv.

Designs,

Rich

aiid

ASD LARGEST STOCK

the way that it happened that .Janet, after she had carried to Adam Clement
the stockings his mother had sent, and to
Jesse Burton the headrest Mary had sent,
and the boxes of home-baked bread to Jo.
Stratton and Walt. Victor, and the letters to
twenty others, whom she found in one hospital and another, appointed herself to duty
one day at Hospital No. 21, with a note from
Dr. MacGregor to our good friend, Dr. Sample, who was in charge there. The note said
that she was a perfect nurse, and could speak
French and German well. Sample had little
to do with French or with German
; but he
had no surplus of perfect nurses. And so it
that
one
when
Tom
Trevor
was,
morning
was waiting for his breakfast of mush and
molasses, it was brought
him, not by the

TA

—

GREATEST VARIETY,

was

nice red-turbaned black

IN

BEST MAKE,

better as Janet, went with them with express charges to look after certain wounded
oi the Twenty-ninth
Virginia.
Nobody
could go in without Dr. MacGregor's pass ;
but lie would take Mile. Lacrctelle any-

where.
That

It is not a physic which may
give temporary reiici
to the sufferer for the first few do
es, but
from
continued use brings Piles and kindredwhich,
diseases to
aid in weaken in g the in valid, nor is it a
doctored liquor
which, under the popular name of "Bitters" is so
extensively palmed oil on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a mont powerful Tonic an«l
alterative, pronounced so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

Silver Glass Ware,

just received from the best manufactories in Europe,
without doubt the

ui

κπυνν

A. M.

—

Glass Setts, Goblets, &c.,

dead.
If he had been shot, some
have seen him tall, and would
have told of it ; for they all liked Tom.
No :
Jane', with all her own clear-sightedness,
which is what Mr. Billings and I call "Con
fidencc," pronounced that he was in a rebel
pr.son. Then the next thing for her to do
was to go and (ind him.
lier father would
not hear of it; for, as I said he worshipped
Janet. But, because people are fain to obey
those whom they worship, he had to do as
Janet bade him before he knew it; and in
fewer days than it has taken me to tell his
story, as we say jvhen we write in the Dime
Series, Janet was at Washington, besieging
Knapp at the Sanitary, and Stanton in his
den, and Gen. Townsend in his, for some sort
of pa-s that would carry lier across tlie lines.
Little good did she get "ot that.
Of course
there was no pass lor her of any kind or sort;
and they all told lier, with great tenderness,
that she would have done much better to
stay at home.
But Janet did not go home.
By this time
they knew aud she knew, that Tom Trevor
was in Richu ond, in Hospital No. 21, where
were our wounded prisoners.
Whether he
was there because he was sick or because lie
was wounded, she did not know nor could
What
anybody learu ; but he was there.
Janet did wa3 to go up to Harper's Ferry.
Then she turned up at Stanton aud Lexington, and, one fins day appeared in Lynchburg,—quite comfortably within rebel territory,—very seedy, and speaking very bad
Engl'sli and very good French. She called
011 all the ministers in
Lynchburg; she waited at Lynchburg till she could be sure whether they would not want her as a teacher in
the academy. Meanwhile she knit
stockings
like fury for the wounded ; aud in the hoswas
there
not
a
volunteer nurse as
pital
ready and careful as Janet, nor so universal
a favorite as she.
And so it happened that
when, in the spring of'64, Butler struck in
so suddenly at Bermuda Hundred,and
fought
the battle of the fog; and when the wounded
began to be sent to the rear from the Wilderness and Spottsylvania ; when Dr. MacGregor and Mr. Harris went down to Richmond
with fresh spring vegetables for the wounded,
VV1J.UI11

Trains leave P. S. & P. It. K. StaTânëSM?â*9pation, Portland, for Boston, at *7.00,
55 A. M., and t3.20 and *6.45 P.M.
^
Returning, leave Boston for Portland
at *7.30, t8.30 A. M., and *12.30 and *3.15 P. M
For Rochester and Alfcon Bay, *7.30 A. M. and t3.20
P. M.
For Manchester and Concord, Ν. II., via C. & P. R.
R. Junction. Î3.20 P. >1.
For Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, *9.55
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Eureka Dollar Store. I

printe t; Tom's name
Dead perhaps?
among (lie missing.
Janet said, "No, not dead." She was sure

tlie

at the
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Presents

Holiday
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chair, down the

MISCELLANEOUS.

I Company as i 11 fringing of this

rights—against
Fuomjpany'e
the Oxnard Sugar
Boston, Eagle Hotel, Concord, and others;Refinery.
and all
parties are warned against buying or using Fire Ex
tinguishers of any laud, in which water impregnated
with Carbonic Acid Gas is used as the
Extinguishing
element, except those manufactured by our Company ,or others duly licensed and arthorized by us,on
of
pain
immediate prosecution for infringement.
American Consolidated Fire Extinguisher Company.
22 South Market Street,
—

ΓΙ1ΗΕ high re pu tali u gained by A dam eon's Botanic
A Cough Balsam for the cure" of C>ughs, Colds,
Asthma, and Consumption, has given rise to spurious
compounds which are peddled out through the country called the samr. The genuine Ada ni son'a Botanic
Cough Balsam is prepared only by P. W. Kinsman,
the inventor and eole proprietor, To r**»tect your
selves from imposition examine the bottle and see
that the words "H1, W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augnata,
Me., are blown in the gla.^s of the bottle.
Having examined the formula ft om which Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam is prepared, we recommend it as a safe and reliable medicine for the cure of
asthma, lung diseases,
coughs, colds, whooping
cough,
ΛΝ MARTIN, m. I)..
^κ°·
&c.
,τ

S. H.
Price a> and 75 cents. Large
for
a
«ΛΟΟΟ Kcwiiril
«

Augusta, Me.
STEARNS, M. D.

bottles the cheat eat
littler Article!
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WOOD !
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ELIAS HOWfc.

D&W4w50

WOOD

Sewing Machines

AUD and SOFT WOOD for («ale at No. *3 JJo;
ooin street. Also DryJ Edging*.
WM. ΗΓ8Ε.

U'UHIEH SHOP FOIl SALE, with engine, tool»,
and everything eenrptwe to carry on the buniHuns from 15 to 36 hand» and cm bo extended
to GO. Λ bargain is ottered if applied for immediatecapital.
ly. Would take a partner—moderate
TAYLOK Λ CO., 3 State St., Boston
Uecl3d3t

AKl)L-CTTEi:iCK s

Patlerna of Garments

Ïf\.>

PLUMMY" & WILiTB

lifSi.

Jy

ltt

173 Middle St.. UpSUli».

